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PREFACE TO SECOND EDITION

THE

edition of this

first

early in 1908, at a time

book was written

when

the aeroplane

Europe represented a flight of only
and when the Wrights
had given no public proof of their flying powers,
even in America. Information was exceedingly
difficult to obtain, especially in England, where
the whole subject of mechanical flight had been
shamefully neglected.
By the autumn of that
year the Wrights had established their fame in
Europe and America, and the great movement
for the development of aviation had begun.
record in

fifteen minutes' duration,

A

year of astounding progress in every direction

Records upon records have been

has followed.

made both by flying machines and
The British Government has
balloons.

dirigible

increased

grant for aeronautical purposes from ^13,000
to ;if 78,000 aerial fleets are being built by all the
its

;

Great Powers

the United States has formally

;

adopted the Wright flying machine, after a series
of official tests the English Channel has been
;

crossed by an aeroplane in faster time than the

journey from England to France had ever hitherto
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been made great aeronautical exhibitions have
been held in London, Frankfurt, and Paris a
week of racing at Rheims brought forth the merit
;

;

of the aeroplane in astonishing fashion Count
Zeppelin made an aerial journey of over 800 miles
;

and

his ship has journeyed from the south of

Germany
Thus,

to Berlin.
in breathless

fashion,

one could go on

recounting the unprecedented progress of this

new

But

locomotion.

will refer

I

my

the book, and to the appendix, for a

readers to

summary of

progress.

On

the main theme of the book, that

is

to say,

of

aerial

the naval and

military

vessels, opinions

change almost from day to day
is far smaller now than

applications

but the number of sceptics

when

Most wonderful
Government has been stirred
into action, both in building airships for the army
and navy, and in establishing a Scientific Advisory
of

all,

the

first

edition appeared.

the British

Committee.

There are several writers and thinkers who yet
will admit no feasibility for aerial vessels, but they
usually belong to the class who have given little
study to the possibilities of aerial vessels.
significant,

It is

however, that even those naval and

military experts

who deny

the utility of ships of

the air have not ceased to urge on the develop-

ment of

special

guns

to

ward

off aerial attacks.
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As

scouting agents and despatch carriers the

value of aerial vessels, even in their present crude
stage, is generally admitted
but the theory that
;

can

airships

be

used

(especially at night)

One

quarters.

purposes

attacking

for

is still

stoutly resisted in

many

of the most illuminating writers

points out that shrapnel from high-angle guns

could wreck any aerial vessel

;

whilst airships,

when provided with ammunition,

will

never be

able to discharge their shells accurately.

suing the subject, the writer argues that
firing is in the nature of

that the

big-gun
If

we

Pur-

all artillery

guesswork, and instances

damage wreaked at Port Arthur by
was very much overestimated.

the

fire

accept this latter statement that ordinary

artillery fire at

immovable objects

inaccurate and exaggerated as to

like

Its

forts

effects,

is

the

layman can form the idea that high-angle fire at
objects capable of moving quickly both in a vertical

and horizontal plane

will

be

far less accurate.

If so the airship of the future will be an elusive

and even dangerous target

The

history of every

for land artillery.

new

invention shows the

same scepticism on the part of the

experts.

But

the development of airships will not be checked
by their opinions, nor does it seem likely that the

Great Powers which have already entered upon a

programme
work.

No

of aerial ship building will stop the

one can possibly foresee a

limit to
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the developments and improvements which mayaccrue in airships for war purposes, and if the
possibilities

terrible

more

are

and

such

as

uncertain,

charily,

make war more

to

and thus entered into
will have accom-

then airships

good purpose.

plished a

The submarine and many other

inventions have

proved of little or no utility save for warlike
purposes but there is always the assurance that
the airship in its varied forms will be an instru;

ment of immense

utility in

times of peace, and

will reach its highest use in that age of civilisation
and true Christianity when war will be but a

barbaric

relic.

Several disasters occurred during the year, and

showed

that progress in aerial locomotion will

not be too cheaply bought.

Inexpert aeronauts

have been urged on to foolhardy feats, and the
morbid curiosity of the public has been aroused
by the ill-expressed enthusiasm suddenly displayed by a section of the press in the new
locomotion.

Soon after first taking up the task of writing a
work on aeronautics the idea suggested itself to
me that one ought to seek out and emphasise the
principal

object

movement.
as

if

of

all

this

Many writers had

aerial vessels

definite object,

great aeronautical
treated the matter

had already attained a very

whilst others wrote

as

if

they
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knew

of no useful end to be gained by aerial
navigation.
It

was

clear that at the time

when

this

book

appeared the military uses of airships were
the most important and apparent. Thus I styled

first

the book " Aerial Warfare," and treated the sub-

a view to showing that aerial vessels
could serve a very valuable purpose by making

ject with

war more

terrible,

and consequently

less liable to

be hastily rushed into.
In the past year the
whole scope of aeronautics has broadened, and I
therefore feel that the time

the
that

title

is

opportune to alter

and contents of the book so as

aerial

navigation

epoch when

it

as well as in

war

There

is

mention.

I

will

is

fast

to

show

approaching an

have important uses

in

peace

time.

just one other little point I would
have been criticised by some English
reviewers for assuming an unfriendly attitude
It is with peculiar pleasure
towards Germany.
therefore that I saw the book go into a German
edition, and meet with a very favourable reception
This fact completely disproves the
in Germany.
criticism.
A perusal of the book will show how
high a tribute I pay to German genius.

INTRODUCTORY

THE

events of the last few years ought to
convince every thinking man that the
beginning of a totally new and important epoch
in

What the
century was to Electricity the present cen-

the world's history has arrived.

last

tury will be to Aerial Navigation.

Only a few

years ago the experimenter
was looked upon and placed

same

in

in

flying

the

machines
cate-

gory as those who sought to invent perpetual
motion or discover the philosopher's stone.
It
was said of Benjamin Franklin that when he
wished to make experiments with a kite, in order
to ascertain if the lightning of the heavens was
the same as Electricity, he took a small boy with
him in order to disarm those who might have
ridiculed what they thought to be a foolish and
absurd experiment.

But thanks

a few earnest and clever scientific gentlemen, mathematicians, etc., one is now
able to experiment and study the problem of
Aerial Navigation without the least fear of ridicule.
Man has long sought to navigate the air
with machines lighter than air, balloons and
to

Introductory
machines heavier than the air, flying machines.
Balloons have been known for some hundreds of
years, but it is only during the last few years that
a motor has been available which is sufficiently
powerful in proportion to its weight to be used on
a true flying machine, and for this remarkable
motor we are indebted to those who have spent

hundreds of thousands of pounds

ment of motor-cars,

in the develop-

especially those of the racing

type-

Mathematicians have always told us that a
machine would be possible just as soon as
a suitable motor for the purpose was discovered.
They have always said, " Give us the motor and
flying

we will very soon give you a flying machine."
The domestic goose weighs twelve pounds and
is

able to

and

fly,

it

is

said that in doing so

she develops the twelfth part of a horse-power.
Gasoline motors have already been made that
develop one horse-power for every four pounds
of weight, or, say, one horse-power with the

weight of a small barn-yard fowl, and I find that
there is a possibility of reducing this weight to
about two and a half pounds, providing that all
the parts are

tempered

Many
it

of high grade and carefully

steel.

philosophers have maintained, and with

reason, that
air,

made

if

would

mankind was ever
in the

to master the

very nature of things be

Introductory
necessary to imitate Nature's flying -machines,

and depend altogether upon dynamic
energy instead of the buoyancy of gas but as
the flying-machine motor was not invented until
quite recently, the balloon men have had everything their own way.
It would, however, appear
to me that balloons can never be of any real

birds,

;

value either in peace or war.
to rise has to

volume of

air,

A

balloon in order

be lighter than a corresponding
that

is,

the machine, considered

as a whole, has a less density than the air
breathe, therefore

it

we

must always be extremely

and fragile. Moreover, in order to lift
any considerable amount it has to be made of
enormous dimensions, and its great size, combined with its inherent weakness and lightness,
renders it very difficult to manage except in a
dead calm. The dirigible balloon, or airship as
it is now called, may be likened to an ordinary
ship.
Suppose, for example, that one had a ship
that could only leave the harbour or return to
suppose, at the very best,
it in a dead calm
delicate

;

that the ship leaked so badly that

it

could not

remain afloat for more than twenty-four hours at
a time; and suppose now, after waiting several
weeks for a dead calm, such a ship ventures
out of the harbour and sails about for a few
hours, but is absolutely unable to enter the

harbour in the face of even a light

breeze.

Introductory
without being dashed about and destroyed.

She

then in the position of not being able to

is

remain afloat or return to the place of safety.
What would be thought of the utility of such
a ship? And this is exactly the case with
they can only venture out of their

dirigibles;

If any attempt is made
house on rare occasions.
to take them out even with a light wind blowing,

the work of months
seconds, and,

destroyed in as

is

when once

out,

it

is

many

impossible to

rehouse them, unless the weather conditions are

extremely favourable.

And

is

then again, the speed at which an airship
able to travel through the air, even of the very

long Zeppelin type,

is

not sufficiently high to

it to make progress against the wind that
blowing on at least two hundred days in every
year.
Experiments made at the top of the Eiffel
Tower have demonstrated that the average
velocity of the wind throughout the year at

enable
is

that height,
that an

is

quite equal to the highest speed

airship

is

able

make.

to

Although

pounds have been spent during the
few years on dirigibles, they do not appear
to have made much improvement on the types
millions of
last

that existed ten years ago.

the opinion that

if

we have

I

am

therefore of

not already

come

to

the end of our tether with the dirigible balloon,

we

are certainly very near to

it.
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On

the other hand, since the development of

the gasoline motor, flying machines have

made

a

more

great

deal

of progress.

than twelve years ago
that

had a

I

lifting effect

Quite

made a
of

true,

large machine

more than

a ton, in

to the weight of three men and six
hundred pounds of water. But this machine
was driven by a light steam engine of enormous
power, and the quantity of water consumed was
so large that the machine could not have remained in the air but a few minutes, even if
I had had room to manoeuvre and learned the
knack of balancing it in the air. It was only too
evident to me that it was no use to go on with
the steam engine, and this state of things was
forth by me at the time in the
fully set
letters and articles which I wrote.
My large
machine, however, demonstrated one very important fact, and that is, that very large aeroplanes had a fair degree of lifting power for

addition

their area.

It

is

interesting to note that this

mine was mounted on a framework made in the form of sledge runners, that
had superposed aeroplanes, fore and aft
it
large machine of

rudders with a front horizontal rudder for steerit was propelled
by large canvas-covered wooden screws running
in reverse directions, that the aeroplanes were
two-ply so as to conceal the framework and

ing in a vertical direction, that
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give a smooth surface on both sides, and that

sharp

fore

and

aft

were produced by

edges

stretching

the cloth tightly over a steel wire.

In one of

my

patents taken about eleven years

showed the

edge of wings or
aeroplanes made rigid, and the after edge made
thin and flexible.
I also showed a device for
flexing the outer and after edges of the wings
or aeroplanes, in order to produce stability and
to equalise the lifting effect on both sides of
the machine.
The most successful machine
which has been made up to date has all of
ago,

I

front

these features.

The Wright
seem

Brothers,

of

Dayton,

Ohio,

have commenced experiments about

to

ten years ago with what

machines, and

it

was only

is

known

after they

as

gliding

had made

a profound study of the subject and performed

hundreds of experiments that they applied a
screw and a propeller, and converted their gliding
machine into a true flying machine. There is
no question about it, the Wright Brothers were
the

first

to perform free flight in the

air.

Not

this, but the work they have done and the
machines they have constructed are so much
superior to the machines of the Farman and
Delagrange type as to be considered in a totally
different category. It has been my great pleasure

only

to witness

some

flights

with the Wright machine

Introductory
Le Mans, in France, and I can testify that
with Mr. Wright on board he had as complete
near

machine as a skilful boatman would
have on a placid stream.
The machine rose
from the ground, mounted at a fair height, and
travelled at a high velocity.
It turned corners
the same as a bird would have done, the outer
wings being much the higher, and when travelcontrol of his

ling in a straight line

it

moved with

the rapidity

and evenness of an express train. On passing
over our heads Mr. Wright mounted at least one
hundred feet in the air, and after performing
another circle came near the ground, and after
slowing up he pitched the front end of the
machine upward, bringing the hind end of the
sledge runners in contact with the ground, which
acted as an excellent brake, and brought the
machine to a state of rest on the ground very
much after the manner of a bird and without
the least shock.

machine is, I believe, about
wide from port to starboard, and is
provided with a small four - cylinder gasoline
engine of 24 h.p.
He has already carried a load
Mr.

forty

Wright's

feet

240 pounds in addition to the water, the
and his own weight, and he has been
able at least on one occasion to remain in the
air considerably over an hour and to travel
of

gasoline,

fifty-six miles.

Introductory

The Wright

machine, however, although well

designed (the proof of the pudding
eating),

is,

as a whole, a very rough

is

in

piece

the
of

mechanism, and is susceptible of a good many
improvements in many directions.
The motor
has four cylinders and a heavy cast-iron fly-wheel.

The iron that is in this
make two more cylinders

fly-wheel would easily

without increasing the

weight an ounce.
With six cylinders no flywheel would be required, and the engine would
develop 36 h.p., instead of 24. With this increase
of power, and several changes for reducing the

atmospheric resistance, 10 feet might be added
to the length of the aeroplanes,

and under these

conditions the machine would probably carry a

load of 300

lbs.

for

a distance of at least one

hundred miles at the rate of fifty miles an hour.
But why should we stop at 36 h.p, with aeroplanes 50 feet long? Why not use aeroplanes
70 or 80 feet long, and a motor of 60 h.p., and
then if all the work is well executed and the
light motor equal, as far as reliability is concerned,
to the best motors now in the market we should
be able to attain a speed of sixty miles an hour,
and keep it up for at least three hours at a
stretch with a load of fully 500 lbs. in addition
Such a machine
to the weight of the driver?
Mr. Wright's machine, as it
is now in sight.
cross
and re-cross the Channel
could
stands,
now

Introductory
without replenishing

gasoline, and the machine
have suggested would do a good deal
better, and would be able to carry a considerable
load besides the weight of the operator.
It is not necessary for me to point out to any
one who has an imagination what this means.
The dullest intellect ought to be able to grasp
the situation and to realise what this new departure means.
It is interesting to note in this
connection why it is that the Wright machine is
so much superior to the machines of Delagrange
and Farman. Both have superposed aeroplanes,
both are about the same size and the same
weight, and both have fore and aft horizontal
rudders.
The workmanship on the French
machines appears to be much better than on
the Wright machine, still as far as flying is concerned the French machines are not in it.
Wright does very much better with 24 h.p. than
his competitors are able to do with 50 h.p.
Let us see now what the details are that make
these French machines so much inferior to the
Wright machine. In the first place they have a
very complicated and rather heavy arrangement

which

its

I

of spiral springs, levers* wheels, steel tubes,
to give elasticity in landing,
is

very bulky,

down, but

it

at the

spheric resistance.

and as

this

etc.,

apparatus

not only weighs the machine

same time

Then

atmoon the French

offers great

again,
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machines the wooden framework of the aerois not covered in, but exposed on the top
side, and this prevents the air from running
smoothly over the top side and joining the current
from the underneath side of the aeroplane. This
planes

arrangement not only increases the resistance,
but also diminishes the lifting effect. The French
machines have only one screw and that made of
metal the blades are riveted on to a steel bar
and the bar projects on the rear side of the
blade this prevents the air from following both
sides of the blade, and so increases the friction
and diminishes the thrust. The French propellers are much smaller than Wright's, and they
only use one on each machine, while Wright
uses two and consequently engages more than
The speed of
double the quantity of air.
;

;

Wright's propeller screws
slip

is

much

less,

and the

of his screws in the air and the waste of

power resulting therefrom is much less than in
The Wright machine s i
the French machines.
able to travel in a straight line without the least

swing round corners without any
pitching or rearing, and to sail on an even keel
under all conditions, while the French machines
take a very erratic path, pitch and toss, and are
irregularity, to

very

difficult to

handle, especially while turning

a corner.

A

good deal of

this

is

due to the gyroscopic

Introductory
action of the screws.

In the French machines,
have said before, there is but one screw.
This is of metal and of considerable weight, and,
as it is connected directly to the motor shaft, it
has a very high rotatory velocity, and therefore
acts as a very powerful gyroscope.
Suppose now
that one of these screws has a right-hand pitch,
and suppose that the machine is travelling in a
straight line, neither turning to the right, left, up
nor down.
Under these conditions there will be
no gyroscopic action but suppose that the driver
wishes to make a quarter turn, that is, to swing
round 90° to the left, the gyroscope will then
have a strong tendency to throw the front of
the machine upward and the rear downward,
as

I

;

whereas,
right, the

if

the driver attempts to turn to the

gyroscopic action of the screw exerts

great force in the other direction, that
the front end of the machine
rear

is,

forcing

downward and the

end upward.

With a

single screw

working

the steering will always be

at

a high velocity
because the

difficult,

changing of the angle of the machine in the air
will always have an influence on steering it in a
In fact the gyroscope is a
horizontal direction.
very remarkable instrument, very

little

under-

and always wishes to have its own way.
Like Paddy's pig, it never wishes to turn in the

stood,

direction that the pressure

is

applied, but to start

Introductory
off on its own account in quite another direction.
Then, again, the power applied in rotating the
screw has a tendency to rotate the machine in a

contrary direction.

In

my

large

machine

these

troubles

were

obviated by the use of two screws rotating in
opposite directions.

The Wright
screws

;

machine, like

my

own, has two

they are both of the same size and the

same diameter and

rotate at the

same velocity in
is no disturbing

opposite directions, therefore there

whatever gyroscopic action is
up by one screw is exactly neutralised by the
gyroscopic action of the other screw, which is of
exactly equal force and operates in the opposite
direction therefore the Wright machine may be
steered as easily as a boat without any of the
erratic influences and disturbances which have so
influence, because

set

;

greatly puzzled those

who

did not. understand the

cause of the trouble.

When we

take into consideration the lightness

and cheapness of aeroplanes, the rapidity with
which they can be produced, and the velocity at
which they are able to travel, I think it will be
seen that a fleet of dirigible balloons would stand
a very poor chance when pitted against a fleet of
As flying machines will have a
flying machines.
speed at least double that of airships, and will be
much easier to manoeuvre, they would not en-

Introductory
counter a great deal of trouble nor danger in
pricking the bubble and letting the gas out of
their bulky opponents.
fully

I

agree with what the

author has so

strongly and so ably set forth in the admirable
I have read with much pleasure.
It is
no longer a safe expedient to hide our heads in the
sand like the ostrich in order not to witness what is
going on in other parts of the world. On the

work which

we should accept the situation as we
The flying machine has come, and come
whether we like it or not. It is a subject

contrary,
find

it.

to stay,

that

we have

the

to deal with, I might say that it is
burning subject of the moment, and the

sooner this fact
ties,

is

acknowledged by the authori-

and measures taken

other nations, the better

to put us abreast with
it

will

be for the safety

of the nation.

HIRAM

[.-.

Sir

vention.]

MAXIM.

is now engaged on a
machine of his own in-

Hiram Maxim

very interesting flying

S.

FOREWORD
ABHOR war:

but

it is

hopeless to expect that

I

a state of affairs will be reached in our time
which will render it unnecessary. Warfare is a
barbarous method of settling differences but when
;

barbaric wrongs have been done,

it

is

in

human

nature to avenge them by blood; and cruelty

and barbarity may never wholly disappear from

Though

our natures.

may become
are,

and

the humanitarian feeling

stronger and more widespread, there

will be,

causes within and without nations

which will long conduce to war. The struggle
for commercial supremacy, for the preservation
of markets, for the maintenance of claims and
rights have, in a large measure, taken the place
of the wars of religion, rapine, and racial animosity.

wars have given way to more
struggles which take longer to prepare

Multitudinous
terrible

little

and longer to recover from.
Apart from the menace caused by ever-growing
armaments, in which the rich nations literally
force their poorer rivals into bankruptcy by
necessitating ever-growing military and naval
for,

expenditure, there are internal causes in every

Foreword
commercial nation which predispose to war.
Congestion of population
increase of laboursaving devices increase of town life, with all its
;

;

evils

and

artificialities;

insensate and unscrupulous

stock-market gambling;
and civic corruption the rapid
acquisition of wealth by vice, sweating,' speculation, fraud, gambling, and extravagant follies
coupled with the struggles between Capital and
Labour, between Socialists and Individualists, have
created many new conditions and new difficulties,
the only popular palliative for which is good
business competition;

political, financial,

;

'

trade, that

greed for wealth and material comforts
classes,

and grows more

Once
try,

The

to say, ever-growing trade.

is

affects all

insatiable.

business declines in the wealthiest coun-

there

is

acute distress amongst thousands

of people, disaffection becomes widespread, and
the war of

Every great nation

violent.

to

keep up her

different

more

the political parties becomes

trade.

countries

finds

it

imperative

Competition ^between the

grows more keen,

rates

of

production of manufactured articles increase out
of proportion to the

demand

enter the competitive arena,

as

more nations

and there

is

a

mad

scramble in the market-places of the world.
are now at the stage where a battle

We

between the nations to
but at any moment this may

in progress

of wits

is

keep up

their trade,

Foreword
lead to the final test of war.

Armaments have

increased on every hand, and, indeed,

if

the grim

trade of preparing for war were not carried on

extensively by each nation, thousands of people

would be thrown out of employment, and grave
discontent would arise.
Despite the protests
and appeals of peace congresses, armies and
navies are increased, and war stores accumulate

the situation in the world's market-places

:

grows more strained, too, as the competition becomes fiercer, and the difficulty of doing good
Commercialism of the coarsest
business is felt.
type predominates, and almost every one and
everything are judged by the money standard.
Notwithstanding the cultivation of international
good feeling, nations will readily attack each
other if they feel a material advantage can be
gained.

If

one power takes too much of the

world's trade,
their peoples

war
fact,

will

the

others will

will feel the

become

be favoured under any pretext.

has become the

final

jealous,

pinch of poverty, and

War,

in

appeal court of com-

procedure, and with hungry nations
clamouring for food or employment, war will
recommend itself as the only way of satisfying
mercial

their needs.

But

if

the world has

has also gained in

A

grown more mercenary it
sense and self-control.
weigh up the cost of war

common

nation will carefully

Foreword
now before entering upon it, and will seek to determine what material advantages may be gained
from it. War in effect to the commercial mind is
a form of speculative investment just a little
more hazardous than many other investments
which are permitted to be laid before the public.
The character of war, too, has changed it has

—

:

become more

costly

and more

science has been pressed into
result that

Every

terrible.
its aid,

with the

has advanced in destructiveness to

it

a stage which

is

appalling to contemplate.

And

makes nations pause; and it has led men
who are good students of human nature to assert
this fact

that the best

way

to preserve peace

war as

terrible as possible

blood

and

money,

—

terrible

ravages, and terrible in

its

is

to

make

terrible in its toll of

in

its

widespread

uncertainty.

But restless ingenuity tends to equalise matters
and give conviction that victory will fall to the
big battalions to the nation which has "invested"
most money in its war-shop. Every new device
which increases the killing power of ship or
regiment for one country is speedily equalised by

—

similar improvements, stolen, bought, or invented,

and once again the nations count
and guns, tot up their war-chest,
place their allies' forces on the same side of the
account-book, and then on the other side set down
The aim of diplomats
the power of their rivals.

by

rival nations,

their

men,

ships,

Foreword
is

to

keep the balance even, as

men who

it is

the aim of the

are responsible for the efficiency of the

fighting forces to turn the balance in their

own

favour.
It is

a delicate balance, and any day

may be

upset by

some nation rendered desperate through
the ever-growing expenditure in war armament,
with no sign of a "dividend" on

its

"investment."

To avoid national bankruptcy an appeal to arms
may be forced.
The time will be rendered
one nation, by a happy investment
in some new and highly speculative form of war
engine, obtains what she considers a valuable
addition to her fighting power, a new force which
is despised or untried by her rivals.
Thus comes the aerial warship as a new factor.
propitious

if

France, after the awful debacle of 1870, cast about
first for weapons of revenge
later, for
weapons which would defend her against her
unconquerable enemy. The airship was one of
the latest of her schemes after many others had
been tried and in recent years, with a declining
population and internal troubles, the airship fleet
of France has been one of her few hopes.
Fortune and good diplomacy, together with
the growing trade rivalry between Germany and
England, have shifted the danger zone from the
French frontier, but at the same time England
and Germany have come into fierce competition.

wildly at

;

;

Foreword
Next it was the turn of Germany to cast about
for new factors which would give her an advantage
over her weahhy rival. The great army alone
was useless

And

so

many

there must be a great fleet too.

:

we have seen

the frantic efforts of Ger-

which will enable her to get on
England; and there was no more

to build a fleet

level terms with
distressing,

fervid

no more

German

British fleet as

infuriating spectacle to the

patriot of the
it

day than the huge

stands out proudly predominant,

a marvellous demonstration of invested capital.

But the German does not tire easily. He is
making steady progress, he takes advantage of
every lull in his rival's work, and whilst pushing
on the task of fleet-building with an activity which
has almost involved him in bankruptcy, he has
taken example from France in casting about for
new methods of equalising power, and so we have
the aerial fleet as cherished an ideal with the
German as his seaship fleet and we have Count
;

who

Zeppelin looked to as the hero

will create

power they require.
Already the German people have given to Zepinvested
pelin several hundred thousand pounds
for his nation the auxiliary

—

the
will

money in him, hoping that the speculation
give the necessary " dividend."

If

and

any one nation develops an
arrives

acquired a

at

the

conclusion

new power which

aerial flotilla,

that

will

she

has

give her a

Foreword
telling

advantage over a

that she will use that

moment, with

all

rival,

power at the

that

we may expect
earliest possible

promptitude

inexorable

born of modern commercialism.
In this respect the airship as applied to wardisturb

fare

will

may

precipitate

the

war.

power and

balance

of

On

other

the

hand,

if

and take up aerial navigation also, there will have to be a general recasting up of forces and possibilities war will be
deemed more uncertain, more costly, more
terrible
and the enterprise will be too rash to
commend itself to any business nation until
something more definite is known about aerial
rival nations are alert

;

;

navigation.

Therefore the general adoption of

airships will defer war,

be given

Many
to

its

until the

new arm can

correct value.

great moral and social reforms will have

be made ere we can hope for universal peace

or even for an honest limitation of armament,

and meantime every great power will in duty to
itself have to adopt aerial navigation in its war
scheme, or else a few enterprising nations by
rapid advancement in the new art may so
readjust the balance of power as to feel justified
in embarking upon war.
The Napoleonic idea of reducing Europe to a
great federated state by conquest was perhaps
after all not such a fantastic method of securing

Foreword
general peace

;

but this no longer being practi-

we may have

hope for a federated
commercial union in which Capital and Labour
could be harmonised, demand and supply regulated on some common-sense basis, and cutthroat commercial competition, sweated labour,
trust frauds, gambling in food and fuel supplies,
trade rivalries, and all the hideous suffering born
of our haphazard mercenary age might disappear.
In modern times of peace the richest nation has
its hapless civilian garrisons ever beleaguered by
the grim enemies Hunger and Want thousands
cable

to

;

more hideous deaths
than soldiers on the field
and hundreds of
thousands of hapless individuals are maimed and
broken in body and spirit by the fiendish cruelty
of people in our cities die

;

of the social conditions under which they are
born, the condition into which they are driven

by

their

Until

own countrymen
human nature is improved enough
!

to

alter

some of those

final

appeal, fighting courage the ultimate test

conditions,

war

will

be the

between man and man.
I have found it necessary to touch on some
of these matters, as

I

notice that

many

advocates

of peace have suggested that aerial navigation

be not applied to warfare for fear of making it
more destructive. Balloons, however, have been

and must be used

in war,

and

if

they are

fair

Foreword
equitable that airships

by the enemy it is only
should have the right to

discharge projectiles.

I

targets to be shot at

make war more
show

to

that

terrible,

its

agree that airships
but

I

very terror

will

have endeavoured
delay an out-

will

break.

Airships will also render warfare
ised

in

destruction

its

(that

is

more

local-

say,

more

to

By

humane), more decisive, and more rapid.
skilfully directing artillery fire,

location of enemies'

positions,

by more accurate
and by the dis-

charge of aerial projectiles the destruction

will

be more closely restricted to the combatants, and
there will be far less of that cruel slaughter of

non-combatants and that widespread and useless
destruction of property which are likely to result
from ordinary methods of warfare.
It

for

may be

objected that

applied to warfare, but
of

I

am

taking too

much

granted in presuming that airships can be

my book

I

devote a large portion

to elaborating

two great points

:

made

extraordinary strides

in the last six years since

a suitable motor has

(a)

Airships have

been found.
stand in the
(d)

The

labour,

Only minor mechanical

way

difficulties

of further development.

nations which have spent

and achieved most success

in

money and
developing

the airship, are the most zealous in applying
to warlike purposes.

it

Foreword
These and the other proofs adduced
a good case, and as
airship

by

will

astounding possibilities

its

make

firmly believe that the

I

an im-

is

portant factor in temporarily preserving peace,
I

do not regret

present application to military

its

usage, sincerely hoping, however, that

may long

it

war and thus give the nations more time
to adjust those errors which are the main causes
of modern war.
Of course I do not fail to admit
defer

the limitations of aerial navigation,

its

and

I

its

great uncertainty: nor do

complete success

will

great risks

expect that

be readily achieved.

the promise of success

is

But

truly remarkable.

Before touching on the applications of airships
to warfare

it

will

development of

be necessary to sketch the

aerial

navigation in order that

the reader can appreciate

how

pursuit until the turning-point
six

years ago in

engine.

The

that time

is

the

baffling

came

was the

less

than

discovery of a suitable

astounding progress

made

since

the best indication of future success.

Perhaps my one regret in writing this book
is that I have to give some prominence to the
idea that the rapid development of Germany's
aerial power may be a serious menace to
England if efforts are not made to keep pace
I am a great admirer of the genius of
with it.
the German nation, and it is with a sickening feeling that the-growing apprehension of impending

Foreword
war between Germany and England has to be
War between the two nations will be
calamitous for both, and yet the political air is
admitted.

so charged with the antagonistic energies of the

two races that it behoves the naval and military
authorities of both nations to prepare for eventualities.
Germany, beyond doubt, has realised
the position, and is pressing every new arm into
its service.
But the action of the British authorities in not keeping pace with Germany in aerial
development is deserving of strong criticism.
The surest guarantee of peace is to balance
fighting forces, and allow no other nation to
suddenly acquire an overwhelming advantage.
War may come with terrible suddenness, an important improvement in airships may be rapidly
availed of by an alert rival, and this may prove
no small factor in determining the issue of a
campaign against a country unprepared for such
developments.

The

desire to adapt airships to warlike pur-

poses has done

much

to hasten the

of aerial navigation, for

it

is

development

generally realised

that the application of these vessels to military

and naval use is at present more feasible than to
commercial purposes. The continued interest of
the great powers in airships will thus help on
airship progress, and if peace can only be preserved meantime we can be truly thankful for
xxxvii

Foreword
new

the patronage thus extended to the

When

England takes her

the rulers of the

air,

science.

amongst
when her army and navy
right

place

have been equipped with the best airships extant,
and when her inventors, designers, and aeronauts
have full scope for their talents we may expect
that the peace of the world will be more secure
than ever and then we may look forward with
some hope to that glorious day when the great
nations will strive to end those internal disorders
and inhuman practices which predispose to war
whilst aerial locomotion, by leaping over many
old barriers, will open the way to international
amity, and perhaps to universal and uninterrupted
;

peace.
I

have found

gress of

of

all

space

it

to

the

present time this
actually

essential in tracing the pro-

types of airships to give a good deal

employed

dirigible
is

as

balloon,

at

the

the only form of airship

in military service

not help thinking with Sir

but

I

can-

Hiram Maxim

that

;

future development lies almost entirely with the

However, even

aeroplane.

regarded as a
is a most inhas reached a practiif

passing type, the dirigible balloon
teresting study,

and as

it

cable stage before the flying machine

it

must be

some time

reckoned
to
come.
have endeavoured to state the case
I
clearly for each type of machine, and in treating
with in aerial warfare for
.

xxxviii
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of the application of the vessels to naval and
military uses

general term

I

have, where possible, used the

" airships,"

under which I include
both dirigible balloons and flying machines. To
the strategist it is of secondary importance
whether the vessel employed is a dirigible or
a flying machine, provided it can carry out the
required

work

in

the

best

manner

;

but

the

need to experiment with
all types, and whilst employing as far as possible
those vessels which are now practicable, they
should in the most thorough way keep in touch
with every development of the other types.
military authorities will
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AERIAL WARFARE
CHAPTER

I

FLYING MACHINES

THE
amongst

conquest of the air must have been
the earHest ambitions of mankind,

and of all forms of locomotion it has presented
the most baffling problems.
At practically every
period it must have been recognised that birds
flew by reason of certain physical powers, and
the process was seemingly simple enough to
encourage man to imitate it.
But when experimenters and philosophers came to inquire into
the matter they found that the problem was
incapable of a satisfactory solution, and century
after century
able.

passed without success being attain-

Repeated

failure

did

not

diminish

fascination of the pursuit, though, as years
on,

the

subject

was

abandoned
3

by

the

went

practical

Aerial Warfare
people,
tion

who

confined their attention to locomo-

on land and water.

From
with

time to time, as some enthusiast arose

new

ideas for aerial locomotion, interest

was

again stirred up, but invariably the experimenter
failed, until at

length the impossibility of flying

became almost

proverbial.

But all through the
history of aeronautics must be noted the compelling fascination which in every century drew

men

to

make

fresh attempts at the solution of

the problem, despite the accumulation of failures

which stood out to warn them and notable, too,
despite the improvements in locomotion by land
and water, is the strong and universal desire for
the mastery of the air.
We have ever been
envious of the freedom of the birds, their speed,
;

power, and graceful evolutions

;

and the

beautiful

prospects which their position in the air affords

have always been subjects of wistful admiration
to those for whom developments in sea and land
travel had little interest.

my

treatment of the subject I have placed
machines first, since they were obviously
the earliest form of aerial locomotion to be suggested to man's mind, and under the term flying
machine I shall include all those devices which
are heavier than air, and which rise in the air by
mechanical means.
The full tragedy and pathos of the many
In

flying

4

il

O

5

o
Z

Flying Machines
attempts to devise flying machines has not yet
been brought out by the historian of aeronautics,
for

it

was only within recent years that we were

able to analyse the relative worth of the various

contrivances and theories, and thus

mark out

for

men who were the discoverers
really useful.
Time and circum-

distinction those

of

anything

stances held success from

upon as madmen by
only

now

are

them they were looked
:

their contemporaries,

some of them receiving

and

credit for

their contributions to the science of aeronautics.

To

trace

all

the legendary attempts at

flight,

and follow the progress of events through the
early ages cannot be accomplished in this book,
though it is necessary for the reader to have
some knowledge of the efforts which have been
made to navigate the air if he is to appreciate
its real difficulty.
Passing over the masses of
legend and unauthentic record, mention must be

made

of the ingenious suggestions of the great

Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519). His
knowledge of anatomy helped him to devise a
flying machine with many remarkable features,
and the jointed wings which contracted on the
upward stroke and expanded on the downward,
as also the method of using a man's arms and
legs in the work, show him to have made a
artist

profound study of the subject.

Many

adaptations of the idea were tried, and
5

Aerial Warfare
there must have been as

many

though
After each

failures,

only a small portion

is

series of unfortunate

attempts came the usual

wave of pessimism,

in

recorded.

which

was formulated

it

were closed to
man. The old inventors, as a rule, were too
impetuous, and they did not fully understand the
risks which threatened the safety of even those
It was
contrivances which could take the air.
that the regions of the upper air

perhaps a fortunate circumstance that their crude

machines generally failed to show any aviatic
power, as the time was not ripe for aerial expeditions until experimenters

had more

closely studied

the conditions which had to be contended with in

navigating the

air.

Gradually there came about a settled idea that

man was

physically unfitted to

work

flying

ma-

chines of the winged type, in that his strength

was not

sufficient in proportion to the weight to
be carried and the size of the wings to be
actuated.
Then, by a slow process of evolution

and

trial,

the idea was arrived at that

some form

employed which
would lessen the aeronaut's efforts by enabling
him to use smaller and lighter wings.
of soaring apparatus might be

Whom
clear,

to

attribute

this

discovery

but to Stringfellow, Henson, and

is

not

Wenham

must be given a large share of the honour of
devising the prototype of the aeroplane,
6

Wen-
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ham,

for

instance,

arranged a series of cloth

planes one above the other.

At

the sides were

wings worked by the aviator, and he also devised
rudders to control the steering.
In 1866 he
patented such a machine, but many causes
prevented him from achieving any success with
it, 'and
he died without any recognition of the
great services he had rendered to aeronautics.
Failing better evidence,

F. H.

Wenham

I

regard the late Mr.

(he died in August,

1908) as

the inventor of the aeroplane of the type

used by the Wrights,
goes the honour of
It

remained

his brother

for

etc.,

and thus

to

now

England

this discovery.

Otto Lilienthal (1848-96) and

to carry the aeroplane

some

steps

and these clever Germans may be heralded
as the first men to devise a successful aeroplane.
Otto Lilienthal has left us several important
works on the problem of flight, and aeronautical
science received a great blow through the fatal
further,

accident which, in 1896, cost

him

his

life.

He

had made many successful glides on his aeroplanes,
leaping off from a hill and sailing for distances up
to three hundred yards ere coming gently to
earth. As he gained skill he was able to steer the
machine to some extent, and he had the idea of
fitting a light motor to the aeroplane when the
calamity occurred which ended his life.
He was
gliding at a height of about twenty feet from the
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ground when a sudden gust of wind upset the
equilibrium of the machine, and he was thrown
heavily to
Pilcher's

the

name

is

earth,

receiving

fatal

injuries.

another which ranks high in the

records of aeronautics, and he did

much

on progress.

sacrificed his

Like

Lilienthalj

he

to help

attempt to solve the grand problem.
This clever young English engineer was prob-

life

in the

first to design an oil engine for use on
an aeroplane, and he was killed near Rugby in
October, 1899, when demonstrating with this
machine before the engine was fitted.
Perhaps the most remarkable work done in the
early days of the movement was that achieved
by Sir Hiram Maxim. To him belongs the credit
of having designed and built the first full-size
power-driven flying machine constructed in the
British Isles, and the long and costly series of
experiments which he carried out have furnished
us with an immense amount of useful data.
In
1889 he made most exhaustive trials of screws
and aeroplanes, and, as a result, he built a
machine fitted with a 350 h.p. steam engine,

ably the

which, even at this time of day, must be regarded as one of the most ingenious airships

ever

built.

The aeroplanes were of remarkable size, and
they were supported by a light but immensely
.

strong platform, which also carried the engine.
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The

propellers were i8 feet in diameter,

and the
weight of the whole machine was over 7000 lbs.
The engines developed about 350 h.p. and weighed
only 700 lbs., an instance in itself of the extraordinary

skill

displayed in designing the machine.

This airship was

run along a railway track,
so constructed that although the lifting power
built to

could be measured, the machine was prevented

from leaving the tracks. Speeds up to forty miles
an hour were attained, and the machine so successfully demonstrated its lifting power that it broke
away from the guard rails and lifted itself from
the ground when Sir Hiram Maxim and his

were on board. At a speed of twentyseven miles an hour the rear wheels recorded a
assistant

lift

of nearly 3000

indicated a

On

lift

lbs.,

of 2500

whilst the front wheels

lbs.

another occasion, at the same speed, a total

was recorded. These experiments
in most striking fashion the
immense lifting power which a well-designed
machine possessed, and Sir Hiram Maxim thus
gave great encouragement to succeeding inventors
by his researches. He realised, however, that his
task was by no means complete, as he had still to
perfect the balancing and steering arrangements,
but he was unable to carry through the labour
lift

of 6500

lbs.

clearly demonstrated

contemplated in this direction, and, after spending
over ;^20,ooo on his work, he had to abandon it,
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for as

a matter of

of his time

;

fact

he was too

far in

advance

and, needless to say, the public and

the governments in 1889 did not give the attention
to aerial navigation

which they have now been

compelled to do.

The

fate of Lilienthal,

however, checked further

aeroplane experiment in Europe, a further cause

being the progress made

work then contemplated
gible balloons.

The

in ballooning

in connection

and the

with

diri-

centre of activity as regards

machines shifted to America, and the
problem was there tackled with characteristic
enthusiasm and ingenuity.
It had been demonstrated that a machine consisting of planes or flat surfaces could be made
to glide through the air if projected against it
from a height, and the next step was to apply
motive power which would work wings or propellers, and so prolong the time which the
machine could keep aloft. For suitable engines
we had to await the development of the light
petrol motor, and by a curious coincidence it
came about that just as gliding machines were
being built in America, the motor-car was making
rapid headway in Europe, and marvellous proflying

gress was

shown

may

in the building of light-weight

be said that aerial navigation was only rendered possible by the coming
of the motor - car, with its remarkably light,

engines.

It

truly
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compact,

and simple engine,

vapour

the source of energy.

We

is

owe much

the

to

in

which

petrol

labours of Messrs.

Chanute and Herring, who accomplished many
extraordinary glides, and aroused much interest

America by their feats and the invaluable
researches of Langley served to pave the way
for later workers
but the first real success was
scored by the Brothers Wright.
They have
in

;

;

achieved, in an unofficial way, the earliest record
in this

the

branch of aerial navigation, and they were

first

to

make

really successful flights with

motor-propelled aeroplanes.
is

no

scientific

or

official

Unfortunately, there

record of their early

performances, and the secrecy and modesty of
the

brothers

have

made

prevented

many

important

But from long experience of the men, and from correspondence
facts

being

with them,

I

public.

feel quite

confident about the state-

ments and claims which they make, and they
have very kindly verified many points for me.
Their anxiety not to make any rash promises
or prognostications, and their desire to keep their
methods of working secret, saved them for years
from the notoriety which most American inventors obtain and even in the United States
up to the year 1908 very little was really known
the men whose names
of the Wright Brothers
;

—

will live in the history of
II

aeronautics as being the
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on machines
which did not depend on balloons for buoyancy.
It was in 1900 that they seriously commenced their experiments with gliding machines
first

to carry out successful flights

of the double deck type,

stances conduced

much

and natural circum-

to their success.

They

North Carolina for
their experiments, a coast over which sea breezes
of most extraordinary regularity and equality of
power blow. In other places men have had to
rely on fitful and variable winds, and they have
had to project themselves from dangerous heights
in order to give their flying machines the necessary impetus.
Usually the wind failed, the experimenter lost nerve, or the machine broke or
got out of balance, and thus many lives were
selected the sandy coast of

sacrificed.

But the Wrights could rely implicitly on the
breeze which blew from the sea over Carolina,
and they soon found that this breeze supported
plane machines during long glides.
Leaping off
from a low sand-hill, they were able to glide
through the' air for considerable distances, and
even if a mishap occurred the aeronaut fell on
the soft sand and came to small harm.
Continued practice made them very skilled in
balancing, and soon they learned the intricate art
of steering and controlling the machine.
Their
longest glide was 622 feet at Kitty Hawk in
12
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October, 1902, and then, having acquired a skill
in gliding possessed by no other men, they spent
the next year in making a larger aeroplane, on

which they mounted a petrol motor to supply
propulsive power.
The first motor aeroplane
was built and tested in 1903, and photographs
of this machine in the air have been published.
We can thus date the motor aeroplane from
The longest flight accomplished that
1903.
year was of fifty-nine seconds' duration.

Not until 1905 was a satisfactory aeroplane
evolved by the Wrights, for they were much
handicapped by not being able to find a suitable
motor.
Many trials were necessary ere success
was attained, and they kept the matter quite
secret until late that year,

when

their successful

were noted by many people, and the
machine became a topic for general discussion.
Eventually on October 5 th, 1905, they made
a record flight of twenty-four miles in thirty-eight
minutes three seconds, or at an average speed
This and
of over thirty-seven miles an hour.
previous flights were observed by many people,
and the Wrights not welcoming the publicity
which ensued, stopped the experiments. Between September and October, 1905, they had
flights

made

twelve,

flights of eleven,

thirteen,

fifteen

and a quarter, twenty and three-quarters, and
twenty-four and one-fifth miles, all at good
13
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The machine used by them

deserves special

placed them in the front rank of
embodied the findings of all their
Built staunchly
years of trial and experiments.
of hickory wood and stout fabric, it had many
novel features, the most notable being the wing-

description, as

it

aeronauts, and

THE WARPING ARRANGEMENT ON THE WRIGHT AEROPLANE
left and right tips of upper plane ; A', D^, tips of lower plane
F, F, cables connected with ends of the planes, and actuated by a

A, D,

is tilted up the opposite side is moved
wind strikes under the left side and tends to
lift it the operator warps A and A'' upwards, and automatically D and
D^ are curved downwards. The left side now presents less lifting
surface and so tends to sink, whilst the right tends to rise by the
manner in which it is presented to the air. Thus balance is restored.

lever, so that

downwards.

when one

side

If a gust of

warping device used for balancing and to facilitate
sharp turns being made.
This flexing device, worked by wires running
over pulleys, is perhaps the most important
feature

of

the

Wrights'

invention,

patented in this country by them.
operator to

tilt

It

and

it

is

allows the

up one plane and bend down the
15
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other,

and

at the

same time automatically operate

the rudder, so that

all

three functions happening

together maintain equilibrium just in the manner
that

a bird

Wrights

this

might use its wings. With the
motion became as natural as the

bird's instinctive action to

when any

current

maintain

balance

its

of air tends to disturb

Other machines depend on more

or less

it.

rigid

planes for their balancing, and these are worked

independently of the main planes.

They

are slow

and clumsy functions as compared with the birdlike motion of the Wright machine, which acts as
a whole at the will of the operator in carrying
out balancing movements.
The Wrights, in
effect, can control the aeroplane as if the wings
were extensions of their limbs, and the whole
structure tilts and twists in the air as if it were
a living thing.
air,

By

their long experience in the

they have gained an unique

skill in

coping

with the varying conditions which prevail in the
troubled and unstable aerial sea.

The manner in which the Wrights got their
machine into the air is interesting, though it has
been improved upon by the method adopted by
the French school.
The aeroplane was placed
upon a truck provided with one wheel running on
By giving the apparatus impetus
a single rail.
the whole affair was set in motion and ran along
the rail, balance being kept by the aeronaut as
i6
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when

in the air.

The engine having been

set

was thus launched
It was
from the truck and took to the air.

going previously, the aeroplane

usually allowed to rise to a height of about sixty
feet,

so as to clear the trees.

A

minimum

height

was maintained when
as one side of the vessel inclined down-

of about twenty-five feet
turning,

wards.

Very

interesting details are given as to the

DIAGRAMMATIC SIDE VIEW OF THE WRIGHT AEROPLANE
A,

rudder ; D, elevating rudders worked by lever E ; B, space
between the two planes ; C, the lower plane ; F, runner on which
machine is mounted.
vertical

difficulties

at

first,

of an

For

encountered in controlling- the machine

and these go
aeroplane

instance,

trolling

it

devices

is

to

show

was found
did

that the handling

exceedingly delicate
not

work.

that the various con-

always

produce

the

and many extraordinary mishaps
experience and acute observation of a number of things gave the brothers the
power of knowing the right thing to do, and
effects desired,

occurred.

c

Long

17
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have confirmed them
at present

it

is

their theory that just

in

man and

the

not the machine

which counts most.
The Wrights, having discovered the possibilities of their machine, next devoted themselves to
patent and the secret

the task of selling the
to

some

military power, but they found this less

easy of accomplishment than the mastery of the
Their terms did not meet with acceptance,
air.

and

after visiting

Europe

in

1907 they returned
work with a

to America, there to resume their

more up-to-date machine.
Meantime much progress had been made

in

Fired with the success of the Wrights
Europe.
M. Archdeacon, a French aeronaut, built an aero-'
plane, in 1906,

was unable

to

on

practically similar lines, but

any

attain

satisfactory

result.

Santos Dumont also attempted to emulate them,
but after many failures and narrow escapes he

had to rest content with a flight of about two
hundred yards.
On September 13th, 1906, he

made

the

first

recorded

officially

flight.

Elle-

hammer, a Danish aeronaut, made a free flight
on September 9th, 1906, but this is not officially
certified.

In 1907 a new aeronaut appeared in France,
and by a combination of skill, luck, perseverance,

and courage he accomplished the
successful

aeroplane

flights
18

in

first

Europe.

really

Mr.
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Henry Farman,

a

after

brilliant

career

as

a

and a motorist, turned his attention to
aeronautics a few years ago, and during August
and September, 1907, he was able to make so
many short flights that he decided to attempt a
public trial in October, and on the 27th of that
month, at Issy-les-Moulineaux, near Paris, he

cyclist

flew

771 metres, or nearly half a mile, on his
machine.
On January 13th, 1908, he

Voisin

won

the Deutsch-Archdeacon prize of ;^2000 for
making a circular flight of one kilometre, the
first

flight

of such

a distance to be

officially

recorded.

made wonderful

Since that time he has
gress,

and a host of

France,

the

grange,

Bleriot,

worked

for

inspired to

of

men

many years
new efforts.

whom

are

in

Dela-

Gastambidd, and

Bertin,

nault-Pelterie, whilst

have grown up

rivals

known

best

pro-

Es-

like Ferber,

who have

at aeronautics,

have been

The

types of machines

are highly varied, some, like Bleriot's, being of
the single-plane

variety

and approximating

to

the shape of a bird, others having two planes,

and a few three planes.
the highest speed,

but

The monoplane showed
it

was very

difficult

to

manage.

Most success has attended Farman and Delagrange, and the rivalry between those two has

been very keen.

On March

22nd, 1908,

Farman
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two kilometres, and on the same
day M. Delagrange took a passenger on a short
flight, the first authentic case on record of two
people having been carried on a motor aeroplane.
On April nth Delagrange made a new record
by travelling close on five miles by June he had
advanced the distance to nine and three-eighth
Earlier in
miles, and by July to eleven miles.
the summer sensational reports came from
America of flights made by the Wright Brothers
on their new machine, and distances up to seven
miles were reported to have been flown ere an
unfortunate mishap put a stop to experiments.
In this machine two persons could be taken, and
a new steering gear was employed.
The modern Wright aeroplane consists of a
double framework forming two planes, one above
the other. These are 41 feet long and 7 feet wide.
travelled over

;

In front there are a pair of similar horizontal
planes,

of

but

considerably

being turned from

smaller

the

are for purposes of causing
rise

At

or to

fall,

the aeroplane to

a horizontal rudder.
a double plane somewhat

acting as

the back there

similar,

and capable
These

horizontal.

is

but placed vertically and capable of being

moved

horizontally.

This

acts

as a vertical

rudder to divert the aeroplane either to the right
or to the

left.

When

in flight the

aeroplane can

be caused to ascend by turning the horizontal

Flying Machines
rudders slightly upwards, and similarly to descend
by turning them slightly downwards, while for
the purpose of steering the machine sideways the
vertical

rudder at the back

is

used.

Between the

two horizontal main planes the engine is mounted.
This is water-cooled and of 25 h.p.
It drives
two wooden propellers, 2.8 metres in diameter,
each propeller having two blades.
They are
driven direct from the engine crank shaft by
chains, sprocket wheels being fitted on the hubs
of the propellers. Both chains run through guide
tubes.

At

have

Wrights balance
machine through the ingenious and very
responsive tilting device but until an automatic
present, as

I

said, the

their

;

stabilising device

is

arrived at the aeroplane will

be defective in this respect, and

on the

skill

of the aviator.

much

the application of the gyroscope
for this purpose,
far

but practical

will

depend

Several years ago

was suggested
have so

difficulties

prevented this being adopted.

On July 6th, 1908, Farman again gained the
record by a flight of 20 mins. 19 sees., and this
when Delagrange flew
Then came the most re-

stood until September 6th,
for 29 mins.

sees.

53
markable developments of this most remarkable
year.
The Wrights planned a masterly move,
one brother, Wilbur, travelling to France, and
the other, Orville, remaining in America, with the
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idea of carrying out almost simultaneous flights in

Wilbur Wright made his first
flight in France on August 8th, but remained in
His engine gave
the air only i min. 45 sees.

both continents.

much

trouble, and during that month his best
was one of 8 mins. 13 sees. He was thus
far behind the French records, but his Americanbuilt engine was manifestly " unacclimatised " and
was not running at all well. On September 3rd,
however, he had improved matters, and flew
10 mins. 40 sees., and on the 15th of that month
he remained in the air for 19 mins. 48 sees.
Orville Wright was meantime working at For
Myers, Virginia, in presence of the American
military authorities, and on September 9th he
flight

for 57 mins. 31 sees., thus eclipsing all
previous records.
Later on the same day he flew

flew

for

I

hour 3 mins., and also remained In the air
minutes with a passenger, thus securing

for six

every record

in

aeroplane

By September
had

machine

flight.

i6th Wilbur Wright, in France,

good

and he flew 39
mins. 18 sees., thus beating the French record.
He also took up a passenger for a flight lasting
2 mins. 20 sees.
The Wrights were almost at
the height of their triumph when, on September
17th, an unfortunate accident befell
Orville
Wright at Fort Myers, causing the death of a
promising young aeronaut, Lieutenant Selfridge,
his

in

trim,
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and severe injuries to Wright. Lieutenant Selfridge had gone up with Wright as a passenger,
and the machine behaved very well until one of
the propellers fouled the stays of the rudder,

the vessel plunged downwards.

space enough for

it

to right

and

There was not
and it struck

itself,

ground with terrific force, wrecking the
machine and killing poor Selfridge.
He was the
fifth victim of flying machines, and the
first
since motors had been adopted, the list being
Letour (1854), De Groof (1854), Lilienthal (1896),
the

Pilcher (1899), Selfridge (1908).

Wilbur Wright made no flight for some days in
consequence of the distressing news, but on September 2 1 St, to reassure his supporters, he established a new record, flying for i hour 31 mins.
25 sees., and travelling a distance of over fiftytwo miles. Since then he has made record after
record.

In the additional chapters at the end

I

trace the later progress in aviation.

The appended
of the fully

shows the most important
authenticated records, and illustrates
table

in striking fashion the marvellous progress

made

during 1908, the time record increasing from
I
min. 28 sees, on January 13th to i hour
31 mins. 2 5f sees, on September 21st, and the
In many
distance from 1093 yards to 56 miles.
and
of those
be
given,
cases the distances cannot
set

down

the majority are only approximations.
33
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AEROPLANE RECORDS
Distance

1906

Sep.

13 Santos

Nov. 12

„

1907
1908

Oct.

„

26 Henry

Jan.

Dumont
„

Farman

.

.

.

.

.

„

13
Mar. 21

„

Apr.

„

May 30 „
„
June 22
„
„
July 6 Henry Farman
Sept. 6 Leon Delagrange

„
„

„
„

„

„

,,

„

„

„

„

„

„

„

„

„

„

„

„

1 1

„

„

.

.

„

„

.

•

Leon Delagrange

„
„

„
Oct.
„'

„

„

1909
„
„

.

.

•

and

Lahm

.

Wright
16 Wilbur Wright
i5 Wilbur Wright and

12 Orville

.

.

E. Zens
Wilbur Wright
28 Wilbur Wright and
21

.

.

.

.

M. Tissandier
Farman

29 Henry
2
3

„

„

3 L. Bleriot
II

.

.

Wilbur Wright
.

.

July 17 Curtiss
21 Orville Wright .
„
22 Orville Wright
„
.

„

(6)

{d)

i

i

15

6

—

14

20

39

18

2

20

31

2Sf

— n 35
— 42 —
— 44 32
and
— 55 3'
— 4 30
and
.19 —
2 20 23
— 52 —

.

.

.

.

.

.

i

29

12

—
—
—
—

yds.

12(a)
230
820
1093

2

43°
769

7

1641

3

1684

i

—
—
14
—
—

—
—
1402
—
—

—
— —
— —
—
56
— —
800
24
—
25
—
3^
—
3
—
50
— —
— —
— —

45

('^)

(c)

and

"~
r
12 40
passenger
45
25 L. Bleriot crossed English Channel from Calais to
Dover, estimated distance 31 miles, in 40 mins.
.

.213—
.346

—
—

(rf)
Aug. 26 H. Latham
96J
112
27 H. Farman
(«)
„
The first officially recorded flight in Europe on a motor aeroplane.
(c) American record.
Monoplane record in 1908.
(«) World's record for all flying machines.
Monoplane record.
.

(a)

—
—
—

3

.

.

„

I

.

.

„

I

.

Wilbur Wright

passenger
Dec. 31 Wilbur Wright

„

.

.

..
„
9
9 Orville Wright

passenger
„

.

9 Orville Wright

F. P.

;,

.

— — —
— — 2ii
— — S2|
—
28
— 3 31
— 6 30
— 15 26t
— 16 30
— 20 I9f
— 29 53!
— 57 3i

miles

[See Appendix for other records.]
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As a result of these trials of the Wright
machines a syndicate has purchased the French
rights in these machines, and it was believed that
the French War Office and the Ministry of
Marine would purchase a number of the machines
for both military and naval work.
At

time considerable interest was aroused

this

by the first details of a new machine designed by
a young Russian, Prince Bolotoff.
This vessel
was of the tri-plane type, of bird-like shape, and
mounted a very powerful engine of lOO h.p. Nothhowever, was effected by it during 1908, and
was not completed until August, 1909.
During all this time no successful aeroplane
had been flown in the British Isles, and though
many inventors were at work the majority contented themselves with trying small and generally
The Army authorities were
useless models.
making preliminary trials of two machines, one
designed by Mr. Cody and the other by Captain
Dunn. The former after a short flight was
The machine was
wrecked, October 15th, 1908.
rebuilt in 1909, and Mr. Cody succeeded in making
In August, 1909, he
several satisfactory flights.
ing,

the machine

accomplished the
miles,

and

in

first

cross-country flight of eight

September a

flight of thirty miles.

HELICOPTERES

So

far

we have

considered machines in which

horizontal planes are driven against the air
horizontal propellers.

The
25

by

idea has long existed
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of using propellers to give an upward motion also,

and many preposterous arrangements have been
suggested.
The difficulty of applying the power
is but one of the many peculiar obstacles which
have stood in the way of this machine, and very
few modern inventors give it any study.
A
Frenchman, M. Cornu, has worked industriously
at the task, and he professes to be able to build
a machine which can rise quickly and can travel
horizontally at a fast or a slow rate.

He

out that a great defect in the aeroplane

must

is

points
that

it

travel at high speed to maintain its position

in the air,

vertical

whereas the helicoptere, since it has
screws, can keep aloft without

lifting

horizontal niotion.

He

also claims greater lifting

and asserts that a far
less bulky apparatus need be employed.
Many
of his contentions are quite just, and it is by no
means improbable that eventually the helicoptere
or vertical lifting device may not serve an imforce per horse -power,

portant purpose, either singly or in conjunction

with aeroplanes or dirigible balloons.
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CHAPTER

II

BALLOONS

THE phenomenon
must

of the rise of

heated air

smoke and

have early suggested

to

philosophers the possibility of utilising this power
in raising

bodies from the earth

;

and

in the

fif-

teenth and sixteenth centuries various schemes

were formulated

for constructing ships to sail

the aerial sea.

But the

difficulty of

making

upon
suit-

able envelopes to hold the heated air was but one

of the

many

obstacles which prevented anything

being achieved.

When,

Cavendish discovered hydrogen
it was much lighter than
attention was directed afresh to the problem
in 1776,

gas and pointed out that
air,

making balloons but the first practical work
was done by the Montgolfier Brothers, who from
had been diligently studying aeronautics.
1 77 1
They are said to have tested steam and even
hydrogen, but had no success with either, as the
steam quickly condensed, and the hydrogen leaked
of

;

through the pores of the paper envelopes or
balloons they employed.
Heated air proved
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more

and by lighting

suitable,

fires

underneath

great paper balloons they were able to

fill

these

and cause them to ascend to considerable heights.
The French nation was soon stirred to great
enthusiasm by the feats of the Montgolfiers and
by 1783 balloons were constructed on which daring
;

individuals

made

ascents.

To

Professor Charles,

must be ascribed the
credit of devising the prototype of the modern
balloon.
He employed rubber- coated silk for
the gas envelope, and inflated this with hydrogen.
To him also we owe the net which partly covers
the balloon, and the wooden ring from which the
a

rival of the Montgolfiers,

car

is

suspended.

In

fact,

very

little

difference

between the balloons of to-day and those
designed by Charles towards the end of the
exists

eighteenth century.

Very considerable improvement has been made
in the constructional details, of course, and the
modern vessels are larger, more reliable, and
more easily controlled than the earlier types but
;

they

still

remain the non-steerable, non-propellable

vessels known to our ancestors.
Progress has
come, however, in the control and management of
balloons.

Men

to journey

up

have become emboldened enough

to

a thousand miles

out on gales travelling at
rise to

heights where

life

tained.
28
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in

them, to set

speeds, and to

can scarcely be main-

Balloons

Nowadays

either coal gas or

hydrogen is used
advantages of the
cheaper and more readily

for the inflation of the balloon, the

former being that

it

is

procurable its disadvantage is that it is heavier
than hydrogen and thus gives the balloon less
lifting power.
:

It

be convenient here to study a few
all balloons, and

will

general principles which apply to
to

make

matters quite clear

I

will treat of all

types of aerial vessels so as to compare their vari-

ous attributes. Aerial machines or airships
divided into two great classes,

may be

viz. (i) aerostatic

machines, or those which derive buoyancy from

the use of gases lighter than

air, (2)

machines, or those heavier than

aerodynamic

air,

which

rise

throuofh
mechanical means.
*&
Aerostatic type
(lighter

than

(

air)

\

J
Aerodynamic
type
•

.

.

/,

(heavier K.\.
than air)\

f
I

\
\

There
aeroplane
present

is

Balloons,
Dirigible balloons.

Aeroplanes,

'
^^ ,.^
Helicopteres,
f
, „
and flying machines
mi
generally.

properly a third type,

and

we may

balloon,

dirigible

include

it

viz.

but

combined
for

the

in the aerostatic type.

Eventually a more exact and detailed method of
have to be adopted, for many of
the dirigible balloons and combined machines will
classification will

not properly belong to the "lighter than air"
type.
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With the

machines I have already dealt,
but the general principles governing the balloon
have yet to be touched upon. The action of the
balloon is based upon the law of physics which
prpves that every body completely immersed in a
fluid displaces a volume of the fluid equal to its
volume, and is acted upon by an upward force
flying

proportionate to the weight of the fluid displaced.

The law

applies to gases as well as to liquids,

and its application to balloons is obvious. We
must first clearly distinguish between volume and
weight.
We can compress a substance to reduce
its volume, or expand it to increase its volume,
but

the

weight

will

or liquid

it

will displace if

the greater will be

we

its

The

remain the same.

greater the volume of a substance the

immersed

in

more

air

them, and

buoyancy.

a balloon envelope with iron, for
would sink to the ground, because the
weight of the volume of air displaced by the
balloon is less than the iron-filled balloon, and
therefore cannot support it.
But if we filled the
balloon to the same size or volume with hydrogen
gas the balloon would float, because in this case
If

instance,

filled
it

the weight of the displaced air

is

heavier than

the weight of the hydrogen-filled balloon.

The

greater the difference between the weight of the
balloon and the weight of the displaced
greater buoyancy will

it

3°

have

;

air,

the

in other words,

Balloons
the lighter the balloon the

more

lifting

power

it

possess for the same volume.

will

Comparing the weight of a cubic foot of air,
and hydrogen at the same temperature

coal gas,

and pressure, we get these round figures
Air

.

Coal gas

.

o"o8o

lbs.

.

0-040

lbs.

Hydrogen 0-0057

per cubic

lbs.

ft.,

„

„

„

„

or 200 cubic

ft.

„

„

„

„

:

=
=
=

16

lbs.

8

lbs.

i^^

lbs.

we can take it that 1000 cubic
pure hydrogen will lift 80 lbs., and a 1000
cubic feet of coal gas will lift 40 lbs. at sea-level.
Theoretically

feet of

Thus we can
balloon

if

power of a

calculate the lifting

we know

the

volume

of

the

gas

envelope, the nature and density of the gas used,
and the total weight of the balloon and car.
Suppose we have a balloon of 20,000 cubic feet
capacity, and when empty weighing, complete with

When the balloon is filled with
500 lbs.
hydrogen it displaces its own volume of air, that
is 20,000 cubic feet of air, weighing 1600 lbs.
Now the weight of 20,000 cubic feet of hydrogen
is only no lbs., thus we have
car,

:

....
....

Weight of balloon and car
Weight of hydrogen

Weight of 20,000 cubic
by the balloon

.

.

.

500

lbs.

no

lbs.

610

lbs.

1600

lbs.

feet of air displaced
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Consequently we have an upward force or

lift

equivalent to 990 lbs., and the balloon will rise
until the density of the air is such that the weight
of 20,000 cubic feet of the displaced air will only
amount to about 610 lbs., when a state of equi-

The atmosphere is
be attained.
estimated to be over one hundred miles high, and
varies in density or weight according to height.
Thus, at the surface of the earth a cubic foot of air
is denser, or weighs more, than a similar volume
at 1000 feet, and if we ascend higher the difference
is greater.
This fact determines in the main the
height to which a balloon will rise.
All other
things being equal, a balloon will have greatest
buoyancy, or lifting power, at the surface of the
earth, since the air will be heaviest there, and can
bear up a greater weight. Thus if we take a balloon
to weigh 700 lbs., and the weight of the displaced
air at the surface of the earth to be 1600 lbs., the
vessel is said to have a lifting power of 900 lbs.
At a height of 5000 feet the weight of the air
would be considerably diminished, and thus the
balloon would have less lifting power.
In round
librium will

figures the air decreases one-thirtieth in weight
for

every thousand feet

we

ascend.

Ultimately a stage would be reached in which
the balloon would remain in equilibrium, that
it

would have no more

lifting

weight of the displaced air would
33
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power, since the
equal

the

Balloons
weight of the balloon and the gas in it. Other
factors help to limit the height attainable, notably
the decrease in temperature as the altitude
increases.

The

effect of this

decrease
balloon,

and thus

of

On

air.

fall

in

temperature

volume of the hydrogen

the

it

will displace

is

in

to

the

a smaller volume

the other hand, the higher a balloon

is the air pressure upon it,
and thus, the more the gas will expand, and the
But as the balloon
more air will it displace.
envelope cannot expand beyond a certain degree,
some of the gas must be automatically allowed to

rises

the less powerful

escape or the balloon will burst.

Furthermore, the extraordinary diffusive powers
of such gases as hydrogen and coal gas must be

taken into account.

The

quickly as a rule does

more
and hydrogen

lighter the gas the

it

diffuse,

can diffuse or leak through every substance yet
devised for gas envelopes.
All these factors will serve to

show how varied

are the problems the aeronaut has

Some

with.

to

contend

influences tend to send the balloon

and these he can check by opening a valve
and letting some gas escape. Other influences
tend to prevent his rising any higher, and to overcome this he lessens the weight of the balloon by
higher,

throwing away

ballast, this

being stored

in the

car of the balloon in the shape of bags of sand.

D
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The

husband his resources,
he loses too much gas he will come down
too low, and if he casts away all his ballast he can
have no reserve lifting power.
Various instruments are employed to determine
altitude, to show whether the balloon is rising or
falling, to determine pressure, meteorological conditions, etc., and all these have helped to make
ballooning a scientific sport as fascinating as it is
exciting.
But from a practical and a military
point of view, the limit of development has long
since

skilful balloonist will
if

since been reached.
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CHAPTER

III

DIRIGIBLE BALLOONS

TO

the adventurous or the scientific mind

there must have always been something

irritating in the difficulty of controlling the ordi-

Nonand non-propellable as it is, the balloon
is completely at the mercy of the wind, and even
the most skilful aeronaut has little power in shapnary balloon according to one's wishes.
steerable

ing a course.

But though attempts were made

in

the last

century to adopt steam or electric power, the prob-

lem of making a dirigible balloon had to remain
unsolved until the coming of the petrol motor.
It may be truly said that the airship in any form
was impossible until the internal combustion
engine was perfected, and came to be the light,
simple, compact and efficient power producer that
The motor-car has thus led the
it is to-day.
way for the airship, and we may expect the most
successful aeronauts in the future to be possessed
of no

mean mechanical

skill,

in addition to the

other attributes that are called for in navigating
the

air.
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The mistaken

idea of attaching skils to balloons

led to variations in the shapes

of the vessels,

and the suggestion was obvious that a fishlike
shape would be the most suitable. But while
hopeless efforts were being made to produce
dirigible

most

balloons

remarkable

distinguished

in

the eighteenth century, a

made

was

invention

Frenchman,

General

by a

Meusnier,

which had a great influence on all subsequent
designs.
He planned an egg-shaped balloon, of
which the gas envelope was surrounded by
another envelope into which air was pumped.
Meusnier was thus the originator of the
balloonet, or air bladder, which is an important
part of almost every modern airship.
By his
device air is used as ballast, in this wise When
the space between the two envelopes is filled
with compressed air the weight of this air is
added to the balloon, and thus its "lift" is
:

The

decreased.

air

pressure

also

the gas envelope and reduces
further checks the rising
If,

however,

pumps

power of the

With a

balloon.
rise,

he

space or balloonet.

and the gas
pressure on it

of the air decreases,

envelope expands
diminishes.

compresses

volume, which

the aeronaut desires to

less air into the air

The weight

its

as

the

air

Thus the balloon

rises.

vessel of this kind, fitted

with oars

worked by hand, various ascents were made
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about 1784, but owing to lack of suitable propelling power no success was attained.
Nevertheless, Meusnier will always stand out as one
of the grand names in aerial navigation.

The

use of balloons in the later stages of the

War

Franco-Prussian

(i 870-1)'

attention to aerial navigation,

voyages were

made

fresh

and many daring

made by French

ordinary balloons.

directed

aeronauts

in

After the war efforts were

to develop dirigible balloons, but

it

soon

was realised that the problem was unsolvable
a light and powerful motor was discovered.
About 1850 the eminent French engineer, Henri
Giffard, built a cigar-shaped balloon and fitted
a 3 h.p. steam engine, driving a propeller. This

until

is the first veritable power-driven dirigible, but
though a speed of four or five miles an hour was
attained, the vessel was not successful, and in
1855 was injured in an accident due to its
instability.
The crude and heavy engine, the

dangers attendant upon the use of such a motor,
and the generally faulty construction, rendered it
But as a prototype it was a truly
impracticable.
wonderful production, and as worthy of veneration
as

George Stephenson's

The gas engine was
to

first

railway engine.

applied as early as 1872

a dirigible by Haenlein, and he made many

valuable improvements, but complete success was

denied him.

He

devised a far better shape of
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envelope than any of his predecessors, and his
is still partly adopted in the graceful and
speed-giving lines of the modern French vessels.
idea

Another lapse, and we pass to the wonderful
Renard and Krebs airship of 1884 with a fusiform
envelope similar to Haenlein's, a rigidly attached
car, an improved rudder, and a sliding balance

This might have been a very successhad a good engine been attainable
but with only an electric motor worked from
cells it had no chance of proving a lasting
Nevertheless, on a short run it attained
success.
a speed of about six miles an hour, and it was
probably the first dirigible balloon ever to make
a practical trip.
Spasmodic efforts were made in the following
years to produce an effective airship, but every
attempt more fully confirmed the theory that
weight.
ful

vessel

was unattainable until the requisite
motor was forthcoming.
In 1893, however, a
remarkable inventor named David Schwartz
designed an aluminium airship, and in the opinion
of some experts he is the founder of the rigid
success

type of vessel.

The

tragedy of poor Schwartz

one of the
His
vessel
collapsed
first
during inflation, and for
years he vainly strove to get fundt to complete
his work.
Late in 1897 he had built another

most

pitiful in

is

the history of aeronautics.
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vessel

to

He

fitted.

in

h.p, petrol motor was
was anticipated by some months

which a 12

being the

earlier

in

first

the

use a petrol motor,

to

as

same year a German aeronaut

named Wolfert had

a cigar-shaped dirigible,
to which he fitted a small motor.
Whilst in the
air the petrol caught fire and the vessel was
blown up, Wolfert and a companion being
built

killed.

Undeterred by this, Schwartz pursued his
work, and he launched his aluminium ship in
November, 1897, making an ascent in a very
strong

wind.

In

the

against

struggle

breeze, the crude propellers

went out of

the

order,

after drifting for some time, the vessel
came down.
The impact of this solid body
ground
damaged the ship somewhat,
with the
and the subsequent buffeting on the earth, aided
by a mob of disappointed spectators, completed
the wreck. Poor Schwartz never recovered from
this mishap, which blighted all his hopes, and he
another of the
died suddenly some time after,
vast army of unappreciated workers.

and,

—

To

Schwartz

is

largely attributed the credit for

inventing the aluminium airship, and one day,
perhaps, a modification of this system

over

all

others.

To him

also can be

awarded

man

to drive

the distinction of being the

a rigid airship

fitted

may triumph

first

with a petrol motor, and
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every probability that he had the idea
of using such a motor before Wolfert took up
the work.
there

In

is

1898 the famous

German

soldier,

Count

Zeppelin, had carried to a practical stage his long-

cherished idea to build an airship of the rigid type.

Like Schwartz he had been much impressed with
the theory of using aluminium, but he employed

a more

it

manner, by devising a strong
skeleton framework.
Within this he imprisoned
the gas envelopes, and outside the aluminium
frame he fitted another envelope.
Thus there
in

scientific

was an air space between the two envelopes,
and the gas-bags were well protected from injury
and from too sudden variations of temperature.
He employed a number of independent gas-bags
to limit the risk of losing all the gas if any bag
were injured.
Other novel features of the Zeppelin airship
were the aluminium keel and the sliding wsight
to preserve the balance of the vessel.

Zeppelin

planned his vessel on a grand scale, giving it a
To lift the
length of over three hundred feet.
great weight due to the rigid frame a very large
gas envelope was required, and it is one inherent
defect of the rigid-type vessels that they must
be built of enormous size in order to get the
Two cars were fitted, each
necessary buoyancy.
provided with a petrol motor driving two four40
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.iv;

I
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propellers, gear -driven.
A reversing
arrangement was also provided to simplify the
mancEuvring of this gigantic vessel. Planes were

bladed

fitted

to

assist

the

vessel

in

rising

;

and,

to

minimise the risk of concussion when coming
down, the experiments were made over the
surface of

Lake Constance.

were carried out between 1899
and 1902, but as might be expected in a vessel
marking such a radical departure, there arose a
number of defects, which could only be slowly
For short distances a still-air speed
corrected.
of sixteen miles an hour was shown.
The work entailed enormous expenditure, and
to the credit of the German people it must be
Various

trials

recorded that in the dark days

when

success

seemed almost impossible they lent their aid to
Count Zeppelin and enabled him to go on with
He was derided by many rival
his labours.
aeronauts, and his early failures were humorous
themes to writers and experts in other countries,
but he lived to enjoy his triumph.
Meantime in France a daring young Brazilian,
Santos Dumont, had since the year 1899 experimented with small balloons to which he
attached motors, and by 1901 he had evolved a
trim little ship, cigar-shaped, and fitted with a
light motor, which made many successful runs.
In October, 1902, he achieved the remarkable
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making a

round the
Eiffel Tower in Paris, and by this he won the
Dumont's
Deutsch prize of 100,000 francs.
vessels were of the non-rigid type, and though
he built fourteen in all up to 1906, and made
improvements in each, he did not succeed
in having his plans adopted by the military
authorities.
Of late years he devoted his attention to flying machines and combined aeroplanes
and balloons, but without remarkable success.
Nevertheless, to his pluck and daring we must
attribute a share of the rapid development which
feat

of

circular

journey

took place in dirigible balloon construction early
in this century.

The

year 1902 was disastrous for the progress

of aeronautics, as two vessels were lost with their

crews through accidents which taught salutary
lessons.
Severo's airship burst when at a great
height over Paris, and he and his mechanic were
killed.

It is

supposed that the motors were not

properly protected, and that the petrol took

fire

and exploded the gas envelope. Later in the
same year Baron Bradsky made a trial trip of
another airship near Paris, but when moving from
one part of the vessel to another he placed too
much strain on the supporting wires, and the
framework broke away from the vessel, Bradsky
and his companion being killed by the fall. This
vessel was of the non-rigid type in which the car
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is slung from the balloon, and the accident showed
an inherent defect in the type, though it still has

some

supporters.

But black though 1902 was,
the

first

of her future aerial

it

fleet,

gave France
thanks to the

devotion of the Lebaudy brothers.

work

MM.

They

en-

and Surcouf,
the one an engineer, the other an aeronaut, and
between them was evolved the most remarkable
trusted the

to

Julliot

type of airship yet built in France.

Lebaudy

airship

was deep

The

first

in the centre section

and pointed at both ends. It was secured to
a metallic keel made up of tubing, this keel
giving stability and strength to the whole
structure.

Here we have the

example of the semirigid type of construction, a type which has been
proved so successful. The bending and buckling
strains are taken off the gas envelope, and the
whole structure is given admirable stability.
Suspended rigidly from the keel was the car, on
which a 35 h.p. petrol motor was mounted, driving
two double-bladed screws. The motor, though
far from perfect, was suitable for the work, and I
can fix the year 1902 as the time from which the
It may be called the
practicable airship dates.
Year One in aerial navigation.
The Lebaudy vessel made close on fifty trips
between October, 1902, and November, 1903, her
first
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longest run being sixty-two miles in 2f hours,
average speed twenty-two miles an hour. She

was wrecked in November, 1903, through
with a tree

colliding

when landing during a high

wind.

and encouraged by the
French military authorities, the Lebaudys built a
second vessel by 1904, which was longer than the
Various
first ship and had a greater gas volume.
stability.
In
increase
the
to
planes were added
the following year (1905) the French Minister of
Satisfied with the design

War

carried out various tests ere adopting the

vessel,
in

and

after

numerous short

flights

a voyage

three stages was planned from the

factory

Moisson to Chalons, the total distance being
30 miles. The first day's run of fifty-nine miles
was done in 2 hours 35 minutes, at an average
speed of twenty-two miles an hour the second
day's run of ten and a half miles occupied
whilst the thifd day's run of
47 minutes
sixty-one miles took 3 hours 21 minutes to
accomplish, the wind being rather troublesome.
It was a triumphant journey, but once again a
at
1

;

;

cruel fate spoiled the performance, for in

coming
was dashed into a tree and
the envelope damaged.
In fact, here attention
may be drawn to the fact that almost all the
airship disasters have occurred when landing,
this being due to the circumstance that ships were
being built before harbours were ready for them.
to earth the vessel
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The Lebaudy was
and

in

speedily repaired, however,

October of 1905 the French Minister of

War made a trip in the vessel after over seventy
journeys had been accomplished, and the ship was
definitely
first

taken over by the French nation

—the

military airship put into commission.

This vessel now became the parent type for
the French aerial navy, and a definite programme
was laid down.
The little town of Moisson,
where all the Lebaudy ships have been built,
developed to an important aeronautical centre,
and here, under military supervision, other vessels
were laid down. The first launched was the Patrie
in 1906, a swift, graceful vessel, which speeds up
She made many
to twenty-five miles an hour.
remarkable trips, manoeuvred with the troops,
and finally, in the autumn of 1907, attempted the
record journey from Paris to Verdun, from the
capital to the frontier, where she was to take up
her station. This distance of 1 50 miles was done
with a strong cross wind blowing, and occupied
6 hours 45 minutes, the average speed being 22
miles per hour.

But once again misfortune came. The craft
had no adequate harbour at Verdun. Some little
time later (November, 1907) a storm burst, and
ere the Patrie could be got to shelter she was
wrenched from her moorings, dashed high in
the air, and soared across France, England and
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Wales, the Irish Sea, careered over
Ireland, and then was carried out to her

part

of

doom

in

the North Atlantic.

The

loss cast all

France into

grief,

but there

were two devoted citizens who at the moment
had good airships, and of these the Ville de Paris
of M. Henri Deutsch de la Meurthe was accepted by the French military authorities, while

DIAGRAMMATIC SKETCH OF THE DE LA VAULX AIRSHIP
B, balloon
cables

;

;

b, air balloonet for regulating altitude, etc.;

J, propeller shaft

their

new

;

C

C, suspension

H, propeller ; G, rudder ; N, car M, motor
V, fan by which air is pumped into balloonet.

P, main frame

;

;

ship R^publique

was

building.

M,

one of the largest of the semiand amongst its novel features
are the cylindrical gas-bags at the stern, which
Its best performance was
increase the stability.
in
January,
accomplished
1908, when it made a
run of 147 miles in 7 hours 6 minutes, showing an
average speed of twenty-one miles an hour. The
Deutsch's vessel

is

rigid type yet built,
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other vessel offered to the French Government

was Count de la Vaulx's airship, an interesting
vessel of which I append a diagram.
Reverting now to Germany, we find that in
1905 Count Zeppelin had completed his second
vessel which embodied many improvements.
It
was tested early in 1906 and showed high speed.
Several defects manifested themselves, however,

and ere they could be remedied the vessel was
wrecked by a storm. In the same year Major
Parseval, another famous German aeronaut, built
his first non-rigid vessel, and this though crude in
many respects showed much promise.
In 1907 England, after a great show of secrecy,
launched her

first airship,

a blunt-nosed, sausage-

shaped, non-rigid vessel, very crude in

its details,

but representing an amount of patient work under
disheartening circumstances which merits admiration.

The gas-bag was many

built in

the British

way from

years old, solidly
gold-beaters' skin,

was launched.
The mechanical equipment was open to improvement also, and soon led to trouble. The vessel
had insufficient power or speed, and in October,
but quite antiquated by the time

it

1907, after a few fairly successful circular trips,

it

straight-away run

was prematurely taken on a
from Aldershot to London on a favouring breeze,
which enabled it to run about eight miles an hour.
The inevitable happened when the return journey
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had

to

way

be made.

against

The

ship could

the breeze, and

descend at the Crystal Palace.

make no head-

was forced to
There it lay for

it

Its
days waiting for a calm, or a friendly wind.
top hamper became sodden, the wind remained

obstinate and gradually
finally,

to

prevent

grew

disaster

in strength,

during

a

and

strong

wind, the vessel had to be ripped up, deflated,

and carted back to Aldershot.
In the same year Zeppelin on

his

new

airship

over Lake Constance, and
covered two hundred miles at an average speed
circled for ten hours

twenty miles an hour, thus showing the
enormous distance he was ahead of England
in airship design.
This vessel was soon to be
followed by another and yet more powerful one.
By June, 1908, the new ship Zeppelin IV, was
ready, and this marked the type which the
famous aeronaut had built to qualify for the
German Government's test. On his own suggesof

tion,

it

should be capable of travelling for twenty-

making a safe descent on land or
and of fulfilling many other secret requirements, and if satisfactory would be taken over by
four hours, of
water,

the nation for ;^ 100, 000.

With some sixteen passengers on
new ship set out from its harbour at

board, the
Friedrichs-

hafen on June 13th, and journeyed over the Alps
Steering in amongst the mountains,
to Lucerne.

hi..
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encountered eddies and cross currents, and
ran through a hail-storm.
Lucerne was safely
it

and the return journey was made in
For twelve hours the vessel had
remained in the air, and during that time had
travelled 270 miles at an average speed of
twenty-two miles an hour. This voyage beat
all existing records,
and in itself proved the
reached,

triumph.

feasibility of the airship.

Encouraged by the trial trip. Count Zeppelin
made two attempts on the twenty-four hours
record in July, but exasperating (though minor)
mishaps checked him at the outset, and the public,
ever ready to be carried away by their illbalanced judgment, became pessimistic as to the
possibility of the feat being accomplished.
July, 1908, also saw the launch of the beautiful
Ripublique, and during that month she gave
many proofs of her speed, reliability, and handi-

The new French

a superb piece of
workmanship, can carry six to nine men comness.

fortably,

vessel

is

and has shown speeds up

to thirty-five

miles an hour.

Almost

at the

her old ship in a

same time England launched
new shape. The gas envelope

had been made longer and more
not quite the best shape.

A

trim,

though

still

covering of silk was

an improvement, and the disposition of the planes
was better. The mechanical arrangements, howE
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were

ever,

still

defective.

The car only took three

people at most, a number of

The

little

use for military

were worked by belts
most antiquated form of
transmission possible for an airship.
One of
these belts broke in the trial trip, and the vessel
came down helpless, and had to be towed home.
The cooling arrangements for the engine were
inadequate, and in many other details errors
were observable.
Later in the year the vessel,
after a very brief career, was dismantled, and
the plucky builders set out on their task anew.
The experimental work all through has been
starved for lack of funds, and under the circumstances better results were impossible.
The
British Treasury estimate for the total expenditure on military aeronautical work for 1908-9 was
-^i3>750 <* lower expenditure than in any year
since igo2.
As a single well-equipped dirigible
work.

quite

propellers

the worst and

—

costs about ;^20,ooo, the British Balloon Depart-

ment could not turn out such a vessel when they were
allowed only ;^ 13, 7 50 for the working of the whole
establishment in connection with ordinary balloons,
etc.

Fortunately public opinion in England stirred

Government to action later in the year.
1908, was a memorable month in aeronautics, as both the French and German vessels
the

July,

were

tested.

The R^publique*

(2

10 feet long

* Totally wrecked, September, 1909.
SO

;

80
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motor) travelled from Moisson to Chalais-

h.p.

Meudon, and showed a speed of just thirty miles
an hour. She was not as superior in speed to
the Patrie as might have been hoped, but she
had a range of action of 500 miles, as against 300
miles of the former vessel, could take a crew of

nine men, and carry a total weight of 3000

Zeppelin IV, the

German

vessel,

was 446

lbs.

feet

long (or more than double the R^publique), had

two Mercedes motors of 120 h.p. each, carried a
crew of eighteen, and had a carrying power of
4600 lbs. Her estimated range of action was
800 miles. There were sixteen independent gasbags within the aluminium envelope.
Two unfortunate attempts were made by Count
Zeppelin to carry out his twenty-four hours' test

and in the first the journey had to be
abandoned owing to engine trouble. A
few days later the second attempt was made, but
the motor boat employed to tow the airship from
its shed appears to have made an error in steering, and the huge craft, ere clear of the shed, was
Several panels of
carried against it by a squall.
the envelope were torn, and the damage was considerable.
Intense disappointment was caused
all over South Germany at the mishap.
Repairs were quickly made, and early in
August all was ready. This time Count Zeppelin
resolved to announce no date beforehand for his
in

July,

speedily
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trip,

make some unGovernment test.

and, indeed, was determined to

official trials

ere attempting the

On

4th, at

August

6.45 a.m., Zeppelin set out
from Friedrichshafen on what was destined to

prove the most eventful voyage yet recorded.
Making splendid progress, Constance was passed
at 7 a.m., Basle at 9.30, and Strasburg was
reached almost at noon. The running was now
slower,

Mannheim

and Darmstadt

not being passed until 2.50,

Almost

at 4.30.

at 6 p.m., or all

but twelve hours after starting, a descent was

made at Oppenheim, and we can well believe that
many a weak point in the hard-worked machinery
be attended to. Nevertheless, the
average speed for the 11^ hours was just twentyfour miles an hour, a distance of 270 miles having
been covered. Mayence, the turning-point, was
reached at 11 p.m., but trouble came thick and

had then

to

machinery.
The speed
dropped to twelve miles an hour, and on Wednesday morning, after Stuttgart had been passed, a
descent had to be made at the village of Echterdingen, about 8 a.m.
Nearly nine hours had
been taken to travel the ninety-five miles, and loss
of buoyancy due to gas leakage added to the
fast to the overstrained

troubles.

Whilst the vessel lay at temporary moorings
there a violent thunderstorm swept over the place,

and a gale which had been
52
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of the

k
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.

Zeppelin struck

it.

In the inevitable confusion

was torn from its moorings, some gas
and speedily ignited the gas envelopes.
Some reports attribute the damage to lightning,
but, on weighing up all the factors, I have come
to the conclusion that the injury was caused
through the vessel becoming charged with electricity whilst in the air, and on being blown to the
ground by the gale it made contact and discharged
the vessel

caught

fire

the current, thus creating a spark which ignited
either petrol or hydrogen,

cable thrown out to

make

A

metallic conducting

contact with the earth

might have averted the mishap, which was as rare
as

it

The

was unfortunate.

ignorance of the

ordinary newspaper reporters and their love of
distorting matters led to

all kinds of absurd statements being made. The real contributory cause
was that when a compulsory stop had to be made
the harbourage was not good
and Count Zeppelin
and the German Government had yet to learn that
contemporaneously with the building of airships
they must build airship harbours.
Could a wellequipped aerial harbour have been made at any
time on that Wednesday morning the vessel
would probably never have been lost.
The disaster was a cruel blow to Count Zeppelin, and the venerable hero quite broke down at
the sight of his wrecked vessel.
But in his mind
was doubtless the conviction that it was only a

—
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temporary check, such as

new movement.

is

inevitable in every

Battleships are lost from time

to time, ripe though the experience

and navigators, and
there

German

in

of builders

every form of locomotion

Fortunately for him the
nation once again betrayed its great

latent

is

is

risk.

anxiety to establish an aerial

fleet,

and ere

his

vessel had ceased burning he had the assurance

from State and people that he would have funds
to continue his work.
Within twenty-four hours
a Government grant of ;^25,ooo had been made,
and public subscriptions brought the sum to over
;^ 100,000.

amounted

By
to

October, 1908, the total sum had
with this Count

;^300,ooo and

Zeppelin has formed an airship-building company.

A

over 300 acres was secured at Friedrichshafen, and here enormous works are being
site of

down. Wharves, docks, hydrogen factory,
aluminium foundry and all the plant necessary for
working on a large scale are being provided, so
that Germany can turn out from eight to ten
mammoth airships per annum.
During September the Gross dirigible attached
to the German army established a new record by
remaining aloft for over thirteen hours. The
distance travelled was over 190 miles, and altitudes of 4000 feet were attained.
Some days
laid

German

later

another

made

a twelve hours'

Parseval
and thus qualified

dirigible,

trip,
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purchase by the Government.

Later in September both vessels were summoned to appear
before the German Emperor on a day of high
wind.

make headway against
The Gross, which is a

Neither craft could

the strong air currrent.

semi-rigid vessel, returned safely to harbour, but

was practically
wrecked on its way thither. It was speedily rebuilt, however, and put in commission again.
the Parseval, which

Amongst

is

non-rigid,

the interesting features of the Par-

seval airship

is

the novel method of suspension.

PARSEVAL AIRSHIP AND ITS NOVEL METHOD OF SUSPENSION
A, B, main suspension cables carrying car and rollers

working on

From

rollers

H,

I, J,

H, L

;

C, D, cables

K, L.

the central part of the envelope two main

sets of cables

the car.

A and B are hung, and these support

Another double

set

of

cables

runs

obliquely from one end of the envelope to the
other, passing amidships

under the

rollers

H,

L on

the vertical cables, and also under the rollers
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J,

K

at the

bottom of the

car.

By

means

this

the car can oscillate longitudinally over the rollers
(within certain limits) without disturbing the gas

envelope, and similarly the envelope can be tilted

without interfering with the

The

central roller J

car.

so contrived that

is

it

can

be pressed down on the oblique cable and so keep

any desired position, if it is desired to hold
and envelope rigid together.
This suspension is claimed to afford great
rigidity whilst at the same time keeping the car
at such a distance from the gas envelope that the
danger of fire from the motor or other source
it

in

car

affecting the envelope

propeller

can

also

mounted between the
The
a good position.

envelope and the car in
general arrangement,

it

The

sensibly reduced.

is

be

is

claimed, gives

all

the

advantages of the car being placed close to the
envelope whilst the

dangers of this

form of

construction are avoided.

TYPES OF DIRIGIBLES

The dirigible balloons so far dealt with differ
mainly in the mounting of the gas envelope, and
they have been classified thus
(a) Rigid, as the Zeppelin, which has an
aluminium framework, within which are
:

the gas envelopes in separate compart-

ments,
S6

WF
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French military

(b) Semi-rigid, as the

airships,

the gas envelope resting on a keel or bed
of metallic tubing.
(c)

Non-rigid, as the

first

British military air-

which was merely a stout gas bag
from which the car was suspended. The
later British vessel was more properly
ship,

a semi-rigid.

Other differences between the various types
made up of a mass of details, impossible to
specify fully. The crude and unsuccessful vessels
fail because their designers have not had the
are

practical

experience

to

discover or appreciate

these details.

Two

other types of airships have yet to be

more remarkable being the
which was to have been built in
The gas envelope is shaped somewhat
1908.
in the manner of an oyster-shell, and the edges
Every other
are joined by a flexible membrane.
airship has its gas envelope expanded by the
pressure of the gas, but the Capazza oyster-shell
can be expanded mechanically, just as a conHydrogen gas within the
certina is opened.
considered,

Capazza

the

vessel,

envelope prevents the pressure of the outer
being as great as

if

air

a vacuum were maintained

within.

Capazza's theory
to ascend,

the

is

that,

when

" oyster -shell "
57
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is

required

mechanically
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expanded, and thus, as
gains

in

volume

its

buoyancy, and

so

rises

increases,
in

the

it

air.

Height

is

regulated by the degree to which the

" shell "

is

expanded.

When

required in the air the shell

horizontal speed
is

is

gradually closed,

and then the machine acts as an aeroplane.
Should the engines fail, it is only necessary to
expand the "shell" again to convert the vessel
into a balloon.
A descent is accomplished by
stopping the engines, and gradually decreasing
the volume of the "shell." As it grows smaller
it displaces less air, and thus sinks to the ground.
The whole idea is but one of the many fantastic
and impracticable schemes evolved.
The combined balloon and aeroplane, in which
an ordinary cigar-shaped gas envelope is wedded
to some form of aeroplane, has been tested by
Santos Dumont, and later by Malecot. The
theoretical advantages have so far not been altogether attained, and as most dirigible balloons are
now being fitted with lifting and stability planes
the machines which are more aeroplane than
dirigible balloon

tages.

can claim few special advan-

Nevertheless

the latest

Malecot vessel

has accomplished several satisfactory journeys,
and seems to mark a decided improvement over
the earlier types.

Evolutions have been carried

out at heights of about five hundred

many

as four passengers carried.
58
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CHAPTER

BALLOONS

WARFARE

MILITARY BALLOONING

(l)

THE

IN

IV

application of the balloon to military

purposes was

first

made by France, and

experts of that nation were quick

the military

to realise the utility of a balloon in locating the

position of an

enemy and

directing

gun

numerable projects were considered

fire.

In-

for utilising

the balloon in warfare, and the old prints of the

and nineteenth centuries show the

eighteenth

amount of

attention given to the subject.

tical difficulties,

Prac-

however, prevented most of the

ideas from being carried out.

The

first

authentic

case of a balloon being employed in warfare was

by the French at the battle of Fleurus, 1794.
It was somewhat extraordinary that very little
use was made of balloons by France in the
early stages of the Franco- Prussian War, and the
matter perhaps throws a side light on the unreadiness of the French,

more

especially as over thirty

years previous a balloon division had been created.
All too late,

when

Paris was surrounded in 1870,
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employed, and by their means
hundreds of persons and thousands of despatches
balloons were

In all
were carried over the German lines.
sixty-eight balloons were used during the siege,
and quite an interesting monograph might be
written on the adventures and achievements of
these vessels.

After the war the matter received much attention, and the French were very desirous of procuring dirigible balloons, but of course at the time
this

was

hopeless.

Every

effort

was then made

department as efficient as
possible, and the work has never been allowed to
slacken.
France now possesses, apart from her
dirigible balloons, perhaps the best-equipped and
most highly trained balloon division of any army
to render the balloon

in the world.

Ballooning was introduced into the

Army

in

and many experiments were
Very little use of balloons was

1879,

carried out.

made

English

campaigns carried on
at a great distance from England,
In 1882,
however, balloons and balloon stores were sent
out to Egypt, but as Moedebeck, the German
military expert, drily puts it, "they arrived too
late to take a part in the military operations."
During 1885 excellent work was done in Bechuanaland and the Soudan by the balloon detachments sent out. Very valuable practical lessons
in the various small
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were learned from these experiments. In the
Boer War (1900), according to Major Moedebeck,
the

balloon

"without

section

sent

out

to

Natal

was

Ladysmith during the
and remained there twenty-nine days in
inactivity."
Later on excellent service was done
by the British balloon section in this war, and
material

in

siege,

especially in directing artillery fire in the attack

A

on Cronje's laager.

single dirigible balloon,

however, or a few aeroplanes would,

many

averted

The

proba-

disasters.

present constitution of the English balloon

section
this

in all

have altered the whole campaign, and

bility,

is

no doubt hampered

being most

felt in

for

want of

funds,

regard to experimental work

with dirigible balloons

;

but the staff in their

own

work must be reckoned amongst the
most efficient in the world. Handicapped in many
ways, the administrators have nevertheless built
up a splendid corps and the British war balloons

particular

;

are, in their

most

own

suitable

limited sphere of activity, the

for

hard work yet constructed.

The

pity

little

importance to military ballooning, and pro-

fess to

is

that the higher authorities attach

have no anxiety as

dirigible

balloon.

The

to the future of the

officers

of the balloon

corps have thus to struggle against apathy and
indifference.

In effect a

new department should

be created for airship work.
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As

in this chapter

I

deal with the actual

work

done by the various military balloon corps of the
world, I must make mention here of the manraising kites which have been specialised in by
Exhaustive experithe British balloon corps.
ments have been made by several experts, and
An
remarkable results have been obtained.
a
considerable
height
observer can be raised to
and the plan in time of war could be worked
both by the military and naval authorities. These
kites are of very limited use,

Two

however.

English balloons were purchased by the

German

authorities for use in the campaign of
and
were used in the early part of the
1870,
campaign, though apparently not with much
advantage.
After the war, on the advice of
Moltke, who seemed to have believed strongly
in

the future of

the

military

airship,

various

made with balloons, but no
many years later.
German Balloon Division was well

experiments were

corps was formed until

In 1884 the

and from that time they took part
In 1896 an
in various important manoeuvres.
interesting development was made by the inestablished,

troduction of the Parseval-Sigsfeld kite-balloon,

and German experts hold that

this is

a far better

instrument than the ordinary captive balloon.

The
as

the

principle of this kite-balloon
air

balloonet devised
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applied.

The

kite-balloon consists of three parts,

the gas-bag, the balloonet, and the air-bag rudder.

The

balloonet

is

sausage-shaped

curved round one end of the
balloon, and has one opening

i-0
THE GERMAN KITE-BALLOON
C, air chamber at base of balloon ; G, free air
opening into B ; B, air-bag rudder H, free air
L, valve opening out of B ; E E, cables holding car D
leading to ground.

A, balloon

;

J, valve

;

inlet to
inlet to
;

M,

C
B

cable

and a smaller opening leading
which is fastened beneath
it.
The air-bag rudder has also two openings,
one facing the wind, the other opening to the free
facing the wind,

into the air-bag rudder

air at the

leeward

side.
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When

the wind blows strongly, air enters both

the balloonet and the gas-bag rudder by the large

openings facing the wind

:

but as the balloon

expands and presses with
greater force against the balloonet.
This pressure drives most of the air from the balloonet
into the gas-bag rudder and so into the open
air.
If the gas pressure becomes too great the
rises

the gas

in

it

gas-valve of the balloon

itself

is

automatically

opened.

This form of kite-balloon operates very well as
a captive balloon, has remarkable steadiness in
strong winds, and as it has been adopted by most
of the Continental powers it would seem to be a
very suitable form of instrument for the purposes
The vessel, however,
for which it is designed.
does not find favour with the British experts,

who

and ordinary
prefer to use
spherical balloons, though these seem inferior to
man-lifting

the

kites

German method.

After the Civil War very little seems to have
been done with balloons by the military authorities
of the United States, and we find mention of few
developments until kites were experimented with in
1 897. During the Spanish- American War balloons
were used, and although the corps was organised
hurriedly

it

did

some very

useful work, especially

over hilly country, in finding various important
positions.

At

the conclusion of the war
64
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was
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significant that a

German

kite-balloon

was pur-

chased.

the sympathies of the American
have been more in the direction of
flying machines and dirigible balloons, and the
United States War Department has expended a
large sum of money in helping the development
Latterly,

authorities

of the heavier-than-air machine.

The Japanese made good

use of the balloon in

and had the latter country
employed them extensively much might have
been accomplished.
the war with Russia,

BALLOON CORPS EQUIPMENT

From
great

a review of the balloon corps of the

powers we can draw up a
instruments

principal

of

the

airships

separately

now

proper,

in

use

which

I

list

of the

irrespective

deal

with

:

Free balloons.
Captive balloons.
Kite balloons.
Kites.

Free

balloons.

the free balloon

from

its

base,

—The

is

that

advantage of
can make voyages away

principal
it

wind permitting,

in order to

information about the position of an enemy.

gain
In

times of peace a good deal of secret service work
is

probably done by military or private balloons
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manned by

"by

spies drifting

accident" over a

neighbour's frontier at points where
fortifications exist.

There

is

important

as yet no hard

and

such "accidents," though
high time an international balloon conference

fast rule for dealing with
it is

settled the matter.

However, in a few years' time each nation will
no doubt have " police " in the form of dirigible
balloons, and they will be able to give a friendly
tow to a balloon which has crossed the frontier
and is drifting towards an important strategic
point in a suspicious manner.
Other purposes for which free balloons are usable
are for carrying despatches over enemies'
this

lines,

but

occupation will soon be taken from them by

the airship, as

it

was a task which the ordinary

balloon was hardly fitted

Various proposals

for.

have been made to use free balloons as fighting
units, but they have all been impracticable.
Captive balloons.

one

—Though

spot, the captive balloon

anchored down at
is

perhaps of more

real

utility to

a military force than the erratic

free

balloon.

Placed in a suitable position,

it

an excellent view-point from which to
watch an enemy's movements, whilst it also
serves a very valuable purpose for the officers

affords

who direct operations or artillery fire.
As a signalling station both by day and night
it is also of much value, especially since wireless
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become

telegraphy has

when

this

fails,

the

practicable;

balloon

advantages as a manual signalling

but even

has

still

many
and

station,

with the aid of long-distance or telephoto lenses

photography has been made a
important branch of military aeronautics.

balloon

Altogether, the captive balloon
the captive kite-balloon

—

is

—and especially

the most useful type

of non-dirigible for military purposes,

now been brought
Indeed,

it

and

a high state of

to

most

it

has

utility.

has practically reached the limit of

development.

Of the dirigible
as their present

outweigh

all

balloons

I

shall treat elsewhere,

and prospective advantages quite

those that can be deriyed from non-

dirigibles of all types,

and but

book need not be

written.

this

—As

for their existence

they have

been
experimented with mainly by England and
America, and men-lifting machines have been
Kites.

regards

kites,

devised.

The
in the

man-lifting kite has been most developed
British

Army and Navy, and

very good

have been obtained on many occasions.
main defect as compared with the kiteballoon is that it requires a strong wind to raise

results
Its

it.

On

the other hand,

very cheap

it

is

simple to operate,

and compact, and can

be easily

transported in the field of operations, whereas
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troublesome owing to the
system
difficulty of providing gas cylinders.
of defence by kites against airships has been

any form of balloon

is

A

elaborated by Major Baden- Powell,

who would

have explosive kites flown to a great height, and
The employthere be electrically discharged.
ment of rival airships is a far better plan.
(2)

NAVAL BALLOONING

work ballooning has never played
an important part, and it requires little demonstration to show that the free balloon, unsteerable
and unpropellable as it is, cannot be used with
any degree of safety at sea or even in harbour.
In naval

The

ordinary balloon

ing basket, and

if

is

not

made with a

the wind carries

it

float-

out to

sea and the vessel sinks to the surface of the

water

it

will

soon founder.

Floating balloons

have frequently been made, but even so they
cannot be safely used in naval work unless the
wind is blowing towards the land, or unless an
oversea course is possible in which land can be
soon reached. These conditions are not prevalent or reliable enough to justify the extensive use of free balloons by ships, or even at
naval stations.

The captive balloon is of more utility, and
though as yet not extensively employed, it can
fill many important duties, which in brief are
:
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General observation work.

(i)

(2) Signal station.
(3) Gun-fire direction station.

Observation

(4)

point

detecting sub-

for

marine attack.

The

ordinary captive balloon

is

difficult in

the

strong wind which usually prevails near the sea,

German

but the

would be more
though so far it has

kite-balloon

satisfactory in this respect,

hardly been employed in naval work.

Through a mistaken administrative

idea bal-

loons have always been attached to the military

and comparatively few naval men have
touch with development in this

forces,

kept well in
direction.

In

my

opinion there should be both

naval and military balloon sections, or one main
section with

and

navy.

men drawn both from
many respects the

In

peculiarly suited for such work,

the

dirigible

engineering

balloon
skill,

calls

for

the

army

sailor

is

and now that
mechanical and

the sailor would perhaps in

many cases prove a better man for the work than
even a soldier taken from the ordinary balloon
corps.

To

sea powers such as England the matter

is

Unless the Navy are
working and manoeuvres of airships they may not be able to adequately cope with
an attack of such a nature should it occur, and in

one of

vital

importance.

familiar with the
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a subsequent chapter

I

shall

endeavour to show

that airships may prove a menace to seaships
under many circumstances. The British naval
authorities have, I believe, already given serious

attention to the matter of man-raising observation
kites,

and these should be quite workable from

ships.

Considerations of space

will, I think,

pre-

vent any form of captive balloon being operated

from a warship, and for

this

reason the kite should

be preferable until the aeroplanes supersede

The French have

it.

acquired most data as re-

gards the use of balloons to discover the move-

ments of submarines, and as this work will in
future fall most to the duty of airships, it can
best be considered in the chapters wherein I treat
of these vessels as applied to the naval service.

But here
balloon

it

when

may be mentioned

from a
most extra-

that

travelling over water a

ordinarily clear view can be obtained of objects

under the surface, and according to the
French experiments the submarines were very
easy to detect from balloons. With dirigibles
they can be hunted almost as a sea-bird chases
well

fish.
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CHAPTER V
FEASIBILITY OF AIRSHIPS

AT
.

this

time of day

intelligent

man

it

might seem to the

that a chapter in proof of

the applicability of the airship to warfare need
not be written.

show

that

But a

observation

little

many governments, many

military

will

and

naval experts, and a great mass of the educated
public

are

yet sceptical,

not alone as to the

present readiness of the airship for warlike purposes, but as to the possibility of aerial vessels

ever proving useful in warfare.

At most they

promise to keep an eye upon future developments.
I

must, therefore, bring up

some of the

evi-

dence which has convinced aeronautical experts
and students, and through them has in a few
progressive countries eventually

won

adherents

amongst important personages. To the illogical
mind perhaps the strongest argument in favour
of a movement would be the evidence that some

some highly intelligent person, or some
powerful state, had adopted an idea, but I prefer
rival,
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to set forth

the scientific

reasons which exist

apart from any such patronage.

The

flight

of birds has ever been proof in

that aerial navigation

such as man.

Then

was

feasible

itself

by creatures

with the discovery of light

gases and their application to balloons,

men-

made voyages in the
drifting machines,
mere
True, these were
but as such they have established many marvellous records as to the distance travelled and
height and speed attained.
I enumerate a few.
carrying machines actually
air.

Distance

—

BALLOON RECORDS

I20O miles (Count de la Vaulx and Count Castillion de
Saint- Victor), Paris to Kovostycheif, Russia, October,
1900.

Height—
34,000 feet

— or over six miles— (Dr. Berson and

Herr Sue-

ring), July, 1901.

37,000 feet (Glaisher).

by German

Some doubt

is

cast on this record

scientists.

Speed—
68 miles per hour (M. Faure), London to Paris, 1905.
and Linke), Berlin to Antwerp.

125 miles per hour (Sigsfeld

Claims have been made of speeds up to 150
As a balloon travels at the speed
miles an hour.
of the wind, and as air currents are known to
attain speeds of well over 150 miles an hour,
these estimates are not fantastic, though few of

the records have been carefully timed.

Duration of Voyage52 hours (Dr. Wegener), April, 1906.
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Now

turning to steerable and power-propelled

we

more convincing set
of records, since they illustrate performances in
aerial vessels

find a

still

which the aeronaut has been able to reach a
certain objective, or has the power to reach this.
In most cases the journeys have been made
with favouring winds, or in the face of very light
breezes, but as may be seen from the chapter
on aerial navigation, the factor of wind power
becomes less of an obstacle as the actual speed
of the vessel increases.

DIRIGIBLE BALLOON RECORDS

Distance—
i6o miles, Paris to Verdun (French military airship Patrie),
October, 1907.

200 miles, Lake Constance

circuit

(Count Zeppelin), Octo-

ber, 1907.

270 miles, Friedrichshafen to Lucerne and back (Count
Zeppelin), July, 1908.

360 miles, Friedrichshafen to Mayence and back to Echterdingen (Count Zeppelin), August, 1908.
190 miles, Tegel to

Magdeburg and back (Major

Gross),

September, 1908.
840 miles, Friedrichshafen to Bitterfeld and back (Goppingen).

May,

1909.

480 miles, Friedrichshafen to Berlin, September, 1909.

The

Zeppelin vessel on

its

trip

to

Lucerne

ran for twelve hours, and had to battle with
many cross winds and aerial disturbances when
crossing the Alps.

In point of distance

it

was

beaten by the later but less successful run to

Mayence.
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Speed

—

30 miles an hour, Ripublique (France).
26
„
„ Zeppelin (Germany).
12

„

Dirigible

„

Accurate returns as to

still-air

speeds are not

and these estimates are probably a

available,
little

II (fing\a.nd).

too high.

—

Height
Few

French military airships
The Patrie on
over 4500 feet. Zeppelin II

available records, but the

are claimed to be able to rise 6000 feet.
several occasions rose to
(of 1909)

has risen to 5200

feet.

Duration of Flight—
7 hours, Ville de Paris, January, 1908.
12
(Count Zeppelin), July, 1908.
„
August, 1908.
19
„
„
13

„

57

„

(Major Gross), September, 1908.
(Count Zeppelin), August, 1909.

The j'ourneys

of Count Zeppelin were not con-

tinuous, as several descents

Distance

—

were made,

AEROPLANE RECORDS

24^ miles, Dayton, Ohio (Wright Brothers), October, 1905.
56 miles, Auvours, France (Wilbur Wright), September,
igo8.

112 miles, Rheims (Henry Farman), August, 1909.

Speed—
40 miles an hour (M. Bldriot).
(Glenn Curtiss).
46^
„
„
47

.,

.,

55

„

„

75

„

„

Many

(OrviUe Wright).
(Santos Dumont).
(H. Latham, in a gale).

of these records are unofficial.
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—

Height

loo feet (Esnault-Pelterie), June, 1908.
ISO feet (Wilbur Wright), September, 1908.
645 feet (Rougier), September, 1909.
1500 feet (Orville Wright), October, 1909.
1300 feet (Comte de Lambert), October, 1909.

Latham

is

estimated to have risen to 1000 feet

on several occasions on
plane.
to

Orville

3000 or 5000

his

Antoinette mono-

Wright believes

that heights

up

feet are possible.

Duration of Flight—
38 minutes (Wright Brothers), October, 1905.
(Wilbur Wright), December, 1908.
„
(H. Farman), August, 1909.
184
„
163

From these returns we may deduce that the
maximum attainments of dirigibles and aeroplanes

marised

up
:

to

the

present

can thus be sum-
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immensely increased, as it mainly turns on the
question of fuel supply and engine reliability.
Speed records already place the airship in
the front rank of military and naval modes
of locomotion.
Altitude records indicate that the vessels can
rise

to a height at

which gun-fire

is

hardly

effective.

The
It

air is

gives the

and

new and untrammelled domain.
aeronaut command of both land

a

sea.

allows a

It

"bee-line,"

direct route, to almost

that

is,

the most

any point on land or

water.

The

position of the airship affords unrivalled

scope for observation and for signalling.
It

can be used over land or sea.

It affords

the only safe and reliable method

of locating mines and submarines.
It

also

has unique

facilities

for attacking

by night or day.
It cannot be adequately guarded against
observation by day is not dependable, and
by night, even with the aid of searchlights,
is

quite untrustworthy.

An

can be made for about
and thus an aerial fleet can be built
up cheaply and quickly once a successful parent
vessel has been evolved.
efficient airship

;^i5,ooo,
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more fully in subsequent
few arguments, one would
think, might have been sufficient to induce all the
big powers to take up the matter seriously many
treat

I

the matter

chapters, but these

years ago, since as far back as 1902 there was
sufficient

and that

evidence that the airship was

feasible,

development would be rapid. Yet
there are many nations and war experts still unconvinced, and they have adopted the foolish
its

policy of allowing other countries to acquire the
lead.

As

a matter of historical interest

I

set out in

extenso a semi-official pronouncement which ap-

peared in the Daily

Mail

of July 23rd, 1908.

have every reason to believe the accuracy
showing the official attitude of England to
airships at that time, and " for a long time." On
that pronouncement the British military authorities will have to be judged, if in future years a
This

of,

I

as

national inquiry be

made

as to

why

in the

year

1 908 they did not take warning of what had been
going on in France and Germany for years pre-

and as to why in that year of grace
England had no efficient training ship, and no

vious,

trained crews.*
* Some months after the first edition of this book appeared,
a marked change came over the attitude of the British Government
towards aeronautics. The results are referred to elsewhere.
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WAR

AIRSHIPS

"NOTHING TO BE FEARED FOR A LONG TIME"

VIEW

OFFICIAL

In the highest military circles in Great Britain it is
accepted that so far airships are a failure.
The military authorities have had experts employed
.

in

watching the

flights

of the various airships and

aeroplanes, and the impression

is

that for a long time to

come there is nothing to be feared from them.
The Government has not stinted the necessary funds
for experiments at Aldershot and elsewhere, but the
Royal Engineers, on

whom

has devolved the task of

finding at least a dirigible balloon, are contenting themselves with cautious experiments.

From time

to time

reports are received of the performances of various airships

and aeroplanes on the Continent, and in every
mechanism and construction have been

case details of
available.

The Army Council

is

therefore thoroughly

aware of all that is taking place both on the Continent
and in America in aerostatics.
Consultations have been held at the War Office with
expert artillerists as to how airship attacks can be best
met, and the plan of campaign, in which the principal
feature will be the use of high-angle fire with highexplosive shells, has been evolved.

The

military authorities point to the fact that no-

where has any machine designed for flight in the air
proved effective. Our own airship. Dirigible No. i,
broke down under stress of weather. Count Zeppelin's
airship, when it was put to a serious test, involving no
less a sum than £\oo,ooo, promptly broke down.
Mr.
Farman's aeroplane was to have been tried in this
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country, but no place was found suitable for his experi-

ments because of the presence of trees, telegraph wires,
and so on. All this points to a lack of practical working in the various designs of which so much has been

made

in the Continental Press.

When

it is

possible

to cross the Channel, say, with a party of excursionists,

and land at any fixed point the

War

Office

may be

prepared to regard recent experiments seriously.
Daily Mail, July 23rd, 1908.

—

The second paragraph of the report is rather
Our " experts," it seems, have been
amusing.
watching the flights of foreign airships, and assert
that nothing is to be feared from them.
In the

"experts" must
have seen very little, judging by the poor assistance
they were able to give the builders of the British
Indeed, as we have no expert who has
ships.
had any practical experience in building or working really successful airships, we have to rely on
tests of the continental ships the

the opinion of theorists.
Still

more amusing

is

the statement in the

fol-

" in

owing paragraph that
every case details of
mechanism and construction have been available."
Why, then, were we not able to build an
the

airship like the Patrie or the Zeppelin ?

the

date

when

that

Why

report appeared were

at

we

without a practical vessel, our engineers " contenting themselves with cautious experiments,"
whilst the

Germans had made runs
79
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open
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up to 270 miles?

Why were

our two experimental
French and German craft

vessels inferior to the
in

well-nigh every essential

disprove

knows

statement

the

?

that

Does not

all this

our Government

going on ?
is thoroughly aware of all
that is taking place both on the Continent and in
America," says the report.
If that is an official
pronouncement, or if it voices the opinion of the
British Army Council, it shows that our authorities desire to leave no loophole for themselves.
They are prepared for failure, and long-continued
"

all

that

The Army

is

Council

on the part of airships.
The last paragraph is, I hope, an

failure

view, for

it

is

quite erroneous

in

unofficial

stating that

"nowhere has any machine designed for flight
the air proved effective."
The Patrie was
successful, the Rdpublique is successful, and
the Zeppelin with its 12 and 19 hours' records
was successful. The only real failure has been
in

the British airship No.

The
is

i.

concluding statement

is

delightful,

if

it

Count Zeppelin's ship,
and a Wright aeroplane

a semi-official view.

three

French

ships,

had then covered

far

greater

distances

than

For a
foreign military ship to undertake such a voyage
would be a gross breach of international etiquette,
and would in effect be quite contrary to the policy
that involved in a cross-Channel journey.
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its

owners.

If

of Airships

they embark on that voyage

be for a very serious enterprise, and no one
has any doubt but that if it occurred " the War
Office would be prepared to regard recent experiit

will

"

But that would not help the
airships hovered over
Portsmouth
and
London or
threatened their destruction.
It would then be too late in the day
for England to think of establishing an aerial
ments seriously

country

when

!

foreign

fleet.

The English Government

holds the erroneous

view that they can start building successful airships at any time, and they intimate that they
will therefore wait until these vessels have been
proved thoroughly effective. They forget that
they have absolutely no past experience in such
work, and thus lack the power and the means to
France and Germany are
carry it out quickly.
spending hundreds of thousands of pounds, and

have been making practical efforts for years.
They have thus acquired a staff of men with
unique and invaluable experience. Mere "cautious
experiments " with an old balloon shut up in a
shed will teach us nothing, and the stern fact stares
us that we have let our great neighbours get over
five years'

start of us in acquiring that skill in

building and operating vessels which

be gained
gained it.
G

in

the

same way
8l

that

is

only to

they

have
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It

may be

dom

for

that luck will save English official-

some years from the consequences

their conservatism,

away from
us

of

that

of

but the fact cannot be got

whenever the need

building airships,

we

is

forced

upon

be very

will

far

" experts "

behind our rivals. Our
have so far
evolved two vessels which, despite all their observation of foreign ships, were vastly inferior in a

number of

we

that

vital respects.

behind the times
balloon corps

and

What

guarantee have

our future vessels will not be as far
if

the plucky

little staff

of our

so handicapped by want of funds

is

encouragement ?
I
have already advanced in
favour of the airship for warlike purposes must
be kept in parallel with the English official view
for a few years to fully test the incorrectness of
official

The arguments

the

latter.

Meantime

it

may

suit

the

policy

of rival nations to alternately blow hot and cold,

and

let it finally

appear that airships are of

real use in warfare.

A

few judicious

would also produce the desired

little

" failures "

effect

on the

British mind.

So much

for the state of affairs at the

end of

1908.

By 1909

for the

former attitude of the British authorities

had been made

it

had been materially

ridiculous.
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CHAPTER

VI

APPLICATIONS AND LIMITATIONS

HAVING

enumerated the various types of
now in use and their present
or possible applications to military and naval
work, we have now to take up the main theme
of the book, and inquire into the methods of
using such vessels in actual warfare, and the
limitations which exist.
We have no actual
aerial vessels

data to go upon, since the airship has scarcely

been seriously considered by military writers,
and no such engine has yet been used in war.

To

the student this circumstance allows greater

latitude of treatment, but there

may be tempted

is

the danger that he

to carry his enthusiasm to absurd

Already many sensational works have
brought much ridicule on the science of aeronautics.
In the chapter on Aerial Navigation I have tried
lengths.

in

a dispassionate

which

the

affect

indicated

how

way

to

mark out

the limitations

use of airships,

careful

but

I

one must be not to

too narrow limits, for as aerial navigation
in its infancy

we have

yet to await

many

developments and revolutionary changes,
83
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but

startling
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There are, however, certain fundamental facts
which must be borne in mind, and especially when
treating of the subject from the point of view

Mere

theories

by the naval or

military

necessary to take up in this book.
are given scant attention

he seeks for actualities, well knowing
that a system must be thoroughly tested and
quite practicable before it can be applied to
The dirigible
the rough usage of war-time.
and the aeroplane have become actualities with
such suddenness that there has hardly been time
for them to be taken into serious consideration
by these writers, and it is notable that nearly all
the designers of successful airships have been
amateurs outside the services, the famous exsoldier Count Zeppelin being one of the few
expert

:

exceptions.

So, too,

it

will fall to the lay writer

to deal with those new problems and theories
which arise from a study of aerial navigation, and
later on the service expert will, for the benefit of
his country, take any practical hints he may from
those, whilst rejecting the many extraneous and
first

hypothetical matters

which

be considered

will

useless in a strictly technical work.

In a book such as mine, which

I

to appeal to the intelligent public,

a wider

field of

have designed
I have taken

observation than the military or

naval expert would be permitted, since he would

by

his very training

make a more
84
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estimate of things, and would be careful not to

go outside the bounds of actuality. His work
will, needless to say, be of more use to the services
he writes for than a work such as mine but as
aeronautics develop so rapidly he runs the greater
risk of having his limited views affected, and his
conservative conclusions disturbed by new discoveries which may be made even while his book
;

is

in the press.

For these reasons

I

have

tried

to

steer a

medium

course,

actuality,

and here and there allowing myself

wander

giving

full

credit

to

every
to

into speculations as to the future so as

to provide for eventualities.

Many

conclusions

based on these premises

will doubtless prove
be wrong, but this is unavoidable in a subject
of which so much is yet concealed from us.
I
have, however, avoided those absurd and sensational conclusions advanced by writers who
have given unbridled play to their imaginations,
and who have taken little trouble to study the
problem, and are seemingly quite ignorant of the

to

fundamental laws.
In this chapter it will be sufficient for me to
touch on the applications of the airship to war-

and develop the theme subsequently. If
we accept the axiom that strategy is one of the
most important factors in modern warfare, we
must admit that the airship will revolutionise the
fare,
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fighting art,

as to

make

and may be used to such an extent

strategy impossible.

Surprise attacks,

secret marches, concealed movements,
and such-like operations will all lose their value
against an enemy whose airships observe every
movement and report it at once. All this will
be in addition to the raiding and attacking work
which they can also accomplish.
We can thus summarise the applications of
feints,

airships to warfare

:

(a)

To

(d)

Patrols

(c)

For reconnaissance and photographic work.
Despatch work.
Checking an enemy's reconnaissance on

gain information in peace time

specting harbours, fortifications,

(d)
{e)

and

re-

etc.

frontier guards.

land or sea.

{/) Signalling and wireless telegraph stations.
artillery
fire
and drawing
(^) Directing
(A)
(t)

enemy's fire.
Destroying the enemy's aerial fleet.
Attacking an enemy's base line, destroying
stores, etc.

(y) Destroying railways and other communications,
(i)

Raiding the capital of the enemy's country.

(/)

Making
forces,

night or surprise attacks on

using

explosives

gas-bombs.
86
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(m) Raiding harbours and naval bases.
(n) Carrying out over-sea raids.
(o)

Locating and capturing or destroying submarines.

{/>)

Locating mines.

Following up a victory by land or sea and
completing the rout.
Reverting now to those fundamental limitations
which may be laid down, we must bear in mind
(^)

that the gaseous sea called the atmosphere has

sundry disadvantages as a medium of locomotion.
If a body is to float in the air it must be of
enormous bulk in proportion to its weight, and

we must

thus in every form of dirigible balloon

provide huge ships
borne.

if

any

burden

useful

With aeroplanes and

is

to

be

heavier-than-air

machines weight must also be kept very low in
proportion to volume, and the available useful
load that can be taken is very small.
We may
put

down the factors
The aerial sea

(i)

thus
is

:

unsuitable for the carriage

of heavy loads, and

is

quite unfitted for the

transport of the large bodies of
stores requisite in

modern

men and

warfare.

(2) The mobility of the air renders it subject
to many and violent fluctuations, and these

disturb or prevent aerial navigation.
(3)

The

duration

of

time

vessel can keep in the air
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limited

by

(a)
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fuel supply, (d)

gas supply

dirigible balloons

— and

(c)

—

in the case of

food supply, and

these are affected by the fact that a heavy

load cannot be taken.
(4)

The

keep

duration of time which a vessel can

in the air is consequently far less

that of a vessel at sea, as

by the

aerial conditions

it

is

than

affected both

and the

limitations

set out in the previous paragraph.

All these factors

may be

lessened to varying

degrees by the improvements which are certain
to be effected in the vessels

and

in their handling,

but to a considerable extent they must be re-

garded as inherent limitations to

aerial navigation

as applied to naval or military service.

In warfare
defect in an

it

may be

arm

certain conditions.

that

regarded as a very serious
can only be used under

it

The

very essence of efficiency

that a force be ready under

all

circumstances

wherein any enemy could operate.

Violent dis-

is

turbances

of

nature

are

practically

the

only

checks to land and sea forces operating nowa-

and these are only of a very temporary
Once beyond their maximum intensity such disturbances may, in fact, be used as a
cover for his movements by a daring leader on
days,

character.

land or sea.

Consequent on the spread of railways and
the improvement in roads and road locomotion.

Applications and Limitations
and the increased

size,

power, and

reliability

of vessels at sea, military and naval operations

have been brought to a high pitch of reliability
and what I may call " weather-proofness."
But at present all aerial vessels are almost fairweather craft, and for some time to come this
condition will limit their usefulness for warlike
operations.

Improvements

will increase this usefulness,

in

but

various respects

we must always

allow for a greater limiting factor in aerial navi-

gation than in locomotion either by land or sea.

Nevertheless,

we must

not build hopes that op-

portune storms will scatter every aerial armada,
or that a continuance of

bad weather

will

be so

prolonged as to put the issue of a campaign

beyond

doubt

ere

aerial

operations

can

be

instituted.

On

the contrary, the leaders of

all

the great

must be prepared for a startlingly rapid
improvement in aerial vessels, and nothing but a
long course of practical experiment and training
nations

will

fit

their aeronauts to quickly avail of these

In any form of land or naval war
no nation can now hold a decided advantage very
long through some secret improvement, since
there has been such a levelling-up in the art of
gun-making, the chemistry of explosives, steamengine design, and shipbuilding that all the leading nations can quickly equalise.
developments.
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But

in building military airships

there

is

no

common

fund of experience, and few skilled
advisers or designers.
Each nation has to build

up

own

and train its
men in the practical side of the work ere they
can appreciate or understand what is being done
elsewhere.
This was plainly proved in 1907
when England launched its first dirigible. Though
it was said that her experts had studied all the
continental models and had the details of their
mechanism available, the first British ship was
out of date in almost every respect, and in some
ways was inferior to the Renard airship of 1884.
It was wrong in shape, poor in equipment,
hopelessly slow, and its failure was a foregone
its

school of aeronautics,

The builders did their best, and
were cruelly handicapped through want of funds
but they had to learn their lesson from the very
beginning, and unfortunately they delayed their
progress by fondly believing that they had
evolved some new and wonderful design which
should be kept quite secret. The writers in the
British Press created the idea that England had
an airship superior to all others, and this preconclusion.

;

liminary boasting
all

made

the failure of the vessel

the more humiliating,

when

after

months of

dramatic secrecy the vessel was taken into the
open.

The moral

of

all this is
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have to serve a long and arduous apprenticeship

new art, establish practical schools, build
many experimental vessels, encourage amateur

in the

the aid of aeronauts and engineers,
and spend considerable sums spread over a number
talent, enlist

Success may then come quite rapidly,
never can be had at a moment's notice by

of years.

but

it

spending a large sum of money at the moment of
emergency, as seems to be the policy of the
British authorities, who draw a false analogy from

what England can do
making in a crisis.

in
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CHAPTER

VII

AERIAL FLEETS

THE

composition of aerial fleets promises to
be as varied almost as those which sail the
seas, but time will effect many changes, though
hardly in the way of reducing the number of

Even now we might

varieties.

this

wise

set out the list in

:

Balloons, free

(2)

Kites.

and

(i)

captive.

(3) Dirigible balloons of the non-rigid, semirigid,

and

rigid types.

(4) Aeroplanes.
(5) Helicopteres.
(6)

Combined balloons and

aeroplanes, or com-

bined balloons and helicopteres.

BALLOONS

The equipment

of most nations

to ordinary balloons,

but these

is

yet confined

will,

in

a very

great measure, be displaced by dirigibles.
spherical captive balloons
will,

and the

The

kite-balloons

however, be always useful to some degree
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for observation purposes,

and by

their ease ol

and simplicity of operation will commend
themselves to a field force.
But with the advent
of airships (by which I mean every type of steerable and propelled aerial vessel) the military
transport

balloons will run greatly increased risk, for they
will

be practically defenceless against attacks from

A single airship could sweep down
on a number of balloons and speedily put them
such vessels.

out of action.

KITES
Kites,

especially those

type,

may

many

cases,

work.

of the

man-carrying

take the place of captive balloons in

and they seem well suited for naval
They may also be adopted for defensive

work against

airships, but the protection afforded

will be very uncertain.

DIRIGIBLES
In dirigible balloons

more

we may have

than the three types which

I

ultimately

have arranged,

The non-rigid,
according to their framework.
consisting of a cigar-shaped gas envelope from
which the car

way

is

slung, has already almost given

by their rigid
high speeds and

to the other types, as these,

construction, are better fitted for

hard work.
Dreadnoughts.

—Judging by present

the dirigibles will

fall

into
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conditions,

classes,

one
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the "Dreadnoughts," huge vessels of the rigidframe Zeppelin type, and the other the "cruisers,"

of the French semi-rigid type.
will

The

big ships

not have such speed or ascensive power as

the smaller, but will have a wider range of action

and more carrying capacity.
They will be veritable battleships of the air,
and, fitted with pneumatic or other guns, aerial
torpedo dischargers, and a good stock of explosives, they will be intended for making destructive
raids

of a nature

impossible

Wireless telegraphy

will

for

keep them

small

ships.

in touch with

head-quarters, the supply of fuel and stores will

permit long voyages, and the vessels will be
capable of coming down either on sea or land.

We

have not

sufficient experience yet to state

the limit

may be

but that they

what

as to the size of such vessels,

will

exceed the

latest

Zeppelin

(446 feet long) is tolerably certain.
Further improvements in designing and building
will enable weight to be saved in many respects,
and we may anticipate many important improvements in the power installation and the propelling

devices.
action,

ments

All these will tend to give great range of

and higher speed and efficiency. Improveand storage of hydrogen

in the generation

or other gases used for filling will also enable
such a vessel to keep the air for almost an indefinite period, for

it

is

quite possible that fresh
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gas can be generated on board to

any

A

make up

for

losses.

big airship with

ride out a storm,

all

these properties could

running before the gale until the

speed of the wind abated, and using very little fuel
meantime. It could then have enough fuel to take
it

back to

its

miles away.

even if that were many hundred
With improved anchoring methods,

base,

and the existence of

aerial

harbours,

it

could

going far out of its course.
Such a vessel would be rigid enough to stand
considerable side strains, and it would have ascenshelter safely without

sive

power enough

to take

it

to a higher altitude,

there to find, perhaps, a less adverse wind.

most important in aerial navigation, since the direction and
intensity of winds vary to an amazing degree
Thus a skilfully handled
according to altitude.
vessel would often have an opportunity of getting
out of an unfavourable wind by changing its
altitude, and this factor will make for increased
Neither in land or sea travel are such
security.
changes possible, and as our knowledge of the
upper air is still very limited we cannot yet sum
up how great the advantage will be of having the
choice of a number of different aerial currents.
The control of aerial Dreadnoughts will be a
work calling for immense skill owing to the number of new conditions that have to be studied and
This factor of changing altitude
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be premised that such
vessels are essential in an aerial fleet, then the
need is obvious of prompt efforts being made to
But Germany
acquire the necessary experience.
so far is the only country to design such craft, and

experimented with.

If

it

she alone has gained any experience in the work.

She can

best appreciate the advantage of

this.

Critics of the large rigid airship urge

many

and some of these are of importance.
its method of construction such an
airship has but little lifting power of its own,
independent of that obtained by the lifting planes.
Other types of airships derive considerable lifting
power from their gas envelopes, and can rise
objections,

Owing

to

without the assistance of their engines.

In war-

fare quick ascensive

power

away from gun

whilst a small airship might

fire,

destroy a large one

But

the

if it

is

essential in getting

rose above

Dreadnought

against these emergencies.

will

it.

try

to

provide

Her guns and

aerial

torpedoes will avert the necessity of having to

come
she

close to the

will

enemy on land

eventually be attended

or sea, whilst

by "mosquito

craft," either small dirigibles or aeroplanes,

which

overhead attack of any

aerial

will

ward

off the

enemy.

The

landing of a huge airship of this type

however, always be a

difficult

her great bulk and her rigid frame.
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operation owing to

The

slightest
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hitch

may

bring about severe collision with the

ground or objects upon

it,

The work

to the ship.

and cause much damage

of manoeuvring the giant

to the earth will be fraught with
danger when getting it into its harbour. In rough
weather this would be well-nigh impossible under
craft

close

present conditions.

Count Zeppelin very soon found the necessity
of landing his vessels on the water to avoid the
destructive shocks incident upon landing on the
earth, and though improvements may be made
which will permit aerial Dreadnoughts to alight
safely on the ground in fine weather, the probability is that most such vessels will be harboured
on the coast or over some sheet of water. At
such places the risk of being blown against buildings, trees, etc. can be avoided and a safe descent
made.

AERIAL HARBOURS
Aerial harbours will soon

demand much

atten-

from aeronautical experts, and doubtless
improvements will be effected.
Natural
and artificial shelters will be availed of to give
tion

great

airships

safe

berthing-places and protect

them

from the wind when they are close to the ground.
Just as land is most dangerous to a ship when a
storm rages, so the airship runs most risk when

and subjected to the cross winds
which may prevail there. Over water

close to the earth

and

squalls

H
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the ship could contend better with the breeze,

and might anchor

safely with

its

nose to the

wind.

The

aerial sea

human

we
ere we

lives

shall

sailing aerial craft

men from

a most treacherous one, and

is

very probably

;

have

to

pay heavy

acquire the necessary

toll in

skill in

but the dangers will not deter

taking the risk

now

assured that aerial navigation

that

they

feel

is feasible.

Perhaps before the various nations lay down
plans for their airships they will give the matter
of aerial harbours

many

shelter.

this is

more

attention, as otherwise

may be

a good ship

lost

for lack of

a

In insular countries like Great Britain

a most important matter, since a new ship

may be

caught in a strong wind blowing out to

sea.

If natural shelter points

a few

artificial

were mapped, and

ones erected at various points, a

vessel would be able to make for one of these in
an emergency, and so effect a safe landing with-

out loss of gas.
Cruisers.

—The

exponent of the
semi-rigid
cruisers,

school

is

the

best

medium-sized airship of the
may be classed as
the special purposes of France

light

type.

and

French

for

These

are perhaps the handiest types of vessel possible
Craft of the " R^publique " type can

at present.

take a crew of about six or eight men, have a

range of action of about 500 miles, and
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by

characterised

manoeuvring.

I

vessels are of

their

do

much

and

speed

not

think

power

that

of

smaller

avail in aerial warfare,

and

the slow, sausage-shaped vessels hitherto built by

England, and carrying only three men, would be
little use if pitted against the Zeppelins or the

of

French vessels.
In one respect
superior

and

the German,

to

this

French vessels are

at least the

negatives

viz.

many

of

ascensive power,
the

advantages

fleet.
At the same
made a mistake in confining her
one type, whilst Germany has now

possessed by the Teutonic

time France has
vessels to

representatives

of practically

The French

by

all

the approved

speed and
handiness could generally be reckoned upon to
out-manoeuvre the Zeppelins, and escape from
forms.

ships

their

them if necessary. Their great ascensive power,
too, would give them facilities for attacking these
vessels by rising high above them in the air and
shelling them from the commanding position.
Neither in land or sea fighting can mere
position give so much advantage to two fairly
equal forces as that conferred by the upper place
in aerial conflict.

fortress has

A

land force posted in a great

obvious advantages, but these are

conferred by the fortifications, and are hardly to

be taken into consideration here. But forces on
land or sea meeting in the open could not secure
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an overwhelming advantage by mere
mancEuvring for position as that which will be
secured by the airship which can quickly rise to
such

the greater height.

This point has not been given much attention
by many designers, and possibly the advantage
gained by the French design has been in a
measure accidental, and has not been attained in
the endeavour to construct a craft which would
be able to contend with a heavy ship of the
to

Zeppelin type.

Be

that as

it

may, the characteristic of high

ascensive power secured by
(that
will

aerostatic

means

is, from the buoyancy of the gas envelope)
be a strong point in favour of the cruiser

type of airship, and for land operations over the

French vessels seem very well
Their high speed would enable them
to get over the whole region very quickly, and

frontier area the
suited.

would enable them to battle against stronger
winds than a slow-paced rival. Their handiness
in manoeuvring and in coming down at practically any point would permit them to work
away from their base for extended periods, and
thus would fit them admirably for staff and
observation purposes. Then in emergency, when
a raid by the Dreadnoughts of an enemy was
threatened, a few of the cruisers could be specially
lightened and speeded up so as to attempt with
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best

hope of success what

I

may

call

the "

hawk

attack."

Rising vertically by its buoyant power, and
still higher by the aid of its engines, such

ranging

a vessel would be ready to attack the enemy's
largest ship, rain explosives

upon it while hovering

and thus attempt the destruction
if it could ward off such an aerial
attack would of a certainty do much damage to
vertically above,

of a vessel, which

The manoeuvring

the land forces.
"

hawk

" position

and

terrible effectiveness

to obtain the

it with quick and
be amongst the most

to utilise
will

dramatic evolutions in aerial warfare.

But though at present the French type of
I
is best adapted for this manoeuvre,
think France has adopted a mistaken policy in
adhering to one type of airship, and in this
opinion I am supported by Count Henri de la
Vaulx, one of the most experienced aeronauts in
the world.
Germany is working on the right
cruiser

lines,

since she

is

simultaneously testing vessels

of several types, and can at any time build up a
fleet in which they will all be represented.
No
amount of testing in time of peace can definitely
decide which is the best type for the varied

purposes of warfare.
that

any one

class

Nor can
of vessel

it

can

be

fulfil

functions that airships will be capable

lOI

laid

of.

down

all

the
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FLYING MACHINES

From the military point of view there seems to
be a great future before the heavier-than-air flying
machine, and it would be unwise in the highest
degree to limit the sphere of usefulness of this
One cannot yet estimate the
class of airship.

maximum speed
ready

it is

possible for an aeroplane.

Al-

superior to the dirigible in this respect,

demonstration to show that it
The bulky

and

it

will

always maintain this superiority.

needs

little

gas envelope of the dirigible prevents really high
speeds against the wind, and
air will

The

its

probably never exceed

maximum

fifty

in

calm

miles an hour.

aeroplane under similar conditions

may soon

be capable of speeds up to eighty or even a
hundred miles an hour.
To these speeds the
speed of the wind must be added when it is
behind the vessel.
If the maximum speed of a dirigible in calm
air is forty miles an hour, it is plain that it
cannot make direct headway against a wind blowing at, say, forty-two miles an hour.
A highspeed aeroplane, however, will probably be able
to face winds up to sixty and seventy miles an
hour, that
respects

is,

it is

Though
aeroplane

of course, provided that in
fitted for

all

other

such work.

so far the duration of time that an

can

remain

aloft

does

not

exceed
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four

made

very rapid improvement

hours,

is

being

and in theory the machine
keep aloft as long as its fuel

in this respect,

should be able to

supply holds out.

mates that the

Mr. F.

W.

Lanchester

esti-

an aeroplane
with a modern engine will be looo miles.
limit of flight for

The

aeroplane keeps in the air through the
fact that it is being driven at speed against a

mass of
from.

and derives upward pressure thereOnce having acquired momentum, it. can
air

soar or glide for various distances ere coming

down, but

it

has not the property of remaining

motionless in the air for long periods like the

and secures its
position by mechanical means dependent upon
the working of the propellers.
If the engine
fails, the machine must inevitably come down,
dirigible.

In

effect

it

gains

but not necessarily with dangerous suddenness.

This limitation of time and its dependence
upon a single mechanical factor are two serious
drawbacks from the military point of view. At
a critical moment when an aeroplane has soared
over an enemy's country the engine might stop or
the propellers cease to act.

A

descent would

then be compulsory, and escape would hardly be
possible.

When

machinery of a

a stoppage occurs to the driving
dirigible balloon the

aerostatic

properties of the vessel will be able to keep
aloft,

and availing of the wind
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able to
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make good

its

escape from the zone of danger.

This consideration emphasises the importance of
all dirigibles having sufficient ascensive power to
keep at a safe height even when the engines fail.
In other words, the aerostatic properties of the
balloon must not be too

power

much encroached upon

heavy loads or

in the desire to carry

fit

heavy

installations.

Duplication of the engines and propelling gear

minimise the risk of failure on both aeroplane
and dirigible, but it will add to the dead weight,
will

and

never wholly obviate the risk of failure.
At the same time we may expect a steady improvement in all mechanical features which will
will

failure, and the reliability of the
modern high-grade motor-car is an index to the

tend to reduce

which will be attained.
Another matter for consideration when dealing

efficiency

with aeroplanes
they possess.

now

in

is

The

the

small carrying capacity

great majority of the machines

use take only one person, and he

is fully

occupied in the delicate work of steering, balan-

For
and keeping the engines running.
machines
will
have
to carry
warlike purposes the
two or more persons.
To carry any greater number on a long journey,
in addition to the driver, would call for a much
larger and more powerful machine than any yet
built, since, if the passengers are to fulfil any
cing,
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warlike purpose, they must have certain facilities
which no present-day type of machine affords.
It is questionable if machines can readily be
built which will allow many such passengers to
be carried in addition to stores of explosives
or weapons, nor would the facilities for using

be obvious owing to the

these

fact

the

that

aeroplane could not remain stationary in the

The

facility

marked

of rising to great heights

is

feature of the aeroplane, especially

air.

not a

when

carrying passengers and stores, and thus these

would run special risks, even though they
moved at high speed and presented less bulk than
vessels

dirigibles.

These have been the main reasons which so
have prevented the military authorities of
France and Germany from adding machines

far

of the aeroplane

type to their establishments,

but they will soon have to alter their

English

and American

inventors

are,

tactics.

on the

other hand, sanguine as to the military utility
of the aeroplane, and the recent achievements

Wright Brothers and French aviators have
opened up new possibilities.
The future has probably most astounding things
in store for aeroplanes, and at any moment
epoch-making discoveries may be made which
of the

will

tinct

give

from

new scope

to flying machines as dis-

dirigible balloons.
los

To my mind

both
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types of vessels will be needed in an aerial navy.

The aeroplanes with their high speeds, up-anddown motion, and small bulk will run little risk
from gun-fire, and so will be able to carry out
daring reconnaissances and even raids.
For despatch work, too, they will be invaluable, and they
may be employed by naval as well as by land
forces.
The dirigibles, on the other hand, will
be used for observation purposes by commanding

officers,

and they

will also carry

make long voyages
Armed with guns and

out night

attacks and

for various pur-

poses.

explosives, they

will

be the main attacking forces in the

Eventually, in the opinion of

aeroplane

may

some

almost entirely displace the

gible balloon, but that period

is

air.

experts, the
diri-

too remote to

prevent the dirigible balloon from being steadily

developed for war purposes.

COMBINED MACHINES

The combined

aeroplane and dirigible balloon

has not yet been adopted for military purposes,

and

attractive

though the idea seems

in theory,

it

has not so far proved very successful in practice.

Of
is

course, strictly speaking, the Zeppelin vessel

partly

an aeroplane, since the plane surfaces

fitted to its sides for lifting

the

purposes accomplish

same object as an aeroplane.
1

06

But what
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aeronauts regard as the genuine "mixed machine"
is

practically

a small dirigible balloon mounted

above an aeroplane.

One object of this is to diminish the size of
the gas-bag and rely mainly on the aeroplane for
lifting
fice
is

purposes, but this

is

obtained at the sacri-

At

of various advantages.

the

same time

it

possible to reduce the size of the aeroplane

proper, and there

hope that eventually quite
a serviceable type of combined vessel will be
evolved which will be of considerable use in warfare.
Aerostatic power derived from the buoyancy of the gas envelope is a very valuable
feature, as it is akin to the power a ship has
of floating on the water.
It would be a very
risky proceeding

which kept

afloat

their engines are

principle

is

to

trust too

much

to vessels

on the water only so long as
running

—which

in effect is the

governing the aeroplane or heavier-

than-air machine.

Thus

the future vessel

may

be a compromise between the various types, and
perhaps the helicoptere or vertical lift flying
machine, as well as the Capazza mechanical
expansion vessel,

mammoth

may

of the rigid type with
also

all

be blended

ships of the future.

in

the

Aerostatic vessels

vacuum envelopes have

been suggested, but seem impossible.

Under the

conditions that obtain at the time of
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Kite and ordinary balloons,

Various combinations of these.
Combined aerostatic and aerodynamic ve^els
This is a rigid dirigible
of the Kostovitch type.

which the gas can be taken from the balloon
and stored under compression in other chambers.
Air is then admitted to the balloon, and the whole
vessel becomes heavier than air and acts like a
in

flying machine.
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VIII

ARMAMENT

VERY

weapons

special

that

there

Many

has been done so far in designing

little

is

for airships, but

much scope

for

it is

evident

ingenuity here.

points have to be considered in devising

suitable

armament

for airships,

limit the choice of

they suggest

weapons

obvious

and though these

in several respects

substitutes.

space available on an airship

will

Thus

the

always be very

and more important still, the vessel is not
heavy loads. Furthermore, the use of explosive guns would be attended
with great danger, as naked flame cannot be
permitted on such a vessel. The gas envelope
contains either hydrogen or coal gas, and both
of these are highly explosive.
Provision must
limited,

fitted for the carrying of

always be allowed for the possibility of leakage,
and though the gases by their lightness tend to
rise

rapidly,

placed upon

too
this.

another serious

much dependence cannot be
The petrol vapour constitutes
risk,

and perhaps one of the

greatest that menaces the safety of the airship.

no

Armament

A

list

of the principal weapons that suggest

themselves for aerial purposes
thus

may be

set

out

:

Guns

actuated by compressed

air,

or other

air, and also by springs, etc.
worked by similar means.
Bomb-throwing devices worked by similar

gases, liquid
Rifles

means.
Explosive bombs and shells to be cast by
hand through rifled tubes.
Petrol, petrol gas,

and petroleum bombs and

igniters.

Poisonous gas bombs.
Aerial torpedoes.
Aerial mines.

Parachute or drifting bombs.
Javelins and detonating darts for use against

other airships and balloons.
Fire-tipped arrows for similar purposes.

For the present we can very

well rule

out

ordinary types of explosive guns as being too

dangerous, too heavy, and too bulky; and resort
thus have to be

made

will

pneumatic guns, or those
using springs, liquid gases, or other expansive
power which does not produce a flame. These
types of weapons will not give the long ranges
which ordinary guns afford, but for an airship this
is

to

The force
much advantage,

not a very important consideration.

of gravity can be utilised with
III
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and in many cases only a slight horizontal velocity
need be given to a projectile delivered from an airMere
ship high in the sky to attain its object.
vertical dropping of shells, etc., can be resorted
to in most cases, provided the vessel has an
ascensive power which keeps it at a safe distance
from the guns of the enemy on the earth, or
accomplishes its work at night. Vertical shooting
from the ground, or any firing at high angles
against a moving object in the zenith, is exceedingly difficult, and I have had the practical
opinion of a Boer marksman as to the uncertain
work of shooting at balloons in the South African
War. The light, the position to be taken up, and
the fact that the target (in the case of a dirigible
balloon)

is

a quickly moving one, tend to

the task very

cumstances

difficult,

artillery

can

make

though under certain cirmake very good practice

Most important of all
can have both vertical and

against ordinary balloons.
is

the fact that airships

horizontal motion simultaneously, whilst any target

on land or sea has but horizontal motion.
factor will render accurate shooting at

This

them very

difficult.

It is certain

that the airship will be enabled to

take up almost a vertical position over

on many occasions, and thus

will

its

object

have merely

to use the force of gravity to bring destruction

down upon

its

objective.
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tion will soon enable the aeronauts to allow for

the drift of wind and vessel,

etc.

out such explosives an airship will be
reliable

than an aeroplane, as

stationary at the

moment

it

For casting
much more

can remain almost

of taking aim, whilst

the flying machine will always have to keep

up

motion.

Thus, on the whole, powerful guns

will

not be

needed on aerial vessels, and where any horizontal
velocity has to be imparted to a projectile compressed air or other gas, or even a spring conbe found adequate.
Bomb-throwing devices need not be specially
considered, since the foregoing remarks apply to
them in the main. It is obvious, however, that

trivance, will

the airship offers unique possibilities for the dis-

charge of explosive, fire-producing, or poisonous
gas bombs over a large area unreachable by
land or sea forces.

Enormous

destruction could

be wrought by these, and the poison gas bombs
could render a whole district practically untenable

by troops.
Rifles and small-bore weapons will be needed
mainly for war between airships before coming
The Dreadnought type of
to close quarters.
mainly on her superior
rely
have
to
ship will
range in putting a cruiser out of action ere the
succeeds in getting to the "hawk" or
upper position. Gun-fire will be directed both
latter

I

"3
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deck and at the gas envelope, and the
be to keep the smaller vessel at
a respectful distance. This firing will be most
effective when the two vessels are at about
equal altitudes, or else a considerable distance
apart.
Once the small vessel gets overhead the
big ship will be almost doomed.
The enormous gas envelope of the Dreadnought
will project well over the car in which the guns
are mounted, and thus high-angle fire will not be
easy to carry out. Then, again, the under-frame
of the overhead cruiser will not be so vulnerable
as the gas envelope.
Once in the overhead
position the small vessel would be able to bring
all her destructive agents to bear against the
balloon of the Dreadnought, and thus would
have many factors in her favour.
The selection of guns both for operations
against other airships and against land and sea
forces will be a most important point in the
development of the aerial warship, and as actual
experience alone will determine the best forms
to employ it is essential that every up-to-date
nation should have its experimental airships in
active service, and use these in conjunction with
all military and naval operations.
Hand grenades and bombs will be the main
equipment of many of the small vessels, and
although these will have but a limited range of
at the

object

will
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action they will be able to
if

do enormous damage

the throwers are expert in their work.

The

by bombs when dropped from
great heights would also give them enormous
Such an object dropped lOO feet
striking power.
has a velocity of 80 feet per second (55 miles an
dropped from 1000 feet its velocity per
hour)
velocity acquired

;

second

170 miles per hour), whilst
from 5000 feet the velocity is 567 feet per second,
Here, again, the
or over 386 miles per hour.
is

254

feet (or

need of long practical training is requisite, for
bomb from a great height
on a predetermined spot is by no means as easy
as might be supposed, and it can never be safely
the task of dropping a

trusted to scratch crews raised at the last

Indeed,

moment.

the crews of airships will have to be

highly trained

men

with a wide experience in

their special work.

Aerial torpedoes have already been designed,
I

believe, but not for discharge

from the decks of

There are no serious difficulties in the
way of making an efficient projectile of this
kind; and used from the airship it would be a
The
fearful menace to any force on land or sea.
aerial torpedo would be some form of miniature
airship loaded with high explosives, and perhaps
in the perfected state steerable by wireless electric
means from the airship itself. Such an instrument of destruction could be directed towards a
airships.
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a naval harbour, or a fort from a very
considerable distance, and though the aerial sea
is very changeable, the direction and strikingfleet,

point of the torpedo could be

controlled to a

remarkable degree by experts. With the discharge of a series of these from a distance at

which

an

incalculable

airship

would be almost

damage might be done

harbour or a military
pedoes

will sail

station.

The

invisible,

in

a naval

little

tor-

through the sky without attracting

any notice until close to their objective, and it
would be practically impossible to check or alter
their course.
With airships operating from two
quarters the effect would be very puzzling and
'

disastrous for those against

whom

the torpedoes

were aimed.
The high-explosive shells which
could be used against airships within range would
be impracticable against the small and swiftrunning torpedoes, which would bear down on a
fleet of warships from several quarters.
As mine-sowers airships would doubtless be
employed also, though of course special types of
mines would be needed, and perhaps no very
dependable results would be obtained. In this
connection it is worth calling attention to the
value of airships in assisting or frustrating the

work of laying naval mines, and
submarine evolutions.

I

also in detecting

believe that the airship

of the future will rob the submarine of
ii6

all

its

Armament
terror,

and

limit its sphere of activity very con-

siderably.

Even

at a considerable height the

aeronaut

gets a wonderfully clear view through water, and

thus the airship
the

is

well adapted for discovering

movements of submarines and the

mines.

position of

In hunting for mines an airship would

come down

and skimming over
the surface would be able to locate floating mines
with absolute safety.
It would be quite simple
"
then to
label " each mine with a flag or other
device, and they could then be picked up or
destroyed by naval vessels.
The submarine working under ordinary conditions would be as helpless almost as a fish when
sighted by a diving bird.
An explosive could
be dropped upon the submarine, or it might be
so located that destruction of it would be easy by
other means.
The slow-going submarine once
to a low level,

hardly escape from its pursuer,
swooping down unexpectedly from a
height could smash the observation-tube of the
submarine and render its escape impossible. In
fact, submarines, unless protected by other vessels,
such as cruisers or destroyers, would be at the
mercy of airships if they ventured any distance
out to sea.
Submarine attacks could also be

sighted could

which

frustrated very effectively.

Petrol

bombs would accomplish very
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tive effects

by the

fires

they would create, and if
forts,
stores, etc., they

dropped on warships,
might in many cases effect

results unobtainable

In case of shortage of fuel on
board the airship these bombs would form a

with explosives.
reserve supply.

The

parachute or drifting

bomb

is

a projectile

which would drift down slowly on a favourable
wind, and alight within the prescribed area.
Teams of these drifting bombs might be linked
together, and when any one, or the ropes connecting them, came in contact with a ship's mast
or other projection the whole series would be
drawn in about the doomed ship with terrifying
results.
These linked drifters could sweep like
the plague over a large area, and all would come
into action on any one making contact with a
solid object.
Lighter types could be floated
across large masses of the enemy's troops, and
would be contrived to come to the ground without
exploding.
Sown at night, and lying across
railway lines, main routes, etc., they would work
They would need to be
considerable damage.
used with great care, however, or they might be
as dangerous to friend as foe but for raids they
could be employed with advantage.
I have by no means exhausted the forms of
projectiles and explosives which can be hurled
from an airship, and the future will bring many
;

ii8
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new ones
show the

to light

;

but enough has been said to

possibilities of the new arm, and to
urge laggard powers to make themselves conversant with this form of warfare.

The

final

type of armament

is

that peculiarly

belonging to aerial warfare, and designed to be
used by vessels in the " commanding position."

even a small airship were able to keep vertically above a large vessel, the latter could be
destroyed by the former raining down explosives
or destructive agents upon its gas envelope.
To
merely puncture the envelope by mechanical
means would be sufficient in many cases, but
probably fire or detonators would be employed to
explode the envelope if the attacker were a
sufficient distance away to be out of reach of
damage. The occupants of the attacked vessel
could do very little, as the great gas envelope of
their ship would be above them, and thus shut
Coming right
out a view of the other vessel.
down over it, the smaller vessel might present its
ultimatum, as it would have the power to sink
If

the other craft

With

its

if

this did not strike its colours.

gas envelope partially punctured and

flabby, the attacked

Dreadnought would possibly

consent to be taken in tow as a capture rather

than risk being totally sunk with a suddenness
which would render destruction inevitable. Aeroplanes of the larger types which ultimately
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prevail will be

kind,

may

and

for

more immune from attacks of this

many forms

of aerial warfare they

eventually be superior to most types of diri-

gible balloons.

CHAPTER

IX

TERRESTRIAL FORCES AGAINST
AIRSHIPS

THE

older

experts

are

of

school
still

military

and naval

strongly opposed to the

any shape or form, and their arguments
under two heads (i) That the airship is,

airship in
fall

:

and will ever
purposes

were

;

built,

be, impracticable for military or naval

(2)
it

that even

if

a practicable vessel

could be successfully

against by the weapons

now

the land and sea forces of

all

contended

at the disposal

of

great powers.

I
must set forth
arguments as far as I have been
able to collect them, though in kindness to them
I have not brought up some of the arguments
which were uttered even a few years ago, but
which since then have been disproved by facts,
and are conveniently forgotten by their authors.
Under section (i) that the airship is, and ever
will be,
impracticable for military and naval
main arguments now adduced
service, the

In fairness to these critics

their present

are

:

Aerial Warfare
(a)

No

successful

airship

yet

been

The

difficulties

and dangers of

aerial

has

built.
(<5)

navigation render airships impracticable.

The first argument is at best a temporary one.
The practicable airship is less than seven years
old, and in that time we have arrived at vessels
with speeds up to thirty -five miles an hour, and
with records of journeys up to 800 miles, and with
a theoretical range of action of 1000 miles. No
such progress has been made in any other branch
of locomotion, and this rapid improvement

is still

going on, so that not even the most expert aeronaut can foretell the developments that are likely
to occur within the next few years.

come
worked

less to say, will first

have

intelligently

These, need-

to the nations
at the

which

problem, and

are prepared to adopt such improvements.

As

and dangers of
aerial navigation I have endeavoured to set them
out with all fairness in the chapter on aerial
navigation, but here again we must bear in mind
that every improvement in the vessels will tend
I have
to diminish these dangers and difficulties.
mentioned many defects which the average
military and naval expert is unacquainted with, but
after

regards

making

the

full

assert that there

difficulties

allowance for these
is

I

can safely

a big and an ever-growing

balance in favour of airships being practicable
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and, indeed, invaluable in warfare.

That there

be disasters, that there will be disappointing
set-backs, I cannot deny, but who that has studied
will

the history of any branch of locomotion,

who

that

has noted the early struggles of the steam engine,
the steamship, the motor-car, and the submarine,
and has taken count of all the disasters that they
have brought about, can maintain that progress
has not been very dearly bought.
For one thing, the airship will always be a very
cheap instrument, and the loss of one naval battleship,

costing over ;^ 1,000,000, will

take

many

airships, at ;^i 0,000 or ;^ 15,000, to balance

it.

Turning now to the arguments of the critics
that airships, even if they were practicable, could
be successfully contended against by land and sea
forces, the first

ment

is

obvious weak point in the state-

that the authors of

it

(not being studei:ts

of aeronautics) have only a very hazy idea as
to what the practicable airship could accomplish,
and probably they would never find out until
such vessels had been actually used against their
forces by an enemy.
As they do not understand

the problem,

it

is

fallacious to

can effectively grapple with

it.

suppose that they
I

can lay

it

down

as a safe axiom that until a nation has successful
airships of

its

own

the naval and military experts

of that country can have no data upon which to
base their line of defence against such vessels, nor
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can they arrange the scheme of training of their

and gunners. If they have no special
scheme of attack and defence they tacitly admit
that they are unprepared for airship attack, and
the original assumption is thus negatived by their
officers

own line of conduct.
As to actual means
only suggestions

and

artillery

I

of attack and defence, the

have seen are the use of

rifles

using the ordinary projectiles em-

ployed in land or sea service, whilst in special

may be

cases high-explosive shells

The
moving

effectiveness of

rifle

fire

objects at a long range

air is not

used.

against quick-

and high

admitted by French and

in the

German

ex-

perts as a result of their tests against balloons,

and it Is always possible for a vessel to rise high
enough to be out of practical range. Save where
an airship is in distress through loss of ascenneed fear little damage from rifle
fire, even if this were delivered by crack shots
of a skill not to be found in the regular army.
With long-range artillery another difficulty
crops up, for though projectiles can easily be
sive power,

made

it

to travel the requisite distance

it

is

quite

another matter to ensure that they will reach their
objective,

when

this

a quick-moving object

is

necessitating high-angle

fire

and constant change

of vertical and horizontal direction.

tance artillery

fire,

Long-dis-

even when directed against
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stationary targets,

is not a very accurate proceeding ordinarily, and with an airship many of the

guns would be unable to cope, owing to the high
angle required and the rapid aiming at points all
over the compass.

The

experts forget, too, that

if

gun-fire has to

be changed very rapidly in direction, the possiof immense damage being done to their
forces
will be very great if ordinary proown
jectiles are used.
As the guns swing about to
bility

follow the course of the airship they would

fire

which would come down perhaps on their
no small destruction
and confusion over a very wide area.
Aerial
tactics would be developed to draw this kind
of firing, and a " dummy " airship might lead
many an impulsive battery commander to shell
shells

own

troops and so cause

own troops unwittingly.
Nor could naval vessels near

his

land use their big

guns against airships unless they sighted the
aerial

craft

far out at sea.

worked round

to landward,

Once the
even

if

base, the ships of the fleet could
their ordinary projectile

for fear

airships

over a naval

no longer use
of the shells

dropping down on the harbour works, stores, etc.,
and for the same reason the fort guns would have
to be very circumspect in their firing in a sea-

ward

direction for fear of hitting

fleet.

I2S

some of the
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In effect the matter settles

down

to the use of

high-explosive shells which will do their
the air

;

and,

if

work

in

airships are to be prepared for,

every ship and every fort and every artillery
regiment must have its stock of these special

and must be ready to use them at very
short notice from guns giving a high angle of
shells,

discharge.

The

theory of the high-explosive shell

is

that

even some considerable
distance from an airship, it will produce such
enormous concussion in the air that the gas-bag
will burst, or the aeroplane will be shattered to
pieces.
This theory has been seriously advanced
by British experts of high standing, but it has
several weak points which show defective knowif it

explodes in the

air,

ledge of aeronautics.

Concussion means the displacement of a great
mass of air at enormous velocity. In other
words it is a kind of artificial squall, but with
nothing like the intensity of those which nature
If a balloon were held stationary to
can create.
the earth, then the concussion due to an explosion
would do it much damage, since the current of air
would drive it against the resistance caused by
the

anchor.

The

concussion following violent

explosions can wreck buildings, but here again

we have

fixed objects resisting the

of air directed against them.
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A

sky floats

free airship in the

by an explosion. It
the sudden current or
but since there is no resistance to
disturbed

moved by

weight (and

it

is

in the
is

medium

powerfully

squall created,
this

beyond

as light as air since

it

its

floats

there), the effects of the concussion are not very

serious.

The

the moving

vessel yields to the sudden blow of

and the elasticity of the air, the
free space in which the energy can be quickly dissipated in all directions, and the ready movement
of the ship when struck by the blast, will all tend
air,

to minimise the shock.

It is

a point, however,

which deserves to be fully tested in practice.
Save at close quarters I doubt if any serious
damage would be done.
The real danger will come from the missiles
which the shell may contain. That well-aimed,
high-explosive shells which scatter missiles over
a wide area constitute a very grave danger to
airships cannot be denied, but airships run no
greater risks than any other objects against
which these are directed, and the difficulty of
getting correct range and aim against such
targets limits the effects of this

Moreover, these

shells

be used

in daylight

visible.

There

is

of attack.

can only with advantage

when

the ships are clearly

nothing to prevent an airship

taking advantage of the
cloud or mist, and

mode

I

cover afforded by a

have even seen the
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suggestion that an airship could
clouds by ejecting steam,

etc.,

the gas envelope as to render

At night

make

artificial

or could so colour

almost invisible

it

guided by its
compass and all the lights on land and water its
presence in the air is almost impossible to detect
save in strong searchlight or moonlight, and
whilst the airship

is

accuracy of range and aim at such a time

is

well-

mapped out

quite

nigh out of the question.

To

the aeronauts the land

is

clearly as they glide noiselessly

through the dark

town

sky, ships' lights, harbour lights,

many
cate

lights,

and

other direction points being there to inditheir

objective.

At high

altitudes

they

would run little risk from discovery by searchlights, and by attacking from the landward side
of a naval base they would quite upset the
calculations of the designers of these forts and of
the defenders.

The potency

of land and sea attack against

is thus practically confined to the use of
a special type of gun and a special projectile.

airships

Crack shots would be needed to carry out such
and they should be available at every
important point where airships might be feared.
Can any army or navy guarantee such a defensive service at all points by land and sea ?

'attacks,
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CHAPTER X

WAR

THE

THE AIR

IN

inclination is strong to conjure

the reader a striking series of

an

illustrating the course of
I

have written
fashion,

tical

all

for

aerial war.

But, as

along in a more or less prac-

will

I

up

pictures

follow the

same course

in

though there are inducements to let
run
riot in describing war in the air,
imagination
so novel and varied are the situations that suggest
this chapter,

themselves.
It

me

has always seemed to

most so-called

that

graphic descriptions of warfare are very far from
the

truth

;

and even the

be dull as well as
is

mean

and

bear

calm

its

life,

I

think,

analysis.

—and
horror—
when

Its

when man

the blood

is
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hot,

it

can

comes

fact,

glory
its

does

and

its

cruelty

supreme period

barters with

and strongest human passion
K

when

these are as real as

exist only for the

of the struggle,
his

;

Warfare, in

to be coldly analysed.

fascination

convey very

killing business

but grim, grisly horror

the prevailing feature,

not

realists

The

erroneous impressions.

man

for

and that oldest

is fully

roused.
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Civilisation

and science have tended to place

the combatants at greater striking distance, and

perhaps

have

psychological

altered

condition

some

degree

the

the participants by

more impersonal. Though
greater, it is more carefully
to the combatants, and humaneness is
every soldier once he is stricken down.

rendering the

affair

the destructiveness
restricted

shown

in

of

to

is

Specialisation has been carried to a high degree
in the

making of the modern

fighter,

and the

combatants are under better control, with the

and wanton destruction of
women, and non-combatants has been

result that the cruel

children,

The wide range

lessened.
in

modern

this,

of action, however,

battles has threatened to interfere with

since in artillery duels, for instance, a vast

area of country

cause

much

is

endangered, and stray shots

useless destruction of

life

and pro-

perty.

The

use of airships will have the effect of
reducing this accidental destruction, since better

surveys can be
gun-fire can be

made

of an enemy's position and

more accurately

directed.

Thus

one respect airships will be beneficial in that
they will tend to keep the destructiveness of
in

long-range artillery
rendering

it

more

fire

within bounds, and whilst

effective against the

will

damage caused hitherto.
a scouting agent and a director of

diminish the unnecessary
If only as

enemy

T30
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fire,
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the airship

enough to compel

duties

fills

important

adoption by

immediate

its

every great power.
In fact the airship should have a most revolutionary effect on warfare, since

strategy and

stroys

those

it

well-nigh de-

surprise

movements

which have been developed to such a science in
modern warfare. Practically no move can escape
the aerial scouts, and reports to head-quarters will
be made with astonishing rapidity. Thus even
the development of airships as scouting machines
will cause the whole war game to be remodelled.
The appended table will give an idea of the value
of the airship for scouting and observation purposes
Ti

:

1,4
Height
ofr
•

Distance up to which
objects can be sighted.

uairship.

50 feet
100 „
200 „
.
30°
500 „
1000 „
5280 „ (i mile)
.

9 miles.
•

•

.

.

.

.

.

.

13

»

18

„

22

„

29

„

33
96

»

„

But the possibility is now clear that the airship
may prove a terrible instrument of destruction in
itself by discharging explosives, aerial torpedoes,
etc.; and here again it can confine its operations
to the actual enemy owing to the commanding
position

it

will have.

To

get

maximum

results

such a vessel should poise almost vertically over
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the ship,

and then

fort,

or other object

rain

down

it

seeks to destroy,

explosives.

On

the other

the high-angle firing from the attacked

hand,

may wreak

party

considerable

damage

in the

neighbourhood unless special projectiles are used
which will explode in the air.
As I will now proceed to show, the application
of airships to warfare will " speed up " the operations, will wreak more terrible destruction amongst
combatants, and may lead to such rapid and
extraordinary developments that nations will be
deterred from rushing hastily into war owing to
the unknown dangers which threaten from this

new arm.
Thus the development

of the airship may be
looked upon as beneficial to the cause of peace,
for in

our modern materialistic times the strongest

war are those practical arguments
which touch the security or the wealth of nations.
Every new and unknown factor that increases the
risk of war for a nation, and increases the amount
of damage it may incur, will help to prolong
peace and of the airship it may be said, that it
will one day entirely alter the science of warfare, and spoil many a fondly matured plan of
campaign.
deterrents of

;

LAND OPEIiATIONS

Where we take two warring powers with a
common frontier line, and each possessed of large
132
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we may omit the consideration of the
naval applications of airships, and take the two
cases

armies,

:

A having an aerial fleet, B having none.
A and B having aerial fleets fairly equal

(i)
(2)

numerically, but

more or

less different in their

types.

Case

I.

—That

tages from

its

A

would derive many advanaerial fleet when B had nothing

better than the ordinary observation balloons

very obvious.

A

is

by patrolling the frontier,
keep a very close watch on all B's movements, and
could,

could choose his striking-points with a nicety impossible to arrive at

by ordinary espionage and

observation.

The

country with the aerial

fleet

would detach

part of this for a daring raid timed to be almost

simultaneous with the declaration of war

A

;

and

if

forced matters so as to open hostilities at a

dash over the
position to wreak

suitable time, his airships could

frontier at night and be in
enormous damage on forts, forces in the field, or
on the bases where mobilisation movements were
in full swing.

protect

B

No

artillery or searchlights

against these night movements.

With a numerous

fleet

of airships one section

could attack on the frontier
or actually opening a
effect of

could

way

line,

a few airships raining
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for troops.

down

feint,

The moral
explosives
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from a great height would be very serious on B's
forces, especially at night or early morning, and
if timed to occur very quickly after the declaration of war.

Before effective artillery could be opened up
enormous damage might be done, and B's army
be sadly shattered at an important strategic point.
The airships could cross the frontier at any place,

War

in the Air

swoop down at B's mobilising points or bases.
Here the preparations for repelling aerial invaders
would conceivably not be so ready as at the front,
and a cleverly planned aerial attack might cause
inextricable confusion in a portion of the army
which

at

the outbreak

immune from

of

hostilities

is

quite

be
presumed, of course, that since B's army has no
all

ordinary attack.

It

is

to

and the army
do not believe in the utility of these
and consequently they would not have

airships the authorities, the nation,
in general
vessels,

any

great fear of

such craft when

hostilities

opened, nor would they have taken any elaborate
precautions against warding off raids on the bases

and

lines of

appeared

Thus

communication.

if

A's ships

over the mobilising points or other

important places at the rear of the fighting lines
it

can be imagined that the confusion would be

and that the airships could do enormous
damage ere they could be seriously attacked.
A regular panic might be created amongst a
terrible,

portion of the reserve troops

when

edly attacked from the skies.
to the destruction of

life

thus unexpect-

And

and war

in addition

stores

many

important railway stations, bridges, and other
communications leading to the front might be
wrecked far more thoroughly than by any raid
made on land. Indeed, such an attack timed with
a similar attack by another portion of the aerial
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fleet

on the

frontier

would give

B

a very stagger-

ing blow at the very outset, and perhaps put the
final issue

Even

of the campaign beyond doubt.

As

were almost entirely
destroyed in delivering these blows the material
and moral effects would more than justify the
Certainly on
expenditure of lives and ships.
a well-guarded frontier no other form of attack
could accomplish so much, be carried out at such
small cost in lives or fighting appliances, or be
if

aerial fleet

delivered with such frightful speed.
will

The

airship

almost invariably be able to get in the

blow, and

it

can hit very hard.

first

Within a few

hours of the declaration of war both attacks
could have been made and their effects gauged,
and the initial success would give A's forces the
confidence of victors.

more daring and

would it
be for another portion of A's fleet to make a dash
on B's capital, and even if this happened to be
one or two hundred miles away from the frontier,
on the same day
it could possibly be reached
Picture a great capital in
that war was declared.
the feverish excitement incident upon a declaraStill

tion

of

war,

picture

quite as feasible

the

enthusiasm

of

the

populace, the streets crowded with the frenzied

populace as they clustered round the newspaper
offices

on

and public

their

way

buildings, or cheered regiments

to the points of departure.
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then imagine amidst

all this
excitement and
enthusiasm a flock of strange bodies appearing
suddenly in the sky, and growing rapidly in size

as they approached.

"Airships!"

word would
struck

dumb

—What

an awful meaning the
convey to the crowd suddenly

in

their martial

rejoicings!

Who

can describe the horror that would seize their
hearts as they helplessly gazed at the strange

monsters

in

the sky, and then realised for the

through their conservatism, their
scepticism, their stupidity, they had neglected to
build an aerial fleet?
What would be the feelfirst

time

that,

who, years or
months previous, had solemnly assured the nation
that nothing was to be feared from airships ?
Ere the populace could find words the airships, with a few well-directed shells, would have
wrecked the Parliament house, where perhaps at
that moment the head of the military department
was complacently assuring the listeners and the
nation that their plan of campaign was superior
to the enemy's, and that everything promised
Lucky for him if the ruin of the Parsuccess
liament house brought him death, for assuredly
he and his experts who for years had pooh-poohed
the value of airships, and had advised the
government to spend no money on such rash
experiments, would be given short shrift by the
ings, too, of the military experts

!
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maddened crowd

after the aerial attack

had been

delivered on the capital.

This

not a fanciful state of

affairs
under
had a well-trained aerial
and B not a single ship, it would be quite
is

the conditions that
fleet

feasible.

The

:

A

distance of B's capital from the

hundred miles) has
already been actually covered by French and
German airships, and the journey could be made
up to speeds of forty miles an hour, that is in five
frontier

hours.

could

(let

The

us

say two

ships

could carry explosives, they

escape detection

until

almost

over the

and then everything would be at their
mercy. There is thus nothing at all impracticable about it even at the present moment.
Of course it would be only a demonstration
the houses of Parliament would be wrecked as
well as those of the head of the state and his
a few railway stations might be
chief officers
rendered unusable for some time, and perhaps
some barracks, magazines, and other army buildIf intent on much destruction a
ings destroyed.
few explosives amongst the various regiments of
soldiers to be picked out, or amongst the dense
masses of people in the principal streets, would
capital,

:

give results as sanguinary as a long siege.
The moral effect of an enemy's aerial

fleet

merely appearing over B's capital within some
hours of war being declared would in itself be so
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and so heartbreaking when known at
But
the raiders would assuredly attempt destruction
of government buildings, magazines, ordnance
disastrous

the front that victory should be easy for A,

works, military stores, railways, telegraph stations,
food supplies, and even the national treasury and
the banks would be endangered.

There would
hardly be a special gun or a well-trained gun
crew to attack them, and certainly at such a

moment no

effective

defence

could

made

be

against such an unexpected raid.

Here, again,
ships upsetting

immunity from

we have
all

the advent of aerial war-

preconceived notions as regards

attack,

and yet very many

mili-

tary experts will not admit the possibility of such

things happening, and they hold doggedly to the
idea that the airship has no value as a fighting

no airship had flown more than twenty
were never more than a few
miles an hour, if the cost of construction was
enormous, and the risks of operation sufficient to
deter any but a few foolhardy persons, then for
the present such opinions might hold.
But the long-distance, high-speed airship is
already in existence, it is practicable, though
force.

If

miles, if the speeds

necessarily

moment
can be made at a

crude

for

the

in

several

price which
and it
compares very favourably indeed with any other
But all this
form of locomotive used in warfare.
details,
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will

not convince

;

and

it

will

take an actual war

with experiences similar to those which I have
sketched to bring conviction to a large section of
the public, and to

ment

many heads

of nations, govern-

and military and naval

officials,

experts.

The airship has, in fact, developed so
that many people have not had time
accept

its

existence,

and

rapidly

yet

to

their natural scepticism

and conservatism will prevent them from believing in its utility even after they have allowed that
airships exist, and can travel through the air, and
carry things and can drop these things!
The
only conceivable factor to prevent or hamper the
aerial fleet in its work would be stormy weather
at the opening of the campaign, but this would
be a very poor factor to rely upon, and the nation
with the airships would by diplomatic means
engineer the declaration of war to occur at a

—

favourable time.

Case

A and
to

be

Much

2.

— Now

B have
fairly

where
and we presume both

to turn to the second case

aerial fleets,

equal at the outset

in

numbers.

depend on the types used, the manner
in which they are employed, and the skill of the
Nothing but actual
crews and commanders.
from
such
a
campaign
will settle the
experience
relative merits of the numerous classes of aerial
war vessels that might be employed. But the
will

nation with

the longer experience
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have the better ships and the better men.
The frontier would be carefully patrolled on both
to

sides previous to hostilities,

and here the first idea
would be got as to superiority. If A's fleet were
faster and had better ascensive power it is evident

that

it

could outmanoeuvre B,

being equal.

1^

all

other things

But two well-matched and neigh-

is'"''

is

•

/"i

y«—•

B
War between two

A
A

continental nations,

and

B

;

both employing airships.

bouring powers would each probably have its fast
cruisers in addition to the more powerful but
slower vessels of the Dreadnought type.
pinned its faith to
Presuming, however, that

A

Dreadnoughts and B to
The aim of
case arises.

an interesting
would be to get its

cruisers,

A

big ships quickly over the forts or the base lines
of B, or even to make a long-distance raid on B's
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The B fleet of swift and high-rising
would act on the defensive as far as not
crossing A's frontier to any extent.
They would
endeavour to get the "hawk position " on each of
A's Dreadnoughts which crossed the frontier, and
they would hope by their speed and rising power
to be able to keep out of his clutches.
The big
vessel would probably carry pneumatic or other
guns of far greater range than those the B cruisers
could mount, and thus under many conditions it
capital.

vessels

could destroy or put these cruisers out of action.

The

drawn up on the
and pounding away at each other,
is hardly correct, as the ships are far more likely
to take advantage of their aerostatic powers and
manoeuvre for the best altitudes.
The cruisers if well handled, and if sufficiently
superior to the Dreadnoughts in speed and rising
fictional idea of airships

level like a fleet,

power, should be able to offer a very sturdy

resist-

and perhaps defeat the attackers.
They
should in effect be able to guard the frontiers and
lines of communication, but they would still have
to be fast and numerous enough to guard against
flank and rear attacks, which the Dreadnoughts
could make, owing to their wider range of action.
Free to roam through the upper air in all directions, whether over neutral countries or the
enemy's land, a section of A's Dreadnoughts
might make a long detour over sea or some neighance,
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and so arrive over B's

capital to

make a demonstration or a night attack or else
come up to the battle area from the rear and de;

an attack on the base or the lines of communication.
The air will be a wonderful place
for surprise attacks from all quarters, and the
vessels capable of long-distance runs can make
liver

detours impossible for smaller vessels.
In theory, thus A's Dreadnoughts could best

assume the
would keep

r6le of attacker, whilst B's cruisers

to the defensive,

and within their own

guard against the many possible surcould be spared, a swift raid
might be made by the B cruisers as soon as all
The cruiser
the units of A's fleet were located.
raid should not be for a long distance, nor could
big supplies of explosives be carried, and thus the
expeditions would hardly be so destructive as
territory, to

prises.

If ships

those possible for big ships.
fairly close to

A's capital, unless

the scene of operations, would also

be less liable to a raid than B's, owing to the small
range of action of the cruisers.

From

these

considerations

it

would

seem

that an aerial fleet should comprise both Dread-

noughts and cruisers, and then the battle between
rival powers would be settled by the relative
merits of the ships, plus the element of luck.

Allowance must now be made

for the use of

aeroplanes, though as yet few of these instru143
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ments have been adapted for military work. Flying machines carrying two people would make
admirable scouts along the frontier, as they would
be very much faster than airships, and would
attract less attention.

As

despatch carriers, too,

they would easily outdistance even the swiftest
motor-cars.

It is

within the bounds of possibility

also that aeroplanes can eventually be
for

employed

purposes of attack and defence, but as such

they would work over restricted areas.

They

could repel airship raids somewhat in the

manner

of torpedo boats in naval warfare.
Circling high round the points to be protected,

a few aeroplanes

manned with bomb-throwers

might be able to ward off the attack of a Dreadnought for a time, and perhaps "sink " her. The
mosquito craft would not be easy marks for the
Dreadnought, and their operators might be daring
enough to dash for the big vessel and blow her
up by collision, or rip up the gas envelope by the
action of a pointed prow.

As

aeroplanes so far depend on the working of

keep aloft, their time is necessarily limited, nor is fuel supply the only thing
militating against prolonged flight. The constant
their engines to

motion necessitated will also hamper the accurate
aiming of projectiles against an enemy, for even
from a slowly drifting balloon or dirigible this
task is by no means easy.
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attach the utmost importance

development of the flying machine, and of

heavier-than-air machines, as at the present

all

juncture

it

is

quite impossible to determine their

limits of utility.

The combined
also may play an
as

my

aeroplane and dirigible vessels

important part in warfare, and

interest in aeronautics

is

purely a scientific

will

I hope that every form and type of machine
be developed to its utmost in order that we

may

arrive at the best selection.

one,

It

has been fancifully suggested by one writer

may be

carried on the
and the idea cannot be
dismissed as impossible, though for some con-

that small

aeroplanes

large dirigible balloons,

siderable time to

come the plan

will

hardly be

within the range of practical politics, and need

not be further considered here.
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CHAPTER

XI

OVER-SEA OPERATIONS

ENTER

I

some diffidence upon
chapter because the theme is so novel

so far

it

certainly

with

this

that

has scarcely been touched upon, and

no

naval

writer

has

given

serious

thought to the possibility of airships being employed in sea fighting, or of their attacks being
directed against sea fleets in harbour.

As

far

back as the Napoleonic days there were suggestions of balloons being utilised to convey troops
across the Channel when the way was clear
and the fantastic notion has even in this year of
grace found publicity in the daily Press that
Germany has planned a huge fleet of airships
to land a big force of men and arms upon the
Once and for all it may be
English coast.
definitely laid

down

that airships are quite un-

fitted for the transport

of the men, arms, horses,

and stores necessary for any form of military
expedition, and the notion may be dismissed as
absurd.

But a more daring

role
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played by

air-
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ships in actually fighting ships on the sea, or
crippling

them

in surprise attacks.

I

will

again

take the case of two rival powers, in this case

separated by a stretch of high sea, with
(i)
(2)

Y having an aerial fleet, X having
X and Y having aerial fleets.

Case

X

I.

— In the

first

case

we

assume that
upon this
coast and shipping.

has a very large navy, and

mainly for the defence of his

none

will

relies

Y, on the contrary, has a relatively small navy,
but a very large army, sufficient to overwhelm
if

a landing could be effected.

fortune or enterprise
fleet

Y

X

Through good

has built up an aerial

of such speed and range of action that the

vessels

are

considered capable of crossing the

intervening sea space between the two countries,

and of returning

to their bases without replenish-

ing fuel or supplies.

Store ships at sea would

also furnish other bases of supply.

We will also assume that X is westward of Y,
and that the bee-line distance between the most
contiguous points of X and Y is three hundred
miles, and owing to the conformation of the two
countries Y's airships can attack with favouring
winds over half the compass that is to say, Y
can avail of northerly, easterly, and southerly
winds to reach X, according to the stations which
the airships are despatched from. Or, on the other
hand, with a strong west wind blowing, Y can
;
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still

attack from the north or south with only a

side

wind to hamper progress.
we must postulate that as

X

Finally,

airships

designed

naval

for

work

has no

his

naval

experts do not anticipate any real danger from

and have taken no special precauno special guns, or built any aerial

airship attack,
tions, fitted

observation stations.

In a word, they expect

attack only from ships on the sea, and concentrate all their efforts in preparing for this.

Y with its small navy will be to
and desperate aerial attack on the
naval bases where X's navy mobilises.
It may
cloak its intention by preparing for a naval raid
The

policy of

lead a secret

also,

but the real object will be to sacrifice a

portion of the aerial fleet in an attempt to reduce

the preponderance of X's navy at one or

more

and thus make an opening which would

points,

allow the landing of an expeditionary force ere
the remainder of X's navy could concentrate to

prevent

The

it.

questions which every naval expert should

ask himself

are,

ever be done?
advisers

have

Can

this

be done now

?

or,

Can

it

In our hypothetical case X's naval

laughed the

two questions to

scorn.

As

the nation to derive most advantage from a

sudden attack opportunely timed, Y's diplomats
will take the decisive step at a period when the
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aerial raid
ful

can best be attempted, and X, disdain-

of danger therefrom,

may

not seek to check-

mate them in this respect since they profess to
have their navy always ready. Even if X forces
matters to an issue rather prematurely it will be
for reasons other

tions of

an

than those affecting the opera-

aerial fleet.

In any case, however,

some hours before

the airships will be ready, and

the actual declaration of hostilities they can steal

out in absolute secrecy, and by devious ways

make for " certain places " off X's coast.
The weather element will be the only uncertain
factor,

up

but

points, say,

X

if

Y's airships can stem direct winds

to speeds of thirty miles

due

an hour, and have

east, north-east,

and south-east of

to start from, nothing short of a very fierce

westerly gale could absolutely prevent Y's airships from reaching X's coast.

and high-speed
could

A

well equipped

aerial vessel skilfully navigated

make almost any

compass

point of the

during most days of the year, though

I

will

not

maintain that an airship can ever be so weather-

worthy as seaships.
Nevertheless, a nation without airships must
not place too

much dependence on

meteorological

conditions preventing an enemy's aerial armada
from reaching its shores ; and as rapid progress
is

being made

in engines, propellers, etc.,

be naturally expected that
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airships will be able to take the air

on

far

more

days than at present.
If we even take the very erroneous estimate of
an airship being able to reach its objective for
fifty per cent of the year, or on 182 days out
of 365, there is sufficient margin to justify the

building of such vessels

when only a

distance of

two or three hundred miles separates two rival
countries.
As time goes on the percentage of
days on which an airship can be used in over-sea
operations

may

rise as

per cent, and indeed

high as eighty or ninety

we cannot

set the ultimate

limit.

Certainly, if a campaign opened in the summer
months Y's aerial fleet might in all reasonableness
hope to find at least one day in the first week of
They
the operations on which to make a raid.

could bide their time, as they could never be

blockaded or checked

in their

over-sea journey.

Assuming the distance between
three

hundred

miles,

X

the airships

and

Y

to be

could reach

their objective in ten or twelve hours

and do

work within the next hour or so. To Y
would be a comparatively minor point about
The object of the raid would be to
their return.
cripple some part of X's naval power at all costs.
Thus Y's aerial fleet would need only a favourable
half-day on which to attempt their enterprise, and
assuredly they would, if necessary, be prepared
their
it
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some weather risks rather than delay the
work unduly. Moreover, as they could attack

to take

from the north,

and as the fleet would
from two or three points perhaps a hundred miles apart, and each with special
points on X's east or south coast as objectives,
the chance of some part of the fleet attaining its
east, or south,

set out in sections

object would be very favourable.

ooiftif
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cover a landing of troops on X's territory

fleet to

ere the remainder of X's fleet could prevent this.

With

naval

four

bases

to

work

and
and the

against,

these, say, to the north-west, the west,

south-west of Y, he would have a wide choice of

weather conditions, since the air current which
impeded progress towards one of X's bases would
favour a rapid journey to another.
In

fair

Y would probably manoeuvre
a smashing blow almost simultaneous

weather

to deliver

with the declaration of war, and
this is feasible with

an airship

I

will

flotilla.

show how

Some

six

hours

before hostilities opened, and
was seen that war was inevitable, Y's
aerial fleet would secretly set out for "certain
places " over the open sea perhaps one hundred
miles from X's coast, but on the way to the naval
bases on which attack was to be made.
They
would meet secret service or other vessels and
take in fresh supplies of fuel, and then travel to
or

eight

when

within

it

fifty

miles of the enemy's coast.

The ships

would soar very high and endeavour to keep
Or an overmade
night journey inland might be
to some
hilly and almost uninhabited part of X, well to
quite out of sight of X's observers.

the

rear

of the

naval

stations,

if

information

were received that X's naval scouts were so
out to sea that the sea station was unsuitable
the airships.
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Remembering

X disdained

that

should not be impossible for

Y

airship attacks

on one of
two hours'
run (fifty or sixty miles) of the naval bases, and
to keep them undetected in the air until a wireless
message to strike had been received from headquarters.
The fact that attack could come from
the land side as well as from the sea, and that
the airships could make a raid on the base from
almost any point of the compass, would quite
it

these plans to get

upset

its

airships within

preconceived notions of the defenders

all

of the base, especially

navigation

aerial

studied

The

its

as

if

they had so despised

never

to

have seriously

possibilities.

land attack on X's naval base might be a

tragic surprise for

planned to
side.

to act

it,

resist

Something

as most naval bases are not

bombardment from the land
like consternation

when within two hours

would reign

after the declaration of

war a strange airship sailed over the naval harbour from the landward side, and, ere a gun
could be trained on it, rained down a terrible
shower of explosives. The attack might take
place in the evening, the early morning, or even
at night

;

for at

any time the experts

in

the

their secret service guides

and

by
would be able to locate X's great naval
harbours.
By the fortune of war, the major part

airship aided
pilots

of the fleet might escape damage, but assuredly
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enormous destruction could be wrought by wellaimed explosives and petrol bombs rained down
on the stores, the forts, magazines, telegraph
stations, the reserve portion of the fleet, and
the harbour defences, and at the same time invaluable information could be wired back to Y's
head-quarters as to the disposition of X's

A

fleet.

night attack would be feasible under

conditions,

and too much

trust

many

could not be

placed upon the searchlights at the naval base
discovering an airship at a high altitude

when an

attack might be feared either from the land or sea

Indeed,

side.

if

the authorities relied only upon

the ordinary defence arrangements, the onslaught

of the airships would produce a most disastrous
effect
and even if only a slight demonstration
were made the moral effect would be tremendous.
In brief, if X disdained airships and possessed
none of them, it would have few, if any, of the
;

them, and
would hardly have evolved special tactics to
cope with them. Thus, taken more or less by
appliances useful in fighting against

surprise, the defence

made

against aerial attack

would hardly be very effective, and the airships
of Y would have an excellent chance of doing
considerable damage.
Apart from the surprise occasioned by such an
attack on a naval base with a section of the fleet
stationed there, one must allow for the possibility
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of the high-angle firing from the

wise the shots from the

fleet,

forts,

and

like-

causing destruction

on land or water, unless provision were made of
special ammunition for use against airships.
But
a nation lays itself out to prepare special
if
defences against aerial attack, and prepares for
the possibility of such in its scheme of operations,
have intelligence enough to take the
it will
further obvious step of building and using airships of its own, and thus providing the only
adequate defence against an enemy's aerial attack.
But as we have presumed X to be too conservative to do this, it must suffer the inevitable
consequences of letting Y secure the benefit of
its many years of careful work and preparation.
If four aerial attacks were made on X's four
naval bases, or if four successive attacks were
made on one of the bases, it can be presumed
that X's fleet would be weakened seriously if
This would
not destroyed at one strategic point.
it
would
have
twelve or
opportunity,
as
be Y's
fifteen hours in which to force a landing near such
a point ere X's fleets from the other three naval
bases (each fifteen hours away) could come up
and prevent ft. Possibly a message might reach
these bases

some hours before the destruction
was completed, and so I
X's remaining fleets might come up

of the attacked base

allow that
in

twelve hours.
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In far less time than that
able to
effected

Y

should have been

make a move with its seaships and
a landing, since we have taken it for

granted that Y's main object
of his enormous

is

to fling

a portion

army on the shores of X.

All

remembered, takes place within the

this,

be

first

twenty-four hours of war being declared,

since

Y

it

has manoeuvred

its

airships

to

attack

two hours of the declaration, and
at such a time we may presume that each of X's
fleets will be in the neighbourhood of its naval
bases, and naval feints by Y may encourage them
to remain there.
The concentrated attack on
the central one of X's stations would perhaps be
most effective, since the full fleet of airships
acting over docks and roadstead would be able
to do widespread damage in a very brief period
before a proper defence could be set up.
There
would be more likelihood of confusion, too,
amongst the defenders when attacked by such
within the

first

unexpected enemies from all quarters.
Meantime Y's whole available navy would be
advancing, a reserve airship keeping it in touch
with the progress of the

with the attack,

it

fight.

would be

went well
push forward

If all

safe to

the sea fleet and the transports so as to effect

a landing ere the remaining

fleets

of

X

could

combine.

Of

course Y's airships might have to contend
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with a combination of X's

it would be
open for X to group its ships in various ways on
war being imminent. But the probability is that
X would work on the old naval tactics in which it
would have to fight the sea-power of Y. Therefore an aerial fleet would have an opportunity of

fleets,

as

completely upsetting the effectiveness

of

The

airships

lute

secrecy of movement, and most of

by

this.

their superior power, their absoall

by

reason of the disregard paid to them by X, could

any point within two hours of war being
and high up in the air would be decided
the policy which was to be put in force against X
strike

declared,

according to the actual disposition of

its fleets.

According to its old traditions X would have
its fleet ready to meet the navy of Y, and to
But even a
beat him by weight of numbers.
sudden diversion created at a well-chosen point
by the airships would greatly mar these plans,
and large though X's navy was it would find
great difficulty in coping with the difficulties which
would thus unexpectedly arise.
Even if I take the extreme case that Y's airships were afraid to attack any part of X's fleet or
any one of its naval bases, we have still to reckon

many

other possibilities.

may be

chosen.

We

airship,

it

is true,

it can
conduct the most
any part of land or sea that
have seen in our premises

cannot land men, but
destructive raids over

The
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X

depending for security on its enormous
and excellent navy has very small land forces,
and perhaps has not kept them up to date in
training and equipment.
Thus there is little
or' no coast defence save at important points such
as naval bases and ports.
This circumstance will render it quite feasible
for Y to send its airships over X's capital within
a few hours of war being declared, and nothing
that

imaginable can strike such cold terror into the
heart of a nation as to have an

above
is

its

metropolis just at the

exulting in

its

enemy hovering
moment when it

great and unconquerable power.

I have already tried to describe the panic which
an airship raid would produce in the case of a
much worse would the effect
continental capital
be in the case of an island capital, which boasted
complete immunity from all enemies owing to its
watchful and all-powerful navy, and thus had few
land defences. Little or no defence could be made
by X since its army is small and defectively trained,
and since its capital is without defensive works
of any kind from which an attack could be made
on the raiding airships.
The few soldiers would be quite unable to
prevent the enemy wrecking the sovereign's
;

palace,

the houses of Parliament, the

national

treasury, exploding the gas works, destroying the
electric

light

and water
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stations, the

Admiralty wireless

stations, the

War

and the various other important points
which would be so well known to those on board
Office,

the vessels.

The

nation could be struck at

its

and would lie helpless and bleeding whilst
navy watched the shores for the enemy that
did not come. Of what avail would the great fleet
be at such a moment ? What an empty mockery
would its sea-power be
Nor does the terrible tale end here. Similar

heart,
its

!

raids

could

be made

destroying the
collieries,

all

over

the

provinces,

great manufacturing towns, the

the mercantile shipping

centres,

and

internal communications, until eventually the

all

X

would be guarding a mangled
which might be driven at length
to sue for peace ere its navy fired a shot, so
helpless would it be under the rain of explosives
hurled down from the sky.
X's food supply
from over-sea, and its shipping upon the various
seas, could be raided also, and many a good cargo
might be sent to the bottom before a war-ship
splendid navy of

and dying

could
in

nation,

come

to the rescue.

The

airship could

go

every direction, steer a bee-line to well-nigh

any

and the merchant ships pursuing their
tortuous courses would be wholly at their mercy.
X's fleet would be holding the strategic points
which would prevent Y's navy from operating,
but sooner or later the aerial raids might cause
point,
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such a change of tactics that Y's navy could
eventually find an opening for effecting a landing
of troops on X.

That would be the end.

Perhaps the reader will declare all this too
fanciful, but let him hark back to the accomplishments of the comparatively crude airships now in
existence, and let him make all due allowance for

rough weather, and then can he totally deny that
a few years hence the state of affairs I have set
out is impossible or even improbable ? Let
him remember that the practical airship has not
been seven years in existence, and yet it has higher
speed than any naval vessel, and almost day by
day is being improved in reliability and range of
action.
We have reached almost the limit in
speed of vessels on the sea we are only at the
beginning of aerial development.
Case 2.
It is a more pleasing task to weigh
and Y, when both in addition
up the chances of
As
to fleets on the sea have vessels in the air.
in Case i we assume that Y has a small but growing
and effective navy, and further we will assume that
it has a much larger and more up-to-date aerial
force than X, the latter country having built only
:

—

X

As
a few more or less experimental vessels.
before, Y's plan will be to strike the first blow
This is of the
with its well-trained aerial fleet.
owing
to
conservatism,
over-sea type, whilst X,
treasury niggardliness, etc., has only small ships,
1 60
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with limited range of action, and not fast enough

They belong

for over-sea

work.

organisation,

and have found small favour with the

to the military

naval authorities.

X would furbish up his
and
being
a
airships,
trifle afraid of Y's airships,
since it has seen what its own crude vessels
could do, would send its aerial fleet to the
naval stations.
At once Y would have to alter
its tactics, and the task of a surprise would be
rendered very difficult.
Indeed, a very good
scheme of defence could be carried out by X's
airships if they were at all well handled.
In
the first place these vessels must be destroyed by
Y, and this operation would give the fleet and
forts some little time to make their preparations.
Indeed, a surprise attack on the naval bases
might be obviated by the presence of X's aerial
fleet, especially if combined training had been
carried out by X's airships, fleet, and forts.
Y's airships would ultimately destroy X's, as
we have taken them to be inferior in number,
But they
fighting power, speed, and equipment.
for
the
nation,
would have gained breathing-time
and with a few distributed at the naval bases, the
capital, and the provincial centres, at least a
In adhumiliating defeat would be avoided.
dition, X's army and navy might have studied
the powers and possibilities of its airships, and
l6l
M
At the outbreak of war
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intelligent

commanders

both services would

in

assuredly have devised special

and

modes of defence

In a word, the nation would be

attack.

prepared to some degree for aerial attack, and a

But grant-

very stubborn defence might be made.
ing

Y

the advantage which

it

would deserve to

many years of work to its
X made any move in this direction

gain by having given
aerial fleet ere

;

and granting that it had vastly superior vessels,
and outnumbered X, we can assume that under
normal circumstances: (i) Y would destroy X's
aerial fleet

;

(2)

Y

could then raid X's capital,

manufacturing and shipping centres; (3) attack his
mercantile fleet at sea (4) and finally choose an
;

opportune moment for a desperate attack on X's
naval bases or a section of

its

fleet,

with an aim

a way for Y's main fleet to operate.
it has been presumed that Y's navy
played a waiting game, but it would be strong
enough to take an offensive part at any opportune
to clear

So

far

moment, or
scatter

X's

else create diversions
forces.

It

and

Y

naval power because

it

that airships can fight a navy,

decrease

its

which would

can never be assumed

building airships.

An

aerial

could not

was also
comes as a
displaces none of

force

war game it
it makes new developments.
It is quite fallacious to hope that a nation can
conquer by means of her airships alone she

new

factor in the

:

the old factors, but

:
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must have an army and a navy to follow up the
blow struck by the aerial craft.
If this point were more generally allowed,
perhaps there would be less prejudice against
airships amongst military and naval men.
In an actual naval engagement between Y and
X the superior airships of the former would be
capable of lending assistance.
They would be
effective scouts,
they could prove useful in
directing gun-fire, and they would help also in
watching the operations of submarines, as a
surprisingly good view of objects in the water is
obtained from aerial vessels. Indeed, submarines
away from the main fleet would be at the mercy
Mines also could be located with
of airships.
ease and without danger.
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CHAPTER

XII

CAN ENGLAND BE RAIDED?

TO

the military or naval expert every other
nation than his own must be regarded as a

enemy; and, to provide for eventualities,
plans of campaign have to be prepared and kept
up-to-date, no matter how favourable the political
possible

relations of the nations
will not
all

may be

at the time.

It

be necessary in this book to consider

these plans so far as they affect England, but

as showing the potentialities of aerial warfare

be of interest to take some typical examples, and I have selected the three following for
study: (a) War between England and Germany;
{c) War
(d) War between England and France
between England and a Franco-German combination.
Two of the powers concerned have
it

will

;

given

much

attention to airships,

may

serve a useful purpose

new

force

if

I

and thus

indicate

how

it

this

might be used by them against Eng-

land, presuming, for the sake of argument, that

England maintains

its

present

towards airships.
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It has become a settled idea that as we are
an island power we can only be attacked by sea,
and as long as our navy comes up to a certain

standard of strength,
well.

Map showing

are to believe that

all is

have no confidence

in

distances from the principal strategic points of France

Germany

to the English capital

aerial locomotion.
is

we

Britishers as yet

In

fact,

and

and naval bases.

the average Britisher

badly educated in aeronautics, and hardly gives

the subject any serious consideration.

we have some

balloon displays per

military authorities

In England

annum

:

our

have made a not altogether
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happy attempt to evolve an airship and at a
few shows in the country there have been paraThis
chute descents and an occasional accident.
total
sum
about
the
up
September,
was,
to
1909,
of our work to navigate the air.
No wonder that little thought is given to the
naval and military possibilities of aerial navigation.
When John Bull reads of French and
:

German experiments he

smiles in contempt at

them, just as in the early days of .motoring.

His conservatism as regards motoring cost him
money, which was paid to foreign
manufacturers when he found that motor-cars
were necessary things, and when he discovered
that the enterprising continental nations had got
their motor factories in working order some years
ahead of him.
The realisation that we have been outstripped
in aerial navigation may not be paid for so
cheaply, and it is not for nothing that the Germans
are now quietly sinking hundreds of thousands of
pounds in this work. The fostering care of the
French and German Governments, extended
over a number of years, will soon give them
the plans of well-tried airships, which can be
rapidly duplicated once an approved design is
That period may have been reached
arrived at.
already for all we know, but as far as we are
concerned years must elapse ere we can draw
millions of
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level, for alas!

we have no Count

has given his

life

seval or Gross,

no Lebaudy,

la

work

?

Zeppelin,

Julliot,

Vaulx, and the few workers

who

courageously

evolved our first crude airship have had no

encouragement and very
{a)

ENGLAND

who

no ParDeutsch, or de

to his country,

little

V.

official

assistance.

GERMANY

In the Zeppelin type of vessel

Germany has

an airship capable of carrying, say, fifteen people,
There
fuel and stores.
is nothing to prevent it mounting wireless telegraphy, and having aerial torpedoes, explosives, and
special guns.
In fact, she can be made an aerial
warship, and she will be supreme in her element.

and a large supply of

She can run against a thirty-mile-an-hour breeze,
and on a favouring wind can show speeds up to
fifty or sixty miles an hour.
In the new vessels
the range of action will probably be over 800
miles, that is, some 400 miles out from the base,
and 400 miles back. Theoretically, by utilising
suitable winds on the out or home journey, or on
might be able to travel 1000 miles
It could also
ere its fuel supply was exhausted.
replenish from storeships at sea.
There is no rash surmise about these figures
they depend upon mechanical facts. The lifting
power of the vessel is governed by the volume
of the balloon, and also in the case of the Zeppelin
both, the ship
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by the power of the engines and the
of the lifting planes.

A

efficiency

vessel of this type has

already taken up a load of twenty men, and has
ease.
Thus we must face
Germany has an airship capable of
sufficient men to work her over a long

been manoeuvred with
the fact that

carrying

and

distance, sufficient fuel

supplies,

and

also

small storage capacity for destructive agents.

we can reckon

to speed,
fair

average for the

Now,

we

thirty miles

no

As

an hour as a

latest vessel.

be
noted that a straight run of 380 miles would
take the Zeppelin from Lake Constance to Sheerif

glance at the diagram,

it

will

one of our important naval centres, in less
than thirteen hours, if an average speed of thirty
miles an hour were kept up.
If she chose to
attack, we have absolutely nothing that could
ness,

stop her.

She would travel over Germany, France, the
Channel, and England during the night without
the least fear of detection, and could strike with
literally

Our

the suddenness of a bolt from the blue.

forts

and warships are not designed

aerial attackers.

to fight

Indeed, without special high-

angle guns, worked by specially trained crews,

and

firing

high -explosive

shells,

we

could offer

And, even if by any good
chance such an attacker were brought down
eventually, it could certainly get in its blow first.

hardly any resistance.
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could do

invaluable
quarters,

enormous damage, it could send
messages back to headand then, if destroyed by chance, it
wireless

would mean but the
;^20,ooo and the

loss of a vessel costing, say,
lives

of

a

few

A

men.

torpedo-boat attack would cost more in lives

and

cash

value

of vessels destroyed,

certainly could not effect so

An

airship of the

an invisible enemy,
warship, and, as
line,

it

it

it

and

it

much.

modern type

is

practically

has greater speed than any

can pursue almost a straight

can get from point to point, over either

land or water, more rapidly than any other form

The upper

of military or naval locomotive.

air

and a German airship could take
its line across France or any other country withIn fact it would probably never be
out protest.
seen, and this matter of invisible attack is the
most terrifying feature of aerial warfare.
There is nothing to prevent a rival's airship
travelling at night up to a point a few miles
from our shores, and there hovering for the
is

free to

all,

appointed time to

strike.

In

a

critical

time,

before war were declared, an aerial fleet might

be massed some forty or fifty miles away from our
coasts, and on receiving a wireless message could
strike within two hours of war being declared
No naval force, of course, could do anything of
the kind, nor could as rapid an attack be delivered
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by a military force on land, since the massing of
large numbers of men near a frontier would be
noted many hours before an attack could be
delivered.
Indeed, the more one studies the
aerial problem the more one discovers the surprising nature of the work that can be attempted,
and the enormous damage that it is possible to
effect.
It

may be argued

that the weather will pre-

vent airships being used in naval attacks.

This,

a dwindling factor of safety.
the
The higher
speed of the vessel the stronger
the wind it can travel against, and airship speed
however,

is

but

and power are steadily
Zeppelin vessel
buckling

is little

increasing.

The

rigid

subject to the danger of

from side currents and

squalls,

and

nothing short of a strong gale could absolutely
it from reaching our shores if the journey

prevent

had

to

relation

Then again, the geographical
Germany to England gives our

be made.
of

neighbours a wide choice of wind to work with
In process of time the Germans
or against.

undoubtedly have aerial stations at various
strategical points near the frontier, and for purwill

have supposed them to be
in the neighbourhood of Strasburg, and near
Wesel, Emden, and Friedrichshafen.
If we suppose a west or north-west wind
blowing over England with a speed of thirty miles
poses of illustration

I
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an hour, it might be imagined that a thirty-milean-hour airship from Germany would be unable
to reach us.
This might be so if a start were
made from a point due east of us, such as Strasburg or Wesel. But it is obvious that if the
vessels set out from Kiel or Bremen in the
north-east, or Friedrichshafen in the south-east,

they would

have to fight only against a side
wind instead of a head wind and of course
there would be nothing to prevent them making
a long sweep round either by the North Sea or
across southern France so as to come down
on Portsmouth, London, or Sheerness on the
As I have said, every path is
westerly wind.
open to the airship, and even if tacking has to
be done lost time can quickly be made up for.
Furthermore, as the direction of the wind varies
in the most extraordinary way at various altitudes, a vessel by soaring aloft or descending
might find a favouring breeze.
Of course in really rough weather the airship,
but in
as at present known, could not be used
;

;

practically

every month of the year

many days
The great

would be suitable for it to go aloft.
danger lies in coming to earth again, and airships
bent on a destructive mission would have no
occasion to come down until the work had been
They would be equipped with fuel
carried out.
and stores for a nine hundred or a thousand miles
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and by taking advantage of favouring winds
could husband their fuel supply so that they could
keep aloft near the enemy for a very considerable
run,

time.

Sheerness, Portsmouth, and Rosyth would

all

be open to land or sea attack, whilst another section of the aerial

fleet

make

could

destructive

London, the midlands, the manufacturing
districts, Liverpool, and other great commercial
ports, where no defences exist.
Our artillery
forces are not large enough to give protection at
all these points and at the same time take up the
strategic stations that they would have to fill on
raids on

the outbreak of war.

German

In preparation for a landing

would
be needed near the east and south coasts, and
many other important points would have to go
of

bulk of our

forces, the

artillery

unprotected against aerial raids.

The German

aerial fleet,

by

crippling our naval

two such points as Sheerness and Portsmouth, would open the way for a German naval
The landraid covering an expeditionary force.
ing of a German army on our shores would be
forces at

possible in no other
last

way

—and

it

would be the

chapter of the war

The

successful

night attacks on

Sheerness,

or Dover, and Portsmouth, with the consequent

main portions of the British fleet
these points, would leave our eastern and

crippling of the
at
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southern coasts open for several hours, and the

German

fleet

would probably

tunity of escorting

ready-prepared transports

its

Under

to the appointed places.

German

fleet

seize the oppor-

the guns of the

this force could land

and

find pro-

it was ready for action.
The airships
would render the troops assistance on land, and
would also watch all the movements of the other
sections of the British fleet, which would then be

tection until

concentrating.

Further aerial attacks, followed

up by the full force of the German navy, might
then prove too much for the British ships or, at
least, prevent them from guarding the coast as
effectively as they could have done had no aerial
attacks been made in the first instance on Sheerness, Dover, and Portsmouth.
;

{b)

ENGLAND

v.

FRANCE

War

between France and England would be a
foregone conclusion under the conditions which
English strategists consider that it would be
waged that is to say, making no allowance for
The French navy in
the French aerial fleet.
feeble
too
to make any stand
northern waters is
against the English ships, and even the arrival of
the French Mediterranean fleet would hardly
The French might do some
alter the situation.
destruction with their submarines and torpedo

—

flotillas,

and might

for

some time preserve
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and harbours. But very soon the British
fleet would destroy or capture the whole French
naval forces, bombard her principal ports, and
fleet

completely blockade the country.

The magnificent French army would be useless,
or, at

most, could merely prevent a landing of an

English

force,

but as this would be unnecessary

the English would not attempt

it.

For France to carry out a naval raid on England
and land a body of men would be impossible also
under the assumption that no airships existed
but when we take into consideration that France
at present has six well-tried airships, and by the
end of the year will have at least eight, we must
make allowance for this new factor. We must
also reckon on her aeroplanists, and take it that
fifty

in

or

more flying-machines could be turned out

an emergency with

fifty

miles each.

If,

men who
as

is

could

fly at least

probable, the French

Government takes over these

flying-machines,

we

must allow for a little fleet of aeroplanes which at
no distant date will be able to fly a hundred miles
or so without touching earth.

Many

of these

would be attached to the seaships, and would
constitute a

new

auxiliary to the navy.

Allowing France a fleet of six dirigibles, each
with a range of action of 500 miles, and fifty
aeroplanes, each able to fly

scending,

let

us see

how a
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employ them. His great aim would be to cripple
some section of the British fleet so as to clear the
way for a French naval raid escorting a force of
the French army big enough to hold its ground
in England until fresh reinforcements could be
landed.
Given a sufficient force of French
soldiers in England, with their splendid infantry
and unequalled artillery, and it might be safely
concluded that the British land forces could not
All the evils of the present system

repel them.

then be

made

aid of their

army and

its auxiliaries would
and the French, with the
remaining airships and aeroplanes,

of the English

evident,

would set British strategy

movement

at naught, since

every

of our forces could be watched and

The land campaign
reported from the airships.
under such conditions would be short and decisive,
and the French would soon be in possession.
A glance at the map on page 165 will show
that

on the declaration of war France could

quickly carry out an aerial raid.

From

Calais to

under twenty-four miles, and thus a
French airship could be over that port within an
hour of war being declared, or even sooner if

Dover

is

her commander intelligently anticipated developments.

From

Calais to Sheerness, the

Thames

naval base, is but fifty-five miles, and thus within
two hours' flight. A night raid on Sheerness by
airships from the land side could almost cripple
I7S
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that portion of our fleet stationed there,

and veryWarships would
have explosives rained down on them, naval
stores and magazines would be destroyed, and
merchant shipping in the Thames and Medway
would be sunk, thus blocking part of the channels.
Very little defence could be made against this
attack from the skies, if carried out at night and
two airships could do almost incalculable damage
and seriously injure one important section of our
If part of our warships were massed at
fleet.
little

resistance could be made.

;

Dover similar destruction could be accomplished,
and in the meantime two more of the French
have sailed the hundred miles
between Havre and Portsmouth, and there also
made a desperate attack on the fleet. I have
already elaborated the results which would arise
from a similar attack delivered by a German aerial
force, and thus I need not go into details here.
Suffice it to say, that if the French could cripple
airships

could

or disorganise the important sections of the British

be found at Dover, Sheerness, and Portsat the commencement of a war, there
would be a splendid opening for a naval raid on
some part of the coast which would cover the
fleet to

mouth

landing of an expeditionary force.

Owing

to the

short distance between the two shores, the transports might

make a double

journey, and so land

such a big force of the French army that the
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of

the

campaign would

be

?

tolerably

certain.

If the airships had kept the sea clear for half a
day such a raid would be possible, and even if
before the declaration of war the British battleships had pushed well out from their bases, the

airships could

a night attack,

damage them very severely in
and make an opening for the raid.

still

The whole French

would be intact after the
airships had done their work, and they would be
encouraged to push home a raid and land troops
with all haste.
The landing of French troops in
England would be the beginning of the end, for
it

is

fleet

never seriously considered that the

section of the British

army could hold

against a crack continental army, especially
the latter
,

would be aided by

airships

home
own
when

its

and aero-

planes.

In effect, if the aerial raids were successful,
and damaged the big ships of the British fleet,
and destroyed one or more of the naval bases,
France would have every opportunity of landing
so many men that our army would certainly be
defeated, and as the country is without internal
land defences the progress of the French army
to the capital would be rapid.
The massing together of the other sections of
the British fleet by that time would be too late,
since the country would practically be in the
N
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hands of the French, and the

Any

mercy.

capital

at their

British naval victory then

would

be barren, and the French airships would always
be able to keep up communication with France,
as well as deliver further attacks on the navy.
Thus with the aid of her aerial fleet France

hope to

might

combat England

successfully,

whilst without such aid the struggle

would be

altogether in favour of England.

(c)

ENGLAND

V.

FRANCE AND GERMANY

we take

In the third case, where

it

that France

and Germany have allied against England, the
attackers would have some hope of syccess even
without

double
the

the aid
fleet

prospect

increased.

of their

of French and
of victory

airships.

German

With

the

aerial vessels

would be enormously

In a war of this nature the naval

vessels of France and Germany would endeavour
to " draw " a portion of the British ships so that

the airships might the

more

readily destroy them.

Any

close assembly of British warships at night
would be open to destruction by airships, and
unless they were protected by aeroplanes and

other

aerial

defences

they

could

make

little

effective resistance.

The combined Franco-German aerial fleet
would be very powerful, and if they elected to
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steer clear of the British warships they could lay

waste

England

all

whilst the helpless

navy would

patrol the shores.

It is

not easy for the British public to accept

these possibilities, for the majority of the experts

do not yet admit them, and the idea of the
invincibility of the

"blue- water" policy cannot

be knocked out of their heads.

But

in

a very

few years the advance in aeronautics

will be so
have to be
seriously considered by our experts, and perhaps
too late in the day they will set about forming

evident

that

these

theories

The

a British aerial navy.

will

inestimable value of

the experience which France and

now

Germany are
when our

acquiring will be sadly admitted

designers
level

make sudden and futile efforts to draw
rivals.
Not until we have a

with their

successful

fleet

of dirigible

balloons and aero-

planes in our military and naval services can

it

be possible for the authorities to correctly gauge
the importance of airships in warfare.
No
scheme of land or sea defence will be adequate
I have endeavoured
danger will exist of
our naval bases and

against these vessels, and, as

a

very

real

lightning-like

raids

on

to

sketch,

capital

almost

tion of war.

simultaneous

With

with

the

declara-

the progress of aeronautics

a naval force, however large,
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be unable to
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guarantee protection as heretofore. The ships
can only guard the sea, as the army can only

guard the land.

In the air the real danger

now

exists.

At

the time

when

the second edition of this

book goes to press conditions in England have
somewhat improved, as the naval authorities are
building a rigid type airship, and the army is
contemplating the purchase of a French dirigible.
But England is still a long way off from having
an

aerial navy.
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CHAPTER

XIII

COAST AND COLONIAL DEFENCE,
TROPICAL EXPEDITIONS, Etc.

SEVERAL
now

other modes

of using

airships

present themselves, apart from those

considered in war by land or sea between two
great powers.
to

Though a

guard a nation's

navy be set aside
shores, we must always allow
large

the possibility of a naval raid against
ing,

and of a

landing.

Even

force
if

there

is

it

succeed-

enemy

securing a
an adequate military

of the

engage with these invaders, it
will be admitted that a vessel like an airship
would be of immense assistance to the defenders.
By its speed it could patrol a large area of coastline, and could give instant warning both to fleet
and land forces should an attacking force be
sighted.
If well equipped, it could even take a
part in the fighting, and possibly help to scare
force available to

off a naval raiding force, which, seeing that the
alarm had been raised, would realise that success

was rendered almost impossible.
i8i

Thus

the air-

Aerial Warfare
ship

is

an important means of defence

for

every

nation.

Aerial

much
tion,

raids

could also be guarded

better than

against

by any other form of observa-

and a speedy

little

home

fleet

of airships,

much to
an invading enemy. Of a

aided perhaps by aeroplanes, could do

mar

the plans of

a number of vessels

certainty, the existence of

such as
anxiety

these

of

the

would diminish the work and
naval forces when war was

impending.
Colonial defence

another problem which will

is

be helped to a solution by the development of
airships.

Many

distant

great powers are at times

colonies
left in

belonging to

a most defence-

movements of the small
fleet which can be spared to guard them.
With
two great powers at war various outlying possesless condition

owing

to

belonging to one might be

exposed to
have a
right to protection, but the mother countries
would in time of grave danger look to their own

sions

attack from

interests

a naval
to the

first.

fleet

the

The

other.

colonies

For young colonies
of their

enormous

own

cost,

and

is

up
impossible, owing

their land defences

are oftentimes inadequate to protect

even a small invading

force.
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to build

them from

Airships will be
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comparatively inexpensive, and quite serviceable
can in time be obtainable at from

dirigibles

;^i 5,000

to

brought

down

;^20,ooo.
to

Indeed,

;^ 10,000

for

may be

prices

well-equipped

and to ^1000 for well-equipped aeroand the colony which could not afford a
number of these hardly deserves to be under the

vessels,

planes,

flag of

A

a great nation.

fleet

of these vessels would cost very

little

manned by a small force,
emergency would be able to tackle the
comparatively small force of an enemy's fleet
which could be spared to attack a colony.
For the defence of outlying and isolated places,
both on the coast and inland, the airship will
play a most important part and in savage lands
the moral effect of such an instrument of war is

in

upkeep, would be

and

in

;

impossible to conceive.

Such an expedition would cost very little,
and be appallingly swift in its action the ordinary punitive expedition is an enormously
costly affair in lives and money, and drags on for
;

months.

For land operations over difficult country, as,
for instance, on the frontiers of the Indian
Empire, the airship would also be invaluable,
though it should be of a very high ascensive type
to give it good clearance from the hill-tops on
which snipers might

lurk.
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usual punitive
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expedition has to crawl along at the rate of a
few miles a day, and may take months to attain
its object, running great risk all the time from
the small bands of the enemy who occupy unAn airship
get-at-able positions on the hills.
with a radius of six hundred miles could make
the necessary demonstration in a few days,
establishing a convenient base from which to

amongst the hills. The
most secure retreats of
the enemy would be opened out beneath the
ship, and it would be very quick work to pour
shells into points unreachable by any other
means. The appearance of the airship would

make one

swift scour

most secret

valleys, the

strike terror into the tribes.

For

all

forms of

difficult fighting in

every part

of the world where at present the progress of

land forces

is

limited to a few miles a

day owing

to natural difficulties, the airship will in time

indispensable, as
air

it

by

its

be

unrestricted speed in free

some hours what a large
at.
Over deserts,
mountains, or marshy countries,

can accomplish

in

expedition might take months
malarial regions,

or in fact wherever land or water transport
difficult,

use.

the airship will eventually be of

It will

astounding

enable an expedition to be
rapidity,

terrifying effect

wastage of

life

it

occasioned to
184

immense

made with

the most
and the awful
white troops by such

will

on savage

is

create

races,
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expeditionary work would be avoided, whilst the
cost

would be considerably reduced.

The

time

will

come when assuredly every

will have
and each of these will be able to
accomplish as effective patrol work inland as the

important outpost of the great empires
airship,

its

warships of these nations can undertake along

Many good effects will arise from
method of protecting the rights of white men
distant climes, and it is tolerably certain that

the coast.
this
in

the

saving in

human

life,

the

minimising

of

and the protection of innocent
non-combatants from accidental injury will be
among the humane advantages to result from the
sharp,
new method of warfare. Punishment
can be meted out to
severe, and terrible
offenders, but this punishment can be confined
to those actually implicated, instead of injury and
damage being spread over a wide area. Coming
from the skies, too, this punishment will have a
moral effect on uncivilised races which we can
wanton

cruelty,

—

—

hardly conceive.

Indeed, in every branch of warfare, whether
civilised nations on land or sea, or in

between

expeditions against savage races, the airship will

more humane in that noncombatants will be rendered more immune from
injury than at present, and I urge this as a very

make

the operations

strong point in favour of the general adoption of

Aerial Navigation
airships.

terrible

War

will

by the use

suggested that this

undoubtedly become more
of airships,
will

and

I

have

cause nations to pause

well before they resort to arms.

Until an actual

war, the utility of the airship will not be fully

known, and each nation may fear that its rival
has a better type of vessel than its own, and

may

making war.
But once a war is entered upon, its progress
will be accelerated by the use of airships, and
thus a decision will be more quickly arrived
at.
The rapid and decisive campaign is to be
favoured from all points of view, and though
so

defer

may be appalling loss of life in such a war,
both nations will be less weakened than by a
there

long and painfully drawn out struggle.

The airship, in addition to
make more accurate practice

aiding gunners to
against a distant

enemy, and thus incidentally diminishing the
to non-combatants and to private
property through inaccurate gun fire, will further
help to localise the destructive effect of a campaign by the direct manner in which it can
attack on its own accord.
To reach an important position there will not be the same
need as at present to fight a series of engagements and lay waste a great tract of country,
with all the misery which this entails.
The

damage caused

airships will

make a

bee-line for their objective,
1
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and

will

concentrate their efforts against

this

point.

Finally,
States,

for

where

great

it is

powers

like

the

United

necessary to keep naval fleets

at each side of the continent,

the airship will

prove an immense advantage.
In time of war
with a great naval power all the American sea
forces might be unable to concentrate on one
coast in time to cope with the attackers,

and any

such concentration would leave the other coast

open to attack from another section of
enemy's
forces.
A feint attack or cleverly
the
planned manoeuvres might cause the American
forces to be misled as to the side from which the
enemy would attack, and eventually a plan might
be disclosed which would indicate that a large

quite

section

of coast was undefended.

A

fleet

of

on each coast, in addition to making
valuable scouts, would render immense service to
In
the land forces in checking a naval attack.
could
quickly
conairships
danger
all
the
of
time
centrate, and they would bear the first brunt of
the attack, and probably spoil the enemy's plan.

airships
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AERIAL NAVIGATION

THE

two most important matters which
govern the successful usage of airships are
the mechanical improvement of the vessels themselves, and a better knowledge of the conditions
which prevail in the aerial sea. The factors are
interrelated, and progress in one will bring about
progress in the other.
As airships become more
efficient and reliable, longer and more adventurous
journeys can be undertaken, and from every run
valuable experience will be gained.
Ballooning has afforded a certain amount of
has led to the erroneous idea that
a skilful pilot of a free balloon is best fitted for
handling an airship.
Many of the successful
data, but

it

and users of

airships have had little or
no experience with ordinary balloons, and the
majority, of balloonists have given little attention

builders

to

airships.

Any

adventurous

readily to ballooning,

vessel will call for hardly as

a high-speed motor

man may

take

and the manipulation of the
car.
i88

much
The

skill

as handling

qualities of the
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aeronaut are weather knowledge, coolness, boldness,

and love of adventure.

call

for

scientific

engineering

training,

A

There is no great
and no need for

few elementary

about
gases and their properties, and a store of experience gained from a few trips, are deemed suffiskill.

facts

many cases to make an aeronaut.
But once a man endeavours to convert a balloon
into a vessel which can be steered and propelled,
there opens out before him a whole sea of difficulties.
He will have to take some hand in
designing the vessel, he will have to select his
engine carefully as to power, weight, and suitability, and he will have to make himself thoroughly
acquainted with its working, since on this depends
the efficiency of the ship.
The shape and constitution of the gas envelope and frame, the method
of transmitting power, the system of control, and
hundreds of other things have to be studied
which call for practical engineering skill in many
The inventive and resourceful amateur
forms.
engineer (especially if he has had training in
motor-car work), working in collaboration with an
cient in

make

aeronaut,

the ideal

combination for

the

production of a successful airship.

Even when
difficulty is

has

now

handling

to
it

the vessel has been finished the

by no means
be solved,
in the sky.

over, for a
viz.

new problem

the best

method of

Practical tests of every
189
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must be

vital part
is

attempted, and

carefully
it

experiments indoors.

made

ere a long flight

make

these

as possible,

each

not suffice to

will

As

far

part must be tried under actual working conditions
in the open,

and the operators must gain

skill at their

work.

Many

considerations have to

practical

be taken into

account in launching an airship, keeping

it

in the

and bringing it back to its harbour again, and
we must have happy collaboration between the

air,

various

members of the

worked

his

little

crew.

Santos

Dumont

airships unaided, but the military

ship must have several operators, each specialising

own department, and all under the comman who knows every branch of the
work. The engine or engines will need one or
two men the lifting planes, ballast, and other
in his

mand

of one

;

aerostatic

work

will

require,

at

least,

another

man, whilst the captain can hold the steering
wheel, and be in communication with the engineers
and the aerostatic staff, so as to control speed and
altitude.
So, too, with aeroplanes we must have
machines which hold two or more people, and
long training will be needed ere the necessary
skill is

obtained.

and confidence

working
the various parts, free air trips may be made
both of the circular and end-to-end type, and if
these are carefully graded as to difficulties, the
After securing

skill
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power of the vessel can be

minimum

nicely

Then

of danger.

gauged with a

the operators will

really begin to learn the peculiarities of aerial

navigation.

The air sea is estimated to be nearly one
hundred miles high or deep, and airships move in
the lower strata close to the bottom.

The

air is

most dense close to the surface of the
and balloons have greater buoyancy there.

usually

globe,

As

higher altitudes are reached,

the

density

becomes less, until a level is reached beyond
which the vessel cannot rise, other conditions
The most authentic record as to
being equal.
height attained is that of 30,000 feet, which was
reached in a balloon by Berson, and life cannot
be long sustained there. Airships, owing to their
greater weight, cannot aspire to such heights, nor
is

this desirable, since the cold

and the

rarefied

atmosphere are not favourable to life
upper regions. Thus it may be taken that
airships will keep to much lower levels, and will
generally move between heights of 100 and
state of the
in the

10,000

feet.

The

heavier vessels of the rigid type

be able to reach more than 5000 feet,
and unless more attention is given to this point
vessels will be launched which will be unable
will scarcely

to rise

more than perhaps 1000

sive power, however,

is

warship for the reasons

feet.

Good ascen-

an essential in an aerial
have already elaborated,

I
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from gun-fire and from overhead
attack from lighter craft. Aeroplanes so far have
not risen above 1 500 feet, but the Wrights believe
that they can rise to 3000 or even 5000 feet.
The air, through its gaseous state and the many
viz.

escape

influences

medium

it is

in

subjected

which to

versant with

its

to, is

travel,

a most treacherous

and everyone

is

con-

On

quick changes and mobility.

the condition of the aerial sea depends the weather,
and, with

all

our

scientific research,

we

are yet

unable to forecast the state of the weather with

much

reliability.

By

the aid of telegraphy, and

especially wireless telegraphy, a central station

may now be

kept in touch with the changes at

other stations over a wide area, and thus

we

are

map out the course of many aerial changes,
but much remains to be done ere our knowledge
of the aerial sea will be made reasonably accurate,
able to

and the aid of airships

is

awaited.

Moreover, the present observations, as a
concern the movements of the lower

rule,

and
thus we are in ignorance of the counter movements which may be going on at higher levels.
The air is made up of a most conflicting series
of currents and eddies, and from tests made at
various altitudes, as well as from the experience
of aeronauts,

it is

known

strata,

that the direction of the

wind changes many times as various
reached.

The average

direction of the
192

levels are

change
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and the speed of the wind also varies
considerably, generally becoming higher as we
go upward and density and temperature also
change.
We have thus several important variable factors which have to be provided for in
clock-wise,

;

aerial navigation
(1)

Direction of the wind (changing at various

altitudes,

and generally

hands of a
(2)

:

in the direction of the

clock).

Speed of the wind

(usually

increasing

with altitude).

A

(3)

Density of the

(4)

Temperature of the

(5)

General atmospheric conditions.

air.
air.

ship on the sea floats on the surface of the

water,

and the navigators are concerned only with

the direction and speed of the wind at their level,

and with the state of the water at the surface.
The airship, however, must range through several
.levels, and whilst this in one way is an advantage,
since it allows a choice of wind direction and
" weather," so to speak, it has its drawbacks since
every condition is unstable and it is not always
easy for a vessel to keep to the same level, or
;

move

in the same current.
Engine power is the most vital item after
buoyancy, since on this depends the ability of the

vessel to

speed

make

its

In dealing with airship

course.

we have two forms
193
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—

{a) Still air or independent speed
the actual
speed which the vessel can travel at in a dead

calm.

This depends on the still
speed and the speed and direction of the

(6)

air

Actual speed.

wind.

Travelling wtiA the wind, the actual speed of
the vessel

measured by the formula

is

V + W = actual
where

V

is

the

the ship, and

still

W the

air or

speed

;

independent speed of

velocity of the wind.

Travelling against the wind, the actual speed

V-W = actual
If the

wind

headway

is

is

:

speed.

equal to the independent speed no

made

if greater, the vessel is blown
back if running straight into the wind.
But even if the wind is almost as speedy as the
pace of the vessel, an airship can reach points
over a certain area by steering at an angle to the
wind, such angle being determined by various
is

;

considerations.

Moedebeck, the celebrated German expert, has
in his excellent " Pocket Book of Aeronautics
worked out the angle of action over which an
airship can travel under varying conditions. Even
where the wind speed is greater than the independent speed of the vessel, he shows that points
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within a certain area
at

may be reached by

an angle to the wind.

No

steering

point in the teeth

of the wind can, of course, be reached since
the ship

is

driven back in each

distance than

it

can

move

moment a

greater

forward.

In airship practice high speed

is

thus most

must be superior to the
wind in a region to enable it
to be used over a wide area.
Where the speed of the wind and the indepen-

essential, since the ship

average force of the

dent velocity of the vessel are equal, the ship can

touch at most points within an angle of i8o
degrees,

much

and thus

range of action

its

is

very

increased.

Finally,

velocity

in

the case where the independent

exceeds that of the wind,

any point

within the complete circle of 360 degrees can be

wind at a speed proporcombined speed of wind and vessel,
those against the wind at a pace proportionate to
the difference between the independent speed and
attained, those with the

tionate to the

the velocity of the wind.

must refer the reader to Major Moedebeck's
book for other interesting details which sketch
out the manner in which aerial navigation may be
The work of navigating an airship
carried out.
with good engine power and a plentiful supply of
fuel can soon be reduced to an exact science as
long as the weather is clear, since many marks
I
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be available on land or sea and by the
compass, aerial log, chronometer, etc., both speed
will

;

and direction can be judged with no small degree
of accuracy.

Even

night journeys in clear weather will not

present great difficulty with a vessel which has

an independent velocity greater than the average
wind. Slow vessels, owing to the indirect courses
they will have to take, will run more risk, as the
voyage will be of longer duration, and the risk of
using up too much fuel will be feared.
From an airship at night there is an extensive
view, and the aerial pilot who knows the coastlines of adjoining countries will be able to make
long over-sea voyages,

provided his ship has

sufficient speed.

An

independent velocity of thirty miles an
which speed is claimed for the French
vessels, and of twenty-five miles an hour for the
Zeppelin craft, would enable voyages to be taken
on a good many days in the year, as allowance
must be made for days in which the wind would
be blowing from a favourable quarter as well as
for those days in which its opposing velocity
hour,

would be lower than that of the

ship's speed.

The statement so often made that any strong
wind would prevent the progress of an aerial
fleet is quite

erroneous, as

may be

the foregoing, and moreover
196
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gleaned from
must be remem-
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bered that as the winds vary in speed and direction according to the altitude,

an airship may

have a variety of currents to select from.
Thus it may be said that an independent
velocity of not less than twenty miles an hour
will enable a vessel to be used on many occasions for both land and over-sea work in Europe,
or indeed most parts of the globe.
Nevertheless
designers must work for a far better speed, and
thirty miles an hour would be a far safer rate to fix
in setting up a standard for war purposes.
Speed,
indeed,

is a vital point in the airship, as it determines the number of days on which a vessel can
be worked, its range of action, its ability to out-

distance other vessels, and

So

far

been navigated

in

clear

night, the light of the
stars,

its

we have assumed

general safety.

that the vessel has

weather by day and

moon

or the position of the

as well as lights on the earth, giving the

necessary navigating data in the latter case.

though the

aerial navigator

may

not be so

But

much

troubled with fogs as the navigator at sea, he will

have to contend with banks of clouds which may
completely shut out the earth from him.
In war operations these clouds may, however,
serve a very useful purpose, and one which the
artillerists and the critics of aerial navigation do
It often happens that an aerial
not allow for.
vessel travels serenely

above a bank of low-lying
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from earth, and thus
hides it from observation.
The sky above the
ship may be quite clear at such a time, and a
clouds which shut

skilful

navigator

it

off

may be

able to

make a

correct

course for a considerable time without dropping

below the clouds which hide him from terrestrial
observation.
The sun, moon, or stars will give
him the necessary guidance by day or night, and
in future years many a stolen march will no
doubt be taken under such circumstances. Von
Sigsfeld devised a form of artificial horizon to
assist the aerial navigator in calculations at such
a time, and he
It will also

may be

will

have many other

aids.

happen, of course, that an airship

quite surrounded

by mist or

cloud,

and

be unable to get bearings either from the
Here the vessel's
earth below or the sky above.
will

power

to

alter

purpose, as

it

clearer space

its

altitude

will

serve a good

about up and down until a
reached in which some landmark

will cast
is

or skymark (to coin a phrase) will be found.

Many

have to be conphenomena which will

special difficulties will

sidered, such as the various

disturb accurate observation, the constantly vary-

ing power, direction, and temperature of the air
currents in

which the vessel moves,

etc.,

but

these will soon be as well understood as those

which the sea navigator has to cope with.
That many dangers will be incurred, and that
19S
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ever and anon lives and ships will pay the penalty
men's invasion of the air goes without saying
but on the whole there is no need why, under
for

;

special conditions, the aerial sea cannot

as a

medium

be used

of travel, especially in the urgent

work of war, or rather

that of preserving peace.

The

nation which

builds a successful aerial

navy

will

nations,

first

have an immense advantage over other
and though no secret can be permanently

retained in regard to aerial locomotion, the country

with the most experience and best ships will be
able to hold

its

lead

much

longer than

it

could by

any new type of seaship, or by any improvement
in tactics, artillery, explosives, etc.
I
must give attention to the special dangers
which aerial navies will run, and for brevity's sake
I

will tabulate

them

:

(i) Storms, fogs, mists, etc.
(2) Fire.
(3) Explosion.
(4)
(5)
(6)

Lightning.

Loss of gas.
Disablement of engine or propelling or

steering gear.
(7)

Loss of

fuel.

(8) Collision.
It is

a popular fallacy that airships cannot reair during a storm.
Balloons have

main in the
been caught

in gales,

and have run
199
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speeds up to 125 miles an hour.
Keeping well
aloft in a more or less direct aerial current of this

moves smoothly along, as
the same speed as the wind.

kind, an airship
travelling at

is

it

In

storms on land or sea the wind blows against
it,
and they are torn
between two forces.
In an airship drifting on
the wind there is no sense of motion, and even

objects not travelling in

in

a high-speed current there

tive of the wild

is

nothing sugges-

movements which occur on land

and sea during a

gale.

Aerial eddies, circular

storms of great intensity, and such-like disturb-

may
know very

ances

constitute dangers, but of these
little

yet.

An

a gale just as a balloon, use

we

airship can run with
little

or no

fuel,

and

harbour her resources to make the return journey

when the storm abates, or when a favouring current
at another altitude may be found.
In this respect
the airship has the advantage over the balloon in
that
if

f'

I

if

blown out to sea

it

can find a way back

has carefully reserved its power and its fuel.
have already touched on fogs and mists and

their dangers.

added

In over-sea

work

there

is

the

condensing on the
seriously
affecting
its
buoyancy. One
vessel and
critic has stated that dirigibles are useless for
risk of the moist air

over-sea work on this account, but that

and the defect can be got over by a
designed envelope.

is

absurd,

specially

Aerial Navigation
Fire is a serious danger on an airship, since the
presence of the large gas-bag filled with such an
explosive agent as hydrogen is a constant menace
unless the utmost care

is

Fortunately

exercised.

the gas tends to float aloft owing to

its

lightness,

and thus quickly clears away. But the petrol
motor in itself is a danger, since even on land
motor-cars take

from time to time. Fire is
to be feared either from an electric spark igniting
waste petrol due to a leakage, or to the flames
from the exhaust pipe from the engine causing
accidental ignition.
Terrible though this danger
is, several military airships have been sent up
on trial trips with open exhaust pipes instead
of being fitted with silencers or chambers in
Improved
which any flames could be guarded
silencers, too, will help to deaden the sound of the
motor, which on modern airships is needlessly
noisy.
The improved airship will travel in
Extreme care must be taken
absolute silence.
fire

!

with

all

the fuel tanks, connections, carburetter,

engine exhaust pipe,

etc.,

so as to obviate the

Any fire on board an airship
be dreaded, since the flames may get near
enough to the gas envelope to ignite the hydrogen, and then a terrible disaster may be feared.
Ultimately, however, some form of dirigible
may be feasible, in which this danger will be
risk of petrol fires.

is

to

eliminated.
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Explosion of the gas envelope
feared from

fire,

but

it

might

is

result

most to be

from a

failure

of the devices which regulate the pressure of the

This latter cause, however, is very rare,
a properly worked airship need cause

gas.

and

in

little

misgiving.

Quite an
written on

monograph

interesting

the

of

effects

aerial

might

electricity

be
on

on airships.
There are records of balloons having been struck
by lightning, and many aeronauts relate extraordinary experiences of phenomena which they
witnessed when amidst electricklly charged clouds.
balloons,

and the possible

effect

That the amount of electricity increases according
seems to be well established, but we

to altitude

know very

little

as to

its

characteristics or

how

it

behave towards airships which have a good
To my mind this is one of
the most serious risks the airship will be subjected to, though perhaps investigation may prove
that airships will be almost immune from electrical
dangers save where they actually get in the
will

deal of metal-work.

vicinity of a lightning discharge.

(This chapter

was written before the disaster to Zeppelin IV,
which most probably was caused by the vessel
being highly charged with aerial electricity, and
then "earthing" the current through being driven
to the

ground by a storm.

Conducting cables

possibly obviate the trouble in future.)
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Most of the other dangers, such as loss of gas,
loss of fuel, and mechanical disablement, are
preventable to a high degree, and although they
will lead

time,

to distressing accidents from time to

when reasonable

they do not

engines

of

precautions are neglected

call for special

comment. Duplication

probably be needed on aero-

will

planes and other machines which have no natural

buoyancy.
Collisions

may be

meeting of two
airship into

of

two

airships, or the

some

kinds,

viz,

the

dashing of an

object on land or sea.

Even

is the danger
running into some

greater than the lightning risk
incurred

by an

airship

of

This will usually occur
a very low level and is
harbour.
Then the engine speed

object on land or water.

when

the vessel

making

for its

is

at

be reduced to a minimum, and the ship runs
the risk of being caught by a gust of wind and
dashed out of its course. The stationary airship
is like a great feather, and is as much the sport
Side
of the wind unless kept under control.
winds are most to be feared, and they have led
will

to

many

disasters.

But with the designing of proper aerial harPerbours most of this danger will disappear.
haps it may be possible to have aerial break-winds
which can be swung round on pivots, and thus
There
give shelter to a vessel from any quarter.
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is

much scope

aerial harbours,

for ingenuity in the designing of

and the need

of protection for the ship

ground

is

very pressing.

means

for efficient

when

The

close

to

ventors should be called to this point, as

once the danger of making harbour
airships will be free to carry out

mental
In

fact,

the

attention of in-

is

when

lessened,

many

experi-

which are now deemed dangerous.
good harbours are needed before airships

trips

are launched.
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AERIAL LAW

A

MATTER

of urgency

is

the drawing up

laws on the subject of
and government airships. Various regulations and unwritten laws prevail with regard
to balloons, and these are not always adhered
of international

private

to,
is

since

it

more or

is

recognised that the free balloon

less

an irresponsible agent and not

fully controllable as

regards direction or speed.

Advantage has been taken of
and secret service agents

spies

to

tries

drift

this

by

military

in various

coun-

"accidentally" over the frontier

and quite by chance (!)
wind
which
takes
them within sight
on a

lines of adjacent nations,

travel

of important

fortifications

at

a

time perhaps

when various alterations were being made.
Every nation is compelled to employ spies and
secret service agents, and their nefarious work
must go on as long as war is a business but to
;

prevent unfair advantage being taken of prevailing winds and other circumstances a code should

be

drawn up as regards the employment of
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balloons and airships.

mine

It is

a nice point to deter-

what height a country can claim right in
it.
If the limit were set
above 30,000 feet, for example, it would mean
that no foreign airship could cross a country, as
life is unbearable above that height, and even
when over 20,000 feet an aeronaut needs oxygen
to prevent his becoming unconscious.
Then,
again, how are the people in one country to
determine what altitude the airship of another
to

the aerial sea above

nation

at if

is

it

crosses the frontier?

The

old

Russian rule in regard to all balloons not flying
the proper flag was to open fire on them, but
this

method would hardly be

feasible in other

countries.

Now
made

it

unless

some

can and

private airships

limits

or restrictions

are

happen that the military or
of one country will by accident
will

or design, or by a combination of both,

over
other countries, and important military and naval
secrets may thus be discovered.
An airship may
sail

break down when conveniently near the frontier,
this excuse for drifting across on a

and plead

favourable wind.
is

made

Hours

later

the ship will steer

when the "repair"
homewards again

with perhaps very valuable information for the
military or naval authorities.

In time of war, no doubt, a country would
openly send its airships across neutral countries,
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claiming

right to the free use of the upper air

its

and even

if the point were disputed there would
be the risk of unscrupulous commanders making
such trips by night if any advantage were to be

gained.
I

therefore think that

which

tinct sets of conditions

late

we must have two
I

dis-

can thus formu-

:

no foreign military or

peace-time

In

(i)

private airship

may

cross a frontier line with-

out special permission.
(2) In time of

"open
(3)

"

war the

air is to

above a height of 1000

Any

be deemed

feet.

landing of a military airship in a

neutral country during

war time

will necessitate

surrender to that country.

its

As

to a general code of rules for aerial vessels

in peace-time
(i)

flag

would suggest the following

I

Every war
which

will

airship

indicate

must bear a
its

:

special

nationality,

and

attached to the war service.

show

that

it is

(2)

No

war

airship will cross a frontier line

without giving preliminary notice of its intention, stating the route selected, and obtaining
the permission of the authorities of the country
in question.
(3)

In case of disablement near the frontier

a war airship

will

descend as soon as possible
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should

it

be unable to follow the original

route.
(4)

Every war

an interand conform to any

airship will agree to

national code of signals,
instructions signalled to

it

when over another

country,
(5) Every private airship shall be enrolled
upon an international register, and carry a
special flag which will denote its nationality,
distinguish it from war vessels, and if possible
denote its number on the international roll.
(6) Every private airship will carry papers
and credentials.
(7) Exchange of flags or papers between
war and private vessels, or any falsification of
credentials, will be subject to a fine and the

removal of the vessel from the international
register,

and

forfeiture of international rights.

(8) Airships,

whether private or

military,

crossing a frontier without showing a flag or

giving the necessary notice, will incur the risk
of being subjected

gun-fire

to

or arrest by

a military airship of that country.
{9) International

mapped

out

by

"

an

open

routes "

international

will

be

congress,

designating routes which under normal conditions
ships,

may be

by all private airand under certain conditions by warfreely used

ships.
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the foregoing suggestions

require

little

last.
My idea would be to
have several international highways mapped out
which would establish communication between
the important countries, and at the same time prevent the military and naval secrets of the various
nations being discovered.
The routes would be

explanation save the

so

planned as to avoid as much as possible

strategic points,

and military and naval

stations.

Thus we could have one grand international
route running from London via Brighton and
Boulogne to
and over-sea
and Spain.

From

Paris,

and so by one route to Nice,
and by another to Bordeaux

to Italy,

would run via
Brussels, Liege, and Lille to Paris.
This city
would be the international centre, and from it
another route would lead via Dijon to Geneva,
Italy, Austria, and Russia.
The various trunk
routes would be perhaps a mile wide to allow
for errors and deviations, and beyond a halt
at the frontiers, vessels would be able to
visit most of the European capitals without
trouble.
The main principle would be to lead
the routes over such small and neutral countries
as Belgium and Switzerland when possible instead
of crossing the Franco-German, or Frano- Italian
frontiers.
Sporting and experimental voyages
would not be interfered with, and all the conp

Berlin

a great route
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fusion,

which

underhand work, and misunderstandings
will arise out of the

of affairs would be

veloping rapidly,

be prepared

present chaotic state

avoided.

Airships are de-

and the authorities ought

for eventualities.

2IO
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APPENDIX

I

THE AMERICAN ARMY AIRSHIP

THE

first

American

Baldwin, which,

army

airship

is

after a series of tests,

the

was

taken over by the United States Government
in 1908.
is

novel.

In many respects the American vessel
The gas-bag is only 100 feet long with a

THE FIRST AMERICAN MILITARY AIRSHIP
feet and a minor diameter of
envelope
is encased in linen
The entire
14 feet.
This suspension is so designed that
netting.
when the vessel is on an even keel the forward

major diameter of 16

end

will

have an upward tendency, causing the
it is met

pressure of the gas to be strongest where
311
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with the greatest resistance.

The

netting

is

so

adjusted that in case of collapse of the envelope

would form a parachute, and thus allow of a

it

safe

descent.

A

employed, driving two provessel is estimated to have a still-air

25 h.p. motor

The

pellers.

is

speed of twenty-two miles an hour. On each side
of the frame are planes for changing the altitude of
the

craft.

These are said

to

show great efficiency,

thus enabling the vessel to be very readily controlled

as

to altitude.

The Baldwin

is

the

and its handiness
and ease of working are two important features.
The efficiency which this little vessel obtains from
its small engine power is quite remarkable.
smallest military airship yet built,
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APPENDIX

II

AN AERIAL DEFENCE LEAGUE

TO

France and Germany are fully
ahead of us in the construction

state that

five years

and usage of airships

for warlike

quite a conservative estimate, but

it

purposes

is

will suffice

to prove the

urgency of great efforts on the part
This start of five precious
years is not to be wiped out by a mere expenditure of money, for it means that our neighbours
have amassed priceless experience and a number
of the British nation.

of valuable

secrets,

have

fully tested

countless

plans and contrivances, and have the services of

men

of mature experience in the building and

handling of airships.

We cannot lay claim to any of this, since we
have never had a really successful airship, either
amateur or military. It is obvious that we cannot
have experienced builders and operators of airships until we have evolved a thoroughly successful type of vessel.
France has already expended
over ;^ 1 50,000 on airship work, according to a
well-known Germany authority and Germany,
;
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when she

acquires the

new Zeppelin

dirigible,

will have spent well over ;^200,ooo on the work,
whilst a fund of ;^300,ooo is in hand for further
work to be carried on by Zeppelin, If memory

serves

me

rightly,

our total expenditure in similar

work was under ;^ 10,000 up to 1908.
It was largely due to the personal efforts of
Colonel Capper that any move was made to build
an experimental airship for the British Army, and
he and his staff of the Balloon Department had a
severe struggle to produce the ship owing to
lack of funds.

To

circumstances

now

expect under the

little

better

prevailing that our dirigible

balloon department will draw level with France

and Germany

we

is

hopeless on the face of

it,

since

lack almost every essential.

For

and sundry other reasons I think the
movement which would
take some such form as the establishment of an
Aerial Defence League. Similar leagues already
exist in France and Germany, and are doing in-

time

is

this

ripe for a popular

valuable work.

When

it

is

pointed out that the

foundations of the French and

German

aerial

have been laid by the work of enthusiastic
amateurs, the need of similar help would be
apparent in our own case, even if we had not
such leeway to make up.
But when our authorities have been outstripped to such a degree, and when our rivals
fleets
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are redoubling their efforts to increase their lead,
the situation is one of no small gravity.
It must

be confessed that our amateur aeronauts have
all their attention to balloon sport, and
they have lacked the enterprise which impelled
French and German aeronauts to design airships.
Count Zeppelin has made it his life-work to give
Germany an aerial fleet, and for France the
Brothers Lebaudy, Count de la Vaulx, and M.
Henri Deutsch de la Meurthe have rendered
noble service. When the French military airship Patrie was lost M. Deutsch was able to
step forward and place at the service of his
country another magnificent airship
and it is
that England should imitate such work that I
would propose the Aerial Defence League.
Before dilating on the merits of such an
organisation I may set out in brief the main
objects which I think should be achieved by
such a body.
These are

given

;

:

To

encourage the building and use of airby amateurs and the military and

ships

naval authorities.

To band

together all interested in the subject
prepare reports, and encourage research and
experimental work.
To organise a fund for the construction of an
airship,

and

offer prizes for the best British

design.
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To

fully test this vessel and, if successful, pre-

sent

it

to the nation.

To

form a society amongst balloonists to encourage them to take up work in the building and handling of airships, and thus form
a corps of expert amateurs who, in case of a
national

crisis,

could lend their assistance.

To

send a commission to study continental
practice as far as possible, prepare a report

on the subject of military

airships,

and pre-

sent this report to Parliament.

Many other aims and objects could be set
down, and naturally suggest themselves, but at
present

my

intention

to arouse interest in the

is

main idea. I do not see why our wealthy sportsmen, our numerous skilled balloonists, and the

many

retired Service

men

should not join in this

work and form a powerful society which,
would fully inquire into the merits of the

at least,

military

airship.

If

such a body after very careful and unbiased

research arrive at the conclusion that our military
or naval forces need fear no danger from continental progress in airship design, then every-

body would be rendered
are likely to be

if

easier in

mind than they

the present uncertain state of

and no more money need be
If, on the
other hand, the League came to the conclusion
affairs

continues

;

spent in building military airships.
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we ought

bours in
dirigibles,

keep on a par with our neighand usage of military
the work could be put in hand on a

the

to

building

bigger scale than the Government

is

likely to

attempt under present circumstances.

The labours of the League would in a sense
be independent of those carried out by the
military

authorities, but the existence of the
tormer body would be most helpful to the latter.

The

civilian organisation,

more

elastic

with larger funds, a

scheme of working, and less hampering from red-tapeism, would be able to test every
promising idea, and hand over to the military
balloon department any device which their
experts recommended.
The authorities would
thus have the services of an expert body of
festers, and would be saved th6 waste of time
and money now involved in separating the useless suggestions and inventions from those with
a germ of usefulness.
In the designing of the first national airship
a league such as I have suggested would be
able to obtain a certain amount of assistance
from friendly nations, and just at present we

need

skilled assistance of this nature.

With the

help of many well-wishers the work could be
pushed on very rapidly, and then if the League
had the assistance of our numerous skilled
balloonists they would have the finest material
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world from which to establish a corps of

in the

skilled captains of airships.

Our amateur balloonists have nothing to learn
from other nations in manipulating the ordinary
non-steerable balloons, and owing to their experience in such vessels, coupled with the fact that
most of them are enthusiastic motorists as well,
they could very soon be trained in the working
of airships.

They

themselves

a

would, no doubt, form amongst

Aero Volunteers, and
perform splendid work in a

corps

would be able to

of

national emergency.

No

good has been done

to

the

cause

of

aeronautics by the absurdly sensational articles

which have appeared
subject

of the

in various journals

military

airship

Perhaps the most grotesque

is

and

army of
League would

of aerial vessels transporting an

men

to

put an end to

all

An

uses.

the idea of a huge

fleet

our shores.

its

on the

aerial

these ridiculous statements,

would educate the public to a proper appreciation of what might be expected from airships.
In effect, the aerial warship can never be regarded
as displacing any form of the military or naval
establishment, but rather as a new auxiliary.
On the other hand, some influential body of
recognised authority is needed to combat the
scepticism with which the British public and
as

it

British officialdom generally regard aerial naviga2l8

An
tion.

Aerial Defence League

That our present apathetic

the subject

is

mitted by every intelligent
all

attitude towards

fraught with danger will be ad-

man who

has analysed

that has been achieved already in France

and

Germany. The development of the airship is a
menace both to our naval and military forces if
we make no adequate efforts to prepare for it.
It

can be laid

airship
find

must
in

as a sound dictum that

fight airship,

our astute

money

down

and assuredly when we

neighbours

sinking

the work we must be

so

much

alert also.

It

must not be forgotten that we are quite beginners
in this new art of navigating the air, and perhaps
not until we have acquired all the data possessed
by France and Germany will the utility of the
new locomotion be apparent to our naval and
military advisers.
Our scoffing and scepticism
born
of
ignorance
on the subject. If
are largely
will be sheer, and almost undeserved luck, it
unforeseen causes prevent for the

moment a rude

awakening being forced upon us.
An authoritative body could quickly remove all
this prejudice, and by vigorous propaganda could
stir up the nation and the authorities to action.
[/^ 1909 The Aerial League of the British
Empire was established by a body of influential
naval and military m,en. Its president is Lord
Esher.J
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AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY

A

SPECIAL

volume would be needed to deal
fully with aerial photography, and so far
most of the scientific work in this branch has
been done by Germany and France. English
amateur balloonists have compiled many excellent
photographic records, and we may expect that

when

airships are available in this country that

our naval and military

men

will

develop the art

of aerial photography to a very high degree.

From
and

the point of view of picturesqueness

from the scientific standpoint, aerial
have an interest all their own, but the
work has only recently become of real value for
military purposes.
Improvements in cameras and
plates, and most important of all the development
also

pictures

of the

telephoto

or

long-distance

opened out a new field of usefulness
photography as applied to warfare.

lens,

have

for aerial

By means of the telephoto lens a detailed photograph can be taken of a very distant object,
which

if

rendered by an ordinary lens would be

Aerial Photography
very minute.

Enlargement of the ordinary negawould not give a satisfactory result, and
thus the long-distance lens is requisite.
Very
striking records have been made by this lens, and
it will prove invaluable to observation forces.
A
clever camera operator in an airship would be
tive

able to take detailed views of harbours, fortifications, etc. at

a range which would keep him out

of danger, and telephoto pictures of ships, field

would show up an amazing amount of
course the object covered by the
telephoto lens is not so great as that embraced
by an ordinary lens, as the former magnifies a
forces, etc.

Of

detail.

small area so to speak, but this matter can readily

be remedied by the military photographer taking
a series of views and improvements in the lenses
will also help to give a wider area.
;

One

of our leading British firms of lens makers,

Messrs. Ross, Ltd.,

Clapham Common, London,

S.W., have very kindly placed at my disposal
a mass of information concerning telephoto

and

lenses,

I

append extracts which

the military aeronaut

In

all

different

branches
foci

some
of

useful hints

photography

are necessary,

will afford
:

lenses

according to

of
the

distance of the objects to be photographed and

the size of images required.
lens

is

A

telephotographic

simply a combination affording, by means

of alterations

in

the

separation

of the

com-
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ponents, a variety of foci extending over a very

wide range.

Lenses of long focus
cameras of long extension

necessitate

usually

but the normal extension of camera, when using the high powers
of the telephoto combination, does not require
This renders it
to be materially increased.
possible to employ such long foci as could not
be provided for under ordinary circumstances.
The combination consists essentially of a
positive and a negative element, of which the
former may be the lens in everyday use, while
the latter

is

;

a lens specially corrected to afford

the best results in combination with
If

we

focus,

have a good anastigmat

it.

of,

say, 6-in.

that gives at a certain distance from an

object an image of

it

one ^

in.

diameter, and in

conjunction with a negative lens an image of 4 in.
from the same position, the extension of camera
This means that
bellows will be about 12 in.
we work with the equivalent of 48-in. focus and
Ina camera of ordinary bellows extension.
creasing the separation of the positive and
negative lenses until the image is reduced to,
say, 3

in.,

the extension to focussing screen will

be only about 9 in., while the focus of the combination will be equal to a 36-in. focus lens.
The immediate gain is that we can photograph
very distant objects with an abundance of detail

Aerial Photography

They

as though they were close at hand.

are

rendered the same as are pictures with very long
Enlargements of photographs taken
from the same position with a lens of short focus
do not give equal results, as not only is the detail
wanting, but the grain of the plate is enlarged
with the picture itself, doing away with definition,
and veiling the image.
The telephotographic lens is invaluable for
portions of architectural structure that are not
near enough to obtain a sufficiently large image
in the ordinary way
for distant and inaccessible
focus lenses.

;

views, such as mountain scenery or buildings at

considerable distance
of wild
in or

;

photographs
heads and busts,

for obtaining

and timid animals

;

for

out of the studio, that show distortion

when

approached too closely with a short-focus lens
and for obtaining pictures of various size from
the

same

To

standpoint.

carry the lenses and afford the necessary

a

adjustments,

adapts

itself to

racked

tubular

setting,

which

the camera front as an ordinary

provided with screws to receive
the positive lens in front and the negative at the
back.
This attachment has two engraved scales,

lens setting,

one

is

showing

the

separation

of

the

optical

elements in tenths of an inch, and the other
the approximate magnifications, that

is,

the in-

creased size of the image at various extensions

over that produced by the positive lens alone.
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The

amount of subject in the image remains the same under all magnifications, but the
circle of illumination, and consequently the plate
actual

covered,

When

proportionately

is

greater covering at the

or smaller.

larger

same magnification

is desired, a negative lens of longer focus should
be employed.
The Approximate Extensions from negative

5^7

lens to focussing screen are as follows
For Magnilications.

Negative Lenses of ij

in.

A
„

focus

...

7

..

-

9
12

3

,.

...

8J

:

...

- "i
- 15 •

•

10^

^
...

\i\

isi

-

i5i

'8

••
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Extensions for lower or higher magnifications
are proportionate to the above,
calculated

by multiplying the

and they are

focal length of the

negative lens by the magnification, less one.

To find

the

Magnification.

camera extension by the
tive lens and add one.

—

Divide

the

focal length of the nega-

—

Multiply
To determine Equivalent Focus.
focal length of positive lens by the magnification
or, multiply focal length of positive by that of
negative, and divide the product by the separa;

tion,

which can be easily read off scale

of an

inch.

The Exposure

is

that necessary for the posi-

by square of magnification,
mag"., 2x25 = 50 sees.

tive lens multiplied
e.g. 2 sees., 5

in tenths
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AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC OUTFITS

As

regards a photographic outfit for aerial

work Messrs. Ross recommend the following

:

|-plate Square Bellows Camera, with Tele-

photographic Objective consisting of No.

5

Homocentric Lens, No. 4
Setting, with rack and pinion adjustment, and
3-in. Tele-negative Lens; or No. 5 Series III
Homocentric Lens, No. 3 Setting, and 3-in.
This outfit would be
Tele-negative Lens.
found very useful for all work done in conSeries

II

f/5.6

moving forces.
camera might be thought necessary
in the case of sieges, and the extra weight
would probably not greatly matter. An S^ in.
by 6^ in., or even 12 in. by 10 in. camera
might be used, and a Positive Lens of correnection with

A

larger

spondingly longer focus employed.

For balloon and airship photography the
most useful camera would be a Reflex. The
same Telephoto Objectives would answer for
this camera as for the Square Bellows pattern,
If a smaller camera be preferred,
|- plate size.
say for 5 in. by 4 in. or 4|- in. by ^^ in.,
then the most useful Telephoto Negative
Lens would be that of 2^-in. focus, or even
the 3-in.
Q
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IV

AIRSHIPS UNDER FIRE

THE

utmost diversity of opinion prevails
as to the risk which airships will run
during warfare in being shot down by the
enemy.
Some critics hold that no airship can
be of any practical value, from the fact that it
can be brought down so easily by either rifle

gun fire but others assert that aerial
vessels, by their speed, altitude, and ever varying
vertical and horizontal movement, will almost
completely baffle the most expert marksman
whilst from the rank and file of soldiery, whose
or big

;

bad shooting is notorious even against fixed
targets on the level, nothing at all need be
feared.

So

far

we have very

little

data to go upon,

War and
would
seem that
the Russo-Japanese
even captive balloons formed most elusive
marks for sharpshooters. Nothing is definitely
known as to how the airship would behave
under fire, and we must take with extreme
but from available reports in the Boer

War
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Under

Airships

Fire

caution the statements of artillerists and others

who

assert

high-angle

that

plosive shells will check

all

fire

aerial

and high-exwork by day

or night.

Discussing the relative

merits

of

dirigibles

and aeroplanes, it must be admitted that the
latter do not make such bulky targets
but, on
the other hand, the dirigibles will probably be
able to rise higher and keep further away from
attackers.
One of the best articles I have seen
on the subject of aeroplanes under fire appeared
in the
and I
Scientific American recently,
append some extracts from it
;

:

"The army

tests of aeroplanes at

Myer

Fort

are naturally bringing the question of the military

value of the airship

into

marked prominence.

Our esteemed contemporary Engineering News,
in the course of

subject,

is

a thoughtful article upon this

evidently less enthusiastic over the

military possibilities of the airship as a

future

means of obtaining full information of an enemy's
It
dispositions and movements than we are.
quotes,

with an evident reservation of doubt,

our statement that
its

if

the airship can only

present promise, the time

when the

modern

not far distant

war as practised to-day will be
most important element of success

art of

stripped of
(secrecy),

is

fulfil

its

and

lines,

its

will

prosecution,

be

at

least

along

rendered well-nigh
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possible.
in

Our contemporary

common

who

with others

believes that we,

believe in the use-

have

fulness of the future aeroplane scout,

how

failed

completely such a large object

to

realise

in

the air will be at the mercy of the sharp-

shooters of the enemy.

This

is

a point well

worth consideration.

"In

the

first

viction that

extremely
it

place, then, let us state our con-

an aeroplane

difficult

successfully

it

in

object

will

to

motion

To

hit.

be an

will

wing

'

be necessary to use a gun
for the perforation of the

of considerable calibre

;

canvas wings by the

tiny,

clean-cut holes of a

modern rifle bullet, would amount to nothing at
all.
Now, for a modern field gun to do any
accurate shooting,

it

is

have the exact range.

absolutely necessary to

To

get the range, even

with the best range finders,

is

a

difficult

matter

either ashore or afloat,

and when the object

motion the

are

difficulties

increased

is

in

but both

;

on sea and land the gunner has the advantage
that he can mark the fall of his shots and make
corrections until he has found the exact range.
" Moreover, he has the advantage, particularly
on the sea, of knowing that the change of direction of the object takes place only

approximately in one plane.

speed of the moving object
than fifteen miles an hour at
228

in

one,

or

Furthermore, the
is

usually not

sea,

and

less

more

than a

Airships

Under

of that speed on land.

fifth

aeroplane,

Fire
But the perfected

moving through the

air at

an hour, at an elevation of,
two thousand to three thousand feet,
sixty miles

forty to

from
be a
totally different proposition. At these high speeds
it will change its position at the rate of from sixty
to eighty feet a second.
Unlike the army or

navy
ment

one plane,

it

can

may

move

undulating

a direct

Nor

in as

choose.

he finds himself under

"

will

target, instead of being confined to
in

as the operator
if

say,

It is

he

fire,

wave-line course,

or

both vertically and

line

many

moveplanes

certain that,

will follow

an

varying from
laterally.

could an object, sweeping through the air

at high speed

on a sinuous

line of flight at the

height named, be hit by point-blank

fire

with

the heavy field guns, which alone would possess

power to bring it down. In
spite of the great improvements that have been
made in the training mechanism of field guns,
it would be impossible to hold the piece on such
sufficient disabling

time to secure a
Perhaps something might be
but even
with time-fuse shells

an object a

sufficient length of

point-blank

hit.

accomplished
with

these,

;

the

firing,

for

the reasons stated

above, would be largely of the
"

An

'

pot-luck

'

kind.

important advantage in favour of the im-

munity of the aeroplane scout from hostile fire
is that,
in order to make a reconnaissance, it
229
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would not be by any means necessary to sail
directly over the enemy's camp, fortifications, or
line of march.
Any one who has done topographical work is well aware of the great advantage of observation afforded by each additional
It would
fifty or one hundred feet of elevation.
be possible to make a fairly good map of Manhattan Island and its environs, even from the six
hundred or seven hundred feet elevation of the
Singer or Metropolitan tower, and to include in
the map quite a wide radius of country.
Hence
the aeroplane,

draw

off to

if

subjected to hostile

fire,

could

the outskirts of the locality to be

observed and mapped, and

still

have a

detailed view of the country for

all

sufficiently

practical pur-

Now at this greater distance, the machine
would have the advantage that its planes would
be directed fairly tangential to the curve of the
poses.

trajectory, or curve of flight of the projectiles

and should the aeroplane be reached by the
shells of the enemy, the chances are that a large
majority of them, even if they fell within the area
of the cross section of the machine, would pass
harmlessly between the planes, rudders, etc.,
without making a hit."
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CHAPTER XVI

THE COMMERCIAL USES OF
AIRSHIPS

THE

application of airships

uses

in

peace

to commercial

time has developed

more

slowly than the military uses, for the conditions
are

more exacting and the need not so

pressing.

were carried to its highest
point, a most important branch of it would be
the stimulation of invention and improvement in
every department, and the immediate testing
of every new contrivance which showed the
If military science

slightest

possibility

of being

usefully

adapted.

Through various reasons the process actually
followed by the military authorities is not so progressive,

but nevertheless to a certain degree

many new

inventions,

if

at all suitable,

have a

chance of being tried for warlike purposes ere
they can be applied commercially.

To

be adapted for commercial use the airship
would have to meet severe competition of older
forms of locomotion, and the opposition, both

up by those interested
We see
the well-established modes of travel.

theoretical
in

this fact

and

practical, set

demonstrated

in
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owners and railway companies to motor-cars.
Even if adapted as an amusing novelty, the airship will have to contend with a vast amount of
competition, and will have to show that it can be
taken up profitably ere any serious attempt will
be made to commercially exploit it.
The war authorities, on the other hand, have
no profit-and-loss account of this nature to check
them.

They seek

weapons, knowing

pays best

at
full

all

obtain

costs to

new

well that a bold policy

in this respect.

War

is

terribly dear,

but once prepared for or entered

into,

victory

must be striven for regardless of the expenditure
The wars of the future will
in lives and money.
and
scientific
preparation, and by
be won by long
the skilful employment of every mechanical device
which will give superiority over a foe. The airship in at least one form has already been employed
by most of the military powers, and the time is
now approaching when some commercial applications will be found for aerial vessels.

Taking the peace uses of
widest

sense,

I

may

thus

set

airships
forth

purposes to which they can be put

in

their

the main

:

Exploration

Sport
Spectacular dis-

Emergency despatch

Recreation

Passenger carriers de luxe

[plays

Scientific research

carriers

High-speed transport work

Coastal rescue agents.
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of Airships

SPORT

Already the
been employed

dirigible
in sport,

and the aeroplane have
spectacular displays, and

as the recreation agents of wealthy people.
all

In

these respects the aeroplane has a very promis-

ing future before

mind

it,

for

that the bicycle

we have only to call to
and the motor-car were

employed as sporting instruments ere they
assumed practical value. Sport is a most important agent of development in these days, and
aeroplane racing will form a highly exciting and
Already in France and Gerattractive pursuit.
many large sums of money have been spent in
laying out grounds for aeroplane racing, and the
results attained by the Rheims and Blackpool

first

meetings

illustrate the

wonderful possibilities of

aerial sport.

This sudden success has had a harmful effect,
however, and unless the whole affair is controlled
by responsible bodies aeroplane racing will degenerate into a showman's business, in which a

band of highly trained professionals will
render it impossible and undesirable for the best

little

Illtype of amateur sportsman to take part.
considered encouragement, and the ignorance of
many writers on aviation matters in the daily

have helped to bring about these pernicious
developments, which unless checked will imperil

press,
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the future of the sport.

Aeroplane racing

will

be best developed as an amateur sport, and it
should be maintained on the same high level as
every

first-class

English sport.

EXPLORATION
In the realm of exploration Mr.

Wellman has

made two unsuccessful attempts to reach
North Pole by airship. With his slowspeed, non-rigid vessel the task was hopeless
from the outset, but he must be given credit for
a great deal of courage and enterprise in attemptCount Zeppelin hopes in the near
ing the work.
future to carry out Polar exploration by means of
his rigid airships, and working from a northern
base, such as Spitzbergen, he will have a strong
possibility of accomplishing most useful work.
In various forms of scientific research and exploration over the most difficult regions of the
already
the

earth, the airship in several forms will eventually

render invaluable service.

DESPATCH CARRIERS

As emergency

despatch carriers the aeroplane

in a more developed form than the present one may
be usefully employed.
By following a bee-line
course through a free medium at high speed it
can easily excel any form of emergency carrier

on land or water.

It will
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may

dangers, of course, and in severe weather

be impracticable.
Indeed, in our present state
of knowledge, we cannot expect that the aerial
vessel will be employed so frequently or regularly

most approved forms of land and sea
We must bear in mind, however, that
we are comparing a very new vessel with others
based on centuries of experience.
A flying machine capable of travelling at

as the

vessels.

eighty miles an hour would,

when

in motion,

have little to fear on most days of the year but
sundry difficulties in starting, and more particularly in landing again, would be encountered if
it were employed in windy weather.
High speed
;

is

the great

essential

;

but

when people

talk

200 miles an hour they show
a deep ignorance of the many complex problems
which would arise ere half that speed could be
attained by an aerial vessel through its own
glibly of speeds of

power.

work would be for articles
and small bulk, for the aerial
vessel will always be quite unsuited for the
Letters
carriage of heavy and bulky articles.
and urgent despatches will be the things most
usually carried, and in our high-pressure times
there will be many occasions in business and
This

aerial despatch

of light weight

when such a speedy
be much appreciated.
politics
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EMERGENCY AGENTS
In emergency, too, the aerial vessel will be
used to carry some person to whom every

A

moment
state,

is of vital importance.
minister of
a general, a medical expert, or some pro-

fessional or business

man

with great issues at

stake will have use for a vehicle which can trans-

him to his destination in a direct line, and
an average speed of sixty or eighty miles an

port
at

hour.

modes of locomotion we must take into mind the amount of
time lost in getting under way, and the many
In judging speeds by

other

Thus, if a
required, various preparations have

checks due to interruptions en route.
special train

is

to be made, time is lost in getting to the station,
and in waiting for the train to be got ready and
the line cleared. Various stops or checks en route
must also be allowed for, and the train may bring
one to a place many miles from the actual point

All

required.

speed.

So

these delays

affect

the average

too with a motor-car chartered, for

London. A moderate speed will have
be maintained until the many miles of streets
and suburban roads have been passed and slow
traffic on the roads, as well as corners, obstructions, and the winding nature of the route will all
instance, in

to

;

cause loss of time.
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The

through the

free bee-line route

air at

a set

show enormous advantage
over other emergency modes of locomotion. Let

high speed

will thus

us

assume that an eminent medical

in

London

suddenly

is

man whose life
and who lies in
away by

summoned

specialist

to attend a

of great value to the nation,

is

a precarious condition lOO miles

bee-line

;

1

20 miles by

rail,

nearest

Let us
140 miles by road.
further assume that the doctor has the choice of
station four miles

;

a special train to a point four miles from the

man, or a high-speed motor-car from
London, or a reliable aeroplane with an average
speed of 60 miles an hour. The following table
gives a theoretical comparison at the time when
the flying machine will be perfected to a comdying

mercial article

:

COMPARATIVE TIMES OCCUPIED IN AN EMERGENCY
JOURNEY
Special Train.

Special Motor-car.

Aerial Warfare
have referred to the various delays in connection with a special train, and the schedule
given shows a very smart performance over a
main line, under favourable conditions. I purposely take a case in which no ordinary service
I

is available, as I wish to show the
emergency values of the three modes of locomo-

express train

tion.

A

powerful motor-car, specially chartered,

would also lose much time in getting out on the
open roads, and then it would have a course which
would measure about 130 miles. Allowing the
very high and dangerous average speed of 35
miles an hour over English roads, the whole
journey would take over four hours, and would
be an undertaking of no small risk. Its action,
moreover, would be illegal, and might lead to
serious consequences.

Granting that in the up-to-date conditions
governing the hiring of emergency aeroplanes
it would take half an hour to charter one, and for
the medical
car to

a

man to be

some

start could

transported by swift motor-

central point in

be made,

less

London from which

than two hours need

be occupied on the journey if the machine could
make sixty miles an hour. Moreover, by going
in a bee-line it would save the many miles due

by road or rail. Thus it would be
under these conditions for the
quite
medical man to be landed at some point quite
to detours

feasible
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destination

his

Uses of Airships
two

within

hours from receiving the summons.

and

At

a

half

the time

that aeroplanes would be used for such purposes

the whole country would be well

mapped out as

regards suitable landing-places, and special charts

would be

made

available.

If the

journey had to be
would favour the

at night the circumstance

railway,

and the motor-car

to

specially

At
some

a lesser degree.

make

night the aeroplane would have to

for

appointed landing-place which would

By

be lighted up.

the aid of

operation

searchlight,

the

dangerous.

Fog would

own

its

would

delay

all

powerful

not be
three

too

modes

locomotion, but otherwise only a storm
might prevent the aeroplane from being used.
In many other journeys over a bee-line distance
of a hundred miles the perfected flying machine
would show even a greater saving over the
special train and the motor-car
although, of
course, cases could be made out in which the
saving would not be so great, as if, for instance,
there were straight and high-speed motor roads
radiating from London over which very high
speed could be made. But I think the aeroof

:

plane will

come

to a practical stage ere that inno-

made, great though the progress be
from the crude and fragile aeroplane of to-day
to the powerful machine which can compete in
vation

is

an emergency with train or motor-car.
R
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As

the distances increase, and as regions be-

come more

hilly or difficult for terrestrial travel,

the airship would score in a yet
fashion.

get from

If,

more marked

for instance, a minister required to

London

to Paris late at night

on a most

important errand he could, by means of a high-

speed flying machine, cover the distance in about

and a half hours. By train and steamer he
would take nearly eight hours, and if the regular
services were missed he could not hope by
emergency means to perform the journey in equal
time, as two special trains and a steamer would
have to be chartered, and all this would entail
considerable delay.
The airship by its power of
uninterrupted bee-line travel over sea and land
has many unique advantages which will eventually make it superior to any form or combinations
of terrestrial travel, and this, without requiring
those fantastic speeds which so many people think
four

necessary.

AERIAL TRAFFIC

To

understand

fully

the peculiar advantages of

we must realise that locomotion
on sea and land lies along one plane, in other
words it is of two dimensions, being governed by
the length and breadth of the area over which
aerial navigation,

it

works.

Now

dimensions, since

and depth.

aerial
it

navigation

is

of three

can avail of length, breadth,

In a square mile of land and sea
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there

is

Airships

a definite limit to the number of vessels

which can safely operate there at the same time.

M

I

1

(

II

(

t

(I

.gvf ^ii-e

»

'

t

O

c

|.>.

(I

flsta/ic

i(

LAND TRAFFIC

t

i.

SEA TRAFFIC
50 vessels per square mile

154 vehicles per square mile

AERIAL TRAFFIC
Five layers, or a total of 250 vessels per square mile

On

land there will be a number of narrow and

specially prepared strips for roads
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on the water the whole area of the square
mile can be covered with but one layer of ships,
whilst

each having a certain amount of sea room.
In one square mile of air we can, however,

have

several

layers

different levels.

of

vessels

operating

at

work up
and aeroplanes up to

Dirigibles already can

5000 feet for instance,
1000 feet.
Taking the practicable navigable

to

we have a
which aerial vessels can
work in separate planes one above the other.
Allowing a distance of fifty feet between each
layer of vessels we could have twenty such layers.
If we suppose that fifty vessels can be safely
navigated simultaneously over a square mile of sea
(that is, on one plane), it can be argued that in the
twenty planes of air over a similar area our threedimension traffic can be made up of nearly 1000
vessels, or in other words nearly twenty times the
traffic that can be accommodated over the same
area to be from 100
depth of 1000 feet

feet to 11 00 [feet,
in

area of the earth's surface.

allowance by one

half,

element of safety

is

If

we reduce

this

and say that ten times as
many aerial vessels as sea ships can be accommodated, it will still be seen what immense
possibilities of development lie in aerial navigation, and it may also be realised that a great
introduced.

Vessels of various types will be set to

normally at determined
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levels,

and

will

run

make
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special

signals

when

of Airships
from

changing

these.

There will always remain, in case of a collision
being imminent, the possibility of each vessel
carrying out a

new

rule of the road in the vertical

plane as well as in the horizontal plane.

Vessels

at sea can only steer to the right or left in en-

deavouring to clear each other.

Aerial ships, in

addition, can dive under or leap over each other,

and

definite rules will

be

laid

down

to determine

the course of action to be pursued by each vessel
in

an emergency.

In the diagram, for purposes

have
aerial vessels, and
between it and the
horizontal plane, and
of clearness

I

shown only
each

thus

layers

five

has

next vessel

in

of

1056 feet

same
and the

the

200 feet between it
above and below it. Even
then the superiority of the third dimension is very
apparent, though it is too far to look forward
to the time when aerial traffic will be so great
that full advantage will need to be taken of this
vessels in the planes

factor.

As

regards land,

it

is

difficult to institute

exact comparison of the amount of

traffic

an

that

In cities we see
can be borne per square mile.
great congestion, and the average speed of the
entire volume of traffic is very low, so that the

would be derived from a great
If an aerial
is unobtainable.
vessel can average forty miles an hour as comfull

benefit that

number of

vehicles
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pared with land vehicles
ten or fifteen

on the side

a city area averaging
miles an hour the advantage is all
of the

in

aerial

land

In

vessels.

locomotion over the roads there will never be
a great average speed maintained until fast
mechanical

traffic

has special routes of

own

its

and delays which must

to avoid those checks

where slow horse-drawn traffic
and high-speed motor traffic endeavour to use
the same routes.
But every route costs a very
large sum to lay out and maintain, whilst in the
inevitably arise

Thus land

air the route costs nothing.

always be very limited and
I

routes will

liable to congestion.

have taken a square mile of land

as a specimen of the general

in

amount of

Surrey
rail

and

road accommodation to be found per square mile
in

England.

In this space

we have under

miles of main roads, and this

average than usual, as

I

is

a

far

three

higher

have purposely selected

an area with a village from which several routes
radiate.

There

is

also a

little

over one mile of

Allowing 200 feet between each vehicle
running at high speed we could assume that
about 150 vehicles could use the three miles of
road at the same time, and on the railway lines
we could allow four trains. Thus in all it might
be said that 154 high-speed vehicles could
railway.

simultaneously use the routes of that area under
ideal conditions.
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Needless

to

and

corners,

with

say,

Airships
sharp

cross-roads,

dangers and obstructions,

other

nothing like 150 high-speed road vehicles could
be run at the same time in such a small area, and
the average speed would be

much

lower,

and the

danger of accident and collision much greater,
The
than in a square mile of aerial traffic.
prime cost and the expensive upkeep of these
land routes must also be borne in mind in comparing the two systems of traffic.
A bare year ago all these considerations would
have been regarded as too fantastic. But in the
interval the Channel has been crossed by aeroFarman has flown for
plane at record speed
;

miles
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dirigibles
at

without

a

stop;

have manoeuvred

different

heights

;

aeroplanes

in the

and

sky together

Comte de Lambert has

flown from Juvisy to Paris and circled over the
Eiffel

Tower

;

Santos

Dumont

has

attained

hour
and so all
55
the points elaborated have been demonstrated to
be feasible. We can reasonably hope for inspeeds

up

to

miles an

;

reliability, length of journey, and
improved manoeuvring power, and with them we
may come near to the condition of things I have
sketched out, although I would point out that
enormous improvement will have to be made ere
any regular service can be undertaken by aero-

creased power,

planes,
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OVERSEA TRAFFIC

As

regards long-distance oversea

traffic,

as,

between Europe and the United
new types of aerial vessels will have to
be evolved ere such projects can be attempted.
The aeroplane of the future will be of a large
size, with fish-shaped central body so contrived
that it can float on the water, and even be
navigated there.
Mr. Lanchester limits the
range of action of small machines to about looo
miles, but it is an open question if a large vessel
could carry fuel enough for such a journey and
bear a useful load as well. We must remember
however that developments in fuel and engines
are to be allowed for, and indeed one deep thinker
instance,

for

States,

may eventually
The transatlantic

holds that atmospheric electricity

be the great source of power.
airship, whether dirigible or aeroplane, can only
come, however, after short-distance aerial transit
has been very highly developed.

PASSENGER SERVICES
In the matter of passenger services de luxe
the

Zeppelin

initiative.

Company has

Failing

already taken the

employment of many
German naval and

the

Zeppelin dirigibles by the
military authorities,

company

it

is

the

intention of the

to establish passenger service lines over
248
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Germany.

The

project

was

of Airships
first

to

link

up

MAP OF THE PROPOSED ZEPPELIN AIRSHIP SERVICES

South

Germany

Lucerne

;

with

Berlin,

Hamburg, and

and further developments are sug249
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gested of

making Hamburg or Kiel a great

port in the north, and run services to

aerial

Heligoland, the North Sea watering-places, Copen-

hagen, and even to England

Too

optimistic a view

the proceeding, and

must not be taken of

we have

ning of the scheme.

yet to see a begin-

Possibly the experiment

be tried of running a few ships from
Friedrichshafen to Lucerne in the summer

will first

months, when the immense tourist

from Switzerland can be tapped.
afford a unique

and unrivalled

traffic to

and

The airship will
way of studying

the beauties of Switzerland, and provided the
ships
in

have suitable harbours, and are improved
reliability, they should in time win

speed and

the favour of wealthy tourists.

The expense
enormous,
great
this

:

of operating a Zeppelin ship

however.

pure hydrogen

The prime
is

used for

needs frequent replenishing,

being thus a serious item.

The

cost

is

inflation,

the

gas

fuel bill is

is

very

and
bill

very

also, and with upkeep of harbours, payment of crew, etc., the running cost will be
balanced only by very high charges being made.
Once the scheme is proved workable there will
be found many people willing to pay the costly
fares, for as a means of locomotion it will prove
infinitely more attractive than any other form

high

now

available for tourists.
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So

of Airships

too in various other parts df

Germany

this

passenger service de luxe will find supporters,
and it should have little difficulty in excelling the

German
But

it

railways in speed over long distances.

cannot be hoped that the service will be
the year round
and the many in-

reliable all

;

owing

terruptions

materially

reduce

to

unsuitable

the

profits.

weather
In

effect

will

the

scheme will be a new luxury, highly experimental,
and likely to be faced with many difficulties ere
it can be placed on a sound commercial basis.
But for some years at least the dirigible will
have the advantage over the flying machine as
a passenger carrier, since the aeroplane in
present form

is

its

not suited for taking more than

one passenger in comfort. The difficulty will
not be overcome by making larger machines.
A
new type will in all probability be found necessary
and there are many ways by which the
desired end may be attained.
An important meaning underlies the commercial development of the Zeppelin airship in
Germany. If at all successful the fleet will be
rapidly increased, and by active service and
possible competition the vessels will be very
quickly improved. Should the scheme of making
the vessels suitable for use along the North Sea
;

coast prove feasible,

Germany

a great auxiliary aerial

will in

time have

fleet available in
25

time of
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war which will give her an immense advantage
over any other power.
The whole scheme is
fascinating in
if it

boldness of conception, and even

its

succeeds only in part,

valuable ally for both

its

Germany

will

army and navy.

have a

Further-

more, should the aerial services pay for themselves in peace times the cost to the
will

of

be very

them

when they

little

in time of war.

France,

mindful

ever

Germany, has

also

aerial services.

A

Issy,

progress

of

worked out a scheme

for

the

centre will be established at

important points.

The

ships

will

be

smaller than the Zeppelin, and will not be

Harbours

so speedy.

important points.

It

will

by

profit

charging

be erected at various

computed by the pro-

is

moters that a thirty-mile
a

of

near Paris, and here lines will radiate to

various

much

Government
make use

desire to

trip

from

can be

made

£2

^^

to

at

per

A

government subsidy will probably
be obtained to help on the enterprise, for it will
mean a most useful addition to the French
passenger.

fighting forces.

In connection with the establish-

ment of a permanent aerodrome at Betheny, near
Rheims, it is also proposed to work out an aeroplane route from Paris to B6theny, with inter-

mediate landing places at Meaux, Dormans, and

Epernay.

By

by

their

travel

means flying machines could
own power from Paris to Rheims.
this
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We must wait for a further period of development ere aeroplanes or dirigibles can be usefullyemployed as high-speed transport agencies for

MAP OF THE PROPOSED AIRSHIP SERVICES IN FRANCE
An

aeroplane route from Paris to Rheims, with various intermediate
landing stages, has also been suggested.

light

and small

here

will necessitate

the

carriage

When

articles,

of

as the conditions of

more

tourists

aerial vessels

work

reliable services than

or

pleasure-seekers.

are built capable of high
253
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speeds, and reliable in every respect, they can be
usefully stationed at ports, seaside resorts,

and

other parts of the coast so as to render service

wreck and disasters at sea. The wind
may have abated enough to permit of powerful
aerial vessels flying over a wreck or a vessel in
distress at a time when the water remains so
rough that no effective aid can be sent in any
other way.
Many other uses will suggest themselves for aerial vessels when they have reached
a high stage of efficiency, but enough has been
said to indicate that the commercial possibilities
in cases of

of airships justify the matter receiving serious

We

attention.

must

deprecate

" wild-cat

schemes, and projects established by swindlers
to extract

money from

the gullible public.

Great

have yet to be made in every type of
any serious application to commercial
uses can be recommended.
But the employment
of airships in sport will do much to hasten
strides

vessel ere

progress.

On November 17th, 1909, the German Airship
Navigation Co. was incorporated at Frankfurt
with a capital of p^ 150,000.
The company
V
intend to acquire two vessels, " Zeppelin I
and " Zeppelin V " and will establish harbours
at Frankfurt, Baden-Baden, Mannheim, Munich,
;

Leipzig,

Cologne, Dusseldorf, Berlin,

and Essen.
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CHAPTER XVII

AEROPLANE PROGRESS
on
WHEN,
Wright

IN 1909

the last day of 1908, Wilbur

surpassed

all

his previous records

by a flight lasting 2 hours 20 minutes 23 seconds,
it was felt that he had set up a record which his
French rivals would find it difficult to beat. The
Paris Aeronautical Exhibition, which opened on
December 24th, and continued into the new year,
showed that strenuous efforts were being made,
however, to evolve new machines which would
The early months of
excel the American flyer.
1909 passed away, nevertheless, without Wright's
record being broken, and indeed as time went on
it

appeared as

give

a

good

analysis of

if

the

new machines would not

account

of

themselves.

Close

the situation revealed the fact that

engine trouble was the principal factor in the
delay, and the difficulty in evolving a light motor

which would do the work required was not easily
settled.

The Wrights had

two propellers
driven by a strong and simple type of motor at
favoured

2S5
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Their " catapult

relatively slow speed.

got

"

device

initial trouble of starting, and
a high-powered engine unnecessary.

over the

rendered

French designers worked to evolve a machine
which would start without the need of an extraneous apparatus, and they adopted a single

by a light but
The claims made by the rival

propeller driven at high speed

powerful engine.

were

schools

vigorously

persisting in the

discussed,

correctness

of

its

each

side

principles,

when perhaps a compromise would have been
better.

Whilst

seemingly little progress was being
France news came from Canada of the
success of Mr. McCurdy, who carried out several
remarkable flights over the frozen surface of a
lake near Baddeck Bay, Nova Scotia.
He used
a machine designed by the Aerial Experiment
Association. This body included Messrs. Curtiss,
Baldwin, McCurdy, and Dr. Graham Bell, a truly
remarkable combination of talent and inventive-

made

in

Amongst

ness.

tion

were the

the

first

products of the organisa-

Red Wing, White

Wing, and June

Bug biplanes.
In 1909 the Silver
Aerial

Experiment

Dart was employed by
Association,

the

a nine miles

course being marked out over the frozen lake

Bras d'Or. In February and March Mr.

made

the

first

successful
256

flights

McCurdy

of the

year.

Aeroplane Progress in 1909
Considerable distances were accomplished, and in

over 1000 miles are said to have been covered
about 100 journeys. Dr. Graham Bell also

all

in

tested his curious cellular machine, but a mishap

checked the work.
Eventually the Aerial Experiment Association

was

dissolved,

as

arrived at the stage

members felt they had
when a purely experimental

the

organisation was no longer advisable.

Messrs.

McCurdy and

Baldwin decided to work in
Canada, whilst Mr. Curtiss devoted himself to
the American trade, founding the Herring-Curtiss

Company

Hammondsport, N.Y.
Wright made many
flights at Pau, and they attracted many distinguished visitors.
King Edward of England,
the King of Spain, and Mr. A. J. Balfour were
amongst those who saw the flying man accomplish his wonderful evolutions, and these demonstrations helped considerably to awaken public
During

at

February Mr.

interest in aviation.

Efforts

the

Bay

were made to hold aviation races over

of Monaco, but they failed completely,

as at that time
travel

no

flyer

was daring enough to

over the sea, even for a short distance.

end of April was the new Farman
same time a newcomer, Hubert Latham, made his first flight on
the Antoinette monoplane.

Not

until the

biplane tried, and about the

s
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May

Government appointed a
Scientific Advisory Committee to give expert
opinion to the naval and military authorities on
aeronautical matters.
The committee was made
up of distinguished scientific men, but save Mr.
Lanchester none had any experience of aeronautics.
Thus the new body did not give
complete satisfaction, nor was it a guarantee
that England would move quickly in practical
In

the British

work.

At

the end of May,

Latham

flew for

j,"]

minutes

and thus established a new monoplane
showed extraordinary skill in the
control of the machine.
Tissandier, one of the
French Wright pupils, made a good flight of
3 seconds,

record.

I

He

hour 2 minutes.
Unfavourable weather, trouble with engines,

and other causes led to many delays with the
numerous new machines built in Europe and
America, and the majority of the trials were
unsuccessful.

On

July 17th,

however,

Curtiss

flew for 52 minutes 30 seconds in America,

and

same month made a flight
Latham now suddenly came to

Bl^riot early in the

of 50 minutes.

the front by a monoplane flight of 67 minutes

and he therefore quickly decided

compete for
the cross-Channel prize of ^1000 offered by the
Daily Mail.
Setting up his establishment on the cliffs at
258
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a point near Calais, he began his preparations
the

for

first

oversea

The

machine.
treme, for

all

trip

made by a

flying

venture was daring- in the exthe

conditions of oversea flight

were unknown.
After

many weary

owing

waits

windy

to

weather, he set out on July 19th, and

made a

magnificent plunge over the high

soaring,

was

as

barely
stopped,

cliffs,

But when
a great height.
out from land his engine

his wont, at
six

miles

owing

to

a

of

failure

apparatus, and he dropped

the

ignition

He

into the sea.

was quickly picked up by a French torpedoboat destroyer, which acted as his escort,
and he proved to be little the worse for the
adventure.

Louis Bl^riot, his great

rival,

could resist the

temptation no longer, and he hurried to Calais,
also to prepare for the cross-Channel flight.

that time, in America, Orville

Wright was

(At

carry-

ing out his tests for the military authorities, which
I

The

deal with elsewhere.)

eagle-eyed B16riot

found a period of tempting calm early on the

morning of July 25th, 1909, and whilst Latham
slept, and his watchers waited for better weather,
Bldriot got out his

little

machine,

made a

trial

and warned his escort to be ready. It was
done so quickly that Latham was awakened

trip,
all

to see his rival flying towards England.
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it

was too

late to follow, for the

wind had risen

too.

was lucky, but never was luck better
For years he had been the sole
exponent of the monoplane, and had risked his
life scores of times, and spent a small fortune in
Bldriot

deserved.

He

proving the correctness of his idea.
fast

and

well,

flew

but in mid-channel there came an

when he was out of sight of both
and lost his course.
kept on straight ahead, and eventually

anxious time
countries

He

sighted the English coast, but not Dover,
the wind had taken him eastward.
his

Then

for

with

indomitable courage he fluttered along by

There was
for he
got into a regular aerial maelstrom, and was
whirled round twice when he had got in over
Dover.
This caused him to make an abrupt
the

cliffs

nearly

a

he found
end to

until

his goal.

the

tragic

voyage,

landing.

But he had come to England as no other
man before him had been able to travel, and

he had made the crossing
the

fastest

ship.

Here

in

in

better time than

the

dawn of an

English Sunday a Frenchman had flown over

one of our great naval ports unobserved and
It
was only a sporting feat,
unexpected.
another

sign

nations,

but

of
it

friendship

gave

one
260

between

the

two

pause for thought.
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From France
by

a

little

England

to

which

craft

minutes

forty

in

cost

;^400,

which

can travel high up in the

air, and elude fleets
and guns
One day the flyers will be as
silent and as numerous as birds in the air
and
!

not

much

soar

larger

—

Will

to.

laggard nations

Latham

—

at the great heights they will

it

be

well

then

with

the

?

Channel flight some time
success, and failed only when close

tried the

after Bldriot's

Then

August came the great race
meeting at Rheims, which was yet another revelation of the power of the aeroplane.
This
to

I

Dover.

treat

followed,

in

A

of separately.

and here again

so successful at Rheims,
speed.

Here

record of 645

Rougier

meeting

Curtiss,

at

Brescia

who had been

showed extraordinary

made a new

altitude

feet,

Mr. Cody in England made a flight of
66 minutes in September, in which he circled
A consistent imover a wide area of country.
provement extending over several months had
led up to this fine performance, and he followed

up with several other good flights in preparation for the London to Manchester flight, for
which the Daily Mail had offered ^10,000.
After two short flights on October 9th he postponed the trial.
September was notable also for the crossit
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country flight of Santos Dumont on his tiny
monoplane. He went from St Cyr to Buc in
five minutes,

that

in

time,

4f miles cross-country
and showing a speed of over

travelling

55 miles an hour, thus beating all the speed
He repeated the feat several times,

records.

and made a new record in rapid starting by
getting his machine into the air after running
In an unofficial
70 yards along the ground.
trial
he rose after a run of but 20 yards.
Orville Wright in Berlin made several records,
his best being in carrying a passenger for

35 minutes 47 seconds.
honour of taking the

i

hour

In October he had the

German Crown

Prince

Some days previously
a successful trip.
he had soared alone to a height estimated at
Meantime Wilbur Wright at New
890 feet
York had made some magnificent flights in
for

connection with the Fulton celebrations, circling

and presenting a
On October 4th he flew
striking spectacle.
off Manhattan Island,
Governor's
Island,
from
out past the Statue of Liberty, up the Hudson
River, high above the warships, and back to
The distance was over 20 miles
the island.
It
and was accomplished in 33^ minutes.
must be classed as one of the grandest events
over

assembled

the

fleets,

of the year.

Races

at Berlin, Port Aviation (Paris),
262

Frank-
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furt,

Doncaster,

aeronautic

salon

and

Blackpool,
Paris,

in

and a great
the most

brought

eventful season in the history of aeronautics to

a

close.

November Paulhan

In

flew for 2 hours 49

minutes 20 seconds at Brooklands, near London,
thus

ranking next to Farman.

Moore- Brabazon flew

for nearly

days previously, being the

first

Mr.

J.

T.

C.

two miles a few
British-born sub-

make a flight of over a mile on a Britishmade machine. He was soon followed by the
Hon. C. S. Rolls, who used the first British-built
Wright machine. Herr Grade made the first
flights in Germany about this time on his allGerman monoplane.
Mr. Henry Farman eclipsed all his previous
ject to

by a magnificent flight of 4 hours
seconds
at Mourmelon-le-Grand on
53

feats

3rd.

He

was the

first

man

to fly for

1

7

minutes

November
more than

four hours.

Two fatal accidents, causing the deaths of
Lefebvre and Captain Ferber, marred the year,
and showed that the aeroplane was still far from
the desired stage of reliability.

Viewed from the

technical point the improve-

ments effected were mainly in the engines and in
the increased skill and daring of the aviators.
In no machine save the Voisin was any attempt
made to secure automatic stability, and many of
263
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the vessels flew merely by the "brute force"
imparted by unnecessarily powerful engines.

There

many

is

thus

vital

much room

respects,

more

stability.

264

for

improvement

particularly

in

that of

CHAPTER

XVIII

AEROPLANE RACING
The Rheims Aviation Meeting

THE

first

aviation

race meeting ever held

took place on the Plain of Bdtheny, near

Rheims, from August 22nd to the 29th, 1909, and
proved a complete success, both as a public
spectacle and as a test of flying machines.
The
aroused extraordinary interest, and it was
proved beyond all question that aeroplane racing
can be made a very attractive sport. As many
as seven machines were to be seen in the air at

affair

one time, and despite windy weather the races
were held every day without serious mishaps.

The presence
Renard and
contrast, and

of two French airships the Colonel
the

Zodiac

afforded

a

striking

for the first time in the history of

aeronautics dirigible balloons and flying machines

were seen

The

in the air at the

same

time.

course was laid out to form a rectangle

measuring 10 kilometres in all. The aeroplane
sheds were set back from the track so that a
large manoeuvring ground was reserved for them
26s
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came on the course proper. This was a
very sensible arrangement, but from the spectaere they

would have been better had
At the
not been quite so large.

cular point of view

the course itself

it

same time it was evident that aeroplanes require
ample "sea room," and many serious accidents
would have occurred had there not been such
ample space available at Rheims.

The competing machines
Wright

machines,

included the French

Voisin,

Farman,

Bldriot,

Antoinette, R.E.P., and Curtiss.

There
entered,

were in all
and all save

thirty-eight

the

aeroplanes

Curtiss

(the

sole

American representative) were well known

in

Europe.

On
rather

the opening day,
boisterous,

machines

when the weather was
French-owned

the

accomplished

and showed a wonderful

the

Wright

best performances

But on

controllability.

the succeeding days they were beaten in speed

and length

of

flight

by most of the

other

machines.

Owing

to the

wide

range of engine power

(see table in "Aeroplanes of the Year") exact

parisons are not feasible

machines, as

it

is

power of another can hardly excel
review of the results will show
the biplane more than maintained its posi-

in speed.

that

different

obvious that a machine with

half the engine
it

between the

com-

A
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although the monoplane enthusiasts expected

tion,

would sweep the boards. The
made by a biplane, and the
highest speed was also attained by a doublethat their machines

longest flight was
decker.

Nevertheless, the monoplane pressed
close,

and showed a

it

pretty

amount of

relatively greater

improvement. The Curtiss biplane, which has
about the weight and bearing surface of the usual
monoplane, proved faster than

single-deck

its

and the ease and rapidity with which it
took the air showed new possibilities in the light
rival,

small-sized
it

biplane.

But,

all

things considered,

was evident that there was room

for all classes

of aeroplanes, and this as proving that flying

machines can be made

in

many

different types

should be of considerable comfort to inventors.

Appended

are the results of the races

:

LONG-DISTANCE CONTEST.
Grand Prix

de la Champagne.
Distance
Miles.

Farman

2

Henry Farman
Hubert Latham

3

Louis Paulhan

4

De Lambert

(No. 29)
Voisin biplane
Wright biplane

5

Hubert Latham

Antoinette monoplane

1

biplane

Hr.

112^

3

96^
82

time.
Min.Sec.

4

56

2

13

9

2

40

72^

i

50

59

69

I

38

5

Antoinette monoplane

(No. 23)

Farman made

in

a world's record for time and

distance.
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FIRST GORDON BENNETT AVIATION RACE.
and Interclub Race over 20 kilometres or

International

I

zi

miles.

Aeroplane Racing
HEIGHT CONTEST
Ft.

2

Latham (Antoinette monoplane)
Farman (Farman biplane)

3

Paulhan (Voisin biplane)

1

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

508
360
180

FASTEST LAP PRIZE
Distance, 10 kilometres, or 6 miles 376 yards.
Min.
1

BMriot (Bldriot monoplane)

.

.

2

Curtiss (Curtiss biplane)

.

.

3

Latham

.

.

4

Lefebvre (Wright biplane)

.

•

Farman (Farman

.

(Antoinette monoplane)
biplane)

Sec.

7
8

47f
49^
32!

8

58f

7

9

6f
were Tissandier (Wright), 9 minutes it\
seconds
De Lambert (Wright), 9 minutes 33I seconds
Legagneux (Voisin), 9 minutes 56 seconds Paulhan (Voisin),
Delagrange (Bldriot), 1 1 minutes 3
10 minutes 50 seconds
Cockburn
seconds Sommer (Farman), 1 1 minutes 24 seconds
(Farman), 11 minutes 44 seconds; Bunau-Varilla (Voisin), 13
minutes 30 seconds.
The winner's speed was 47 1 miles an hour.
5

Next

in

•

order

;

;

;

;

;

The

Brescia Meeting

Although not so successful or important as the
sport was witnessed

Rheims Meeting, some good

at the first Italian Aviation Meeting, held near

Brescia,

September 5th

to 12th.

RESULTS
GRAND PRIZE OF BRESCIA
50 kilometres.
1

G. Curtiss (Curtiss)

2

M. Rougier

.

(Voisin)
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Hr.

M!n.

Sec

.

.

o

49

.

.

i

22

26
o
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MODIGLIANI PRIZE
International, for altitude.

M. Rougier (Voisin), 198^ metres (645
G. Curtiss (Curtiss), 51 metres.

1

2

Rougier made a world's record

PRIZE FOR

ft.).

for height.

CARRYING PASSENGER
International.

Lieutenant Calderara (Wright).

PRIZE FOR STARTING

IN

SHORTEST DISTANCE

1

G. Curtiss (Curtiss), 80 metres.

2

M. Leblanc

(BMriot).

Lieutenant Calderara, on his Wright machine,

won all

the prizes

confined to Italian aviators.

The Berlin Meeting
At

new

the

aviation ground of Johannisthal,

near Berlin, a meeting was held from September
26th to October 3rd, but was not brilliantly

owing

successful,

poor management.

to unfavourable

weather and

M. Latham made a

sensa-

from the Tempelhofer Feld to Johanpassing over the outlying districts of

tional flight
nisthal,

Berlin.

RESULTS
DISTANCE CONTEST
1

2

3

Rougier (Voisin), 131 kilometres.

Latham (Antoinette), 82J kilometres.
Farman (Farman) 80 kilometres.

Rougier's time in the air was 2 hours 41 minutes 43 seconds.
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SPEED CONTEST
20 kilometres

2

Latham (Antoinette)
Farman (Farman)

3

De

1

.

Caters (Voisin)

.

Min.

Sec.

.

.

18

46

.

.

22

2

.

.

22

47

ALTITUDE CONTEST
1

Rougier (Voisin), 158 metres.

2

Latham

At almost

(Antoinette), 85 metres.

same
Wright

the

BerHn, Orville

time, in another part of
in

an unofficial

rose

trial

an estimated height of 500 metres, or 1637

to

feet.

Bl^riot,

at

Cologne,

himself in duration of
for

I

made a new

flight,

record for

remaining

in the air

hour 4 minutes 56 seconds.

The Blackpool Meeting
Only by extraordinary luck was any measure
it looked almost foolhardy
an aviation meeting so late in the year
over an exposed region such as that at Blackpool.
But out of this very daring experiment invaluable
results have been obtained, and the Blackpool
week, October i8th to 23rd, is of great importance
The meeting had not
in the annals of aviation.
the
the glamour nor the success of Rheims
number of useable aeroplanes was much smaller,

of success attained, for
to arrange

:
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and as no new types were tried there was not the
same element of novelty. The Farman, Antoinette,
and Voisin were the only successful machines of
the meeting.

The wind

gradually increased in power until

on the concluding days

it

was almost a

gale,

reaching speeds up to 40 miles an hour at times.
Two machines were tested in these high winds,

Farman and
Latham carried

the

the Antoinette, and the intrepid

his daring to the limit when on
October 22nd he set out against a wind which
had a speed of from 25 to 35 miles. The saving
factor was that the wind blew straight from the
sea, and with the exception of some sand-dunes
was little disturbed in its course as compared
with the eddying and swirling winds which would
be encountered further inland when hills, trees,
houses and the contour of the country had

disturbed the aerial currents.

Latham's achievement in making a circular flight
at such a time stands out as one of the grandest
feats of the aviator, but the affair has been so
garbled and so badly understood by the majority
of the reporters in the daily press that the public

have been given very erroneous impressions.
Latham is not the first man to have battled against
a strong wind, though at the time of writing he
holds the record for flight in the highest wind.

There was no great marvel
272

in flying against

a
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gale which blew with reasonable steadiness of
direction
like

and speed, and in an exposed seaside place

Blackpool these conditions prevailed to a con-

siderable degree.

rides

upon

it.

Flight

possible only to an

is

makes a gale of its own, and
Theoretically Latham when run-

aeroplane because

it

ning dead on to the wind could have stopped his
engine and soared in the manner of the sea-bird,

wind blowing against the plane would
have given the requisite lifting power.
But of course he did not dare to do this, nor
would it have been feasible in the present stage
for the

of aviation.

Latham drove

full

force against the

wind, and at times his forward speed dropped

almost to zero, so that he actually hovered or

(The soaring bird, however, has no
power at such a time.) At one period
Latham declares that he was carried slightly
backward.
There were certain irregularities in
the wind which disturbed his balance, and he
tossed and swayed in a fashion which alarmed
the public.
His engine-power, however, never
failed, and with the Antoinette's admirably sensi-

soared.

driving

tive

system of control

in the

hands of a

man who

has a natural genius for the work, he triumphed

over the forces opposing him.

He had critical moments in turning ere he
was caught on the full current of the wind and
borne along at speeds which were as high as 70
T
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miles an hour.

So for two rounds of the course
he put the flying machine to the most crucial test
it has yet been subjected to.
He triumphed by
and skill, but it was apparent that the
type of machine could not be trusted on such
an occasion to ordinary hands, nor in an inland
region could Latham himself have come through
his genius

a similar ordeal safely.
Mr. Farman accomplished

several

notable

winds not quite so strong, and he too
demonstrated the power of his machine, and the
flights in

excellence of
control.

its

quick and simple method of

Rougier tested a Voisin, and

this did

not perform quite so well in a strong wind, the
tail being acted on by the wind
manner which threw the machine out of its

side panels of the
in a

course.
ferior

The

Voisin has been pronounced

by some

in-

self-styled critics as a result of

this performance,

but

we must remember

that

Rougier was far less experienced than Farman,
and we should have to make a very careful enquiry into relative engine-power, wind-speed,

etc.,

ere deciding fully on the comparative merits of

the machines.

Certainly no one experienced in

aviation matters would

condemn the Voisin on

such insufficient data.

new English machines were present at
Blackpool, but they were unable to make flights
Several

owing

to the strong wind.
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There were some
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well-known French machines present also, but
their owners were too inexperienced to carry out
More than any other meeting the Blackflights.
pool week showed the importance of great
and long experience to aviators.
The results of the contests are appended

skill

:

LANCASHIRE AERO CLUb's GRAND PRIX
For
1

2
3

the longest distance flown.
Hr.

Min.

biplane), 47 miles 1544 yards

i

32

16^

Rougier (Voisin biplane) 17 miles 1544 yards
Paulhan (Farman biplane), 15 miles 1568 yards

o

34

27^

o

32

17I

Hr.

Min.

Sec.

Farman (Farman

.

In the hour

Farman

travelled 30 miles 1577 yards.

" DAILY

For
1

2

3

Farman (Farman

SKETCH

"

PRIZE

speed (about 6 miles).

biplane),

speed 36.38 miles

.

.

.

.

.

o

g

49^

.

.

.

.

.

o

10

54I

.

.

.

.

.

o

II

3f

o

10

15I

Min.

Sec.

per hour
Paulhan (Farman biplane), speed 32.8 miles
per hour
Rougier (Voisin biplane), speed 32.33 miles per
hour
Latham (Antoinette monoplane, completed two
circuits only), speed 23.67 miles per hour
.

4

.

Latham's

flight

"

was made

in

a violent wind.

MANCHESTER GUARDIAN
For

"

PRIZE

the slowest circuit (about 2 miles).

....

1

Latham (Antoinette monoplane), speed

2

Paulhan (Farman biplane), speed 21.9 miles per
hour
Rougier (Voisin biplane), speed 27.72 miles per
hour
Farman (Farman biplane), speed 30.86 miles per
hour

4

27s

Hr.

21.65

......
......
......

miles per hour.

3

Sec.

5
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For

PRIZE FOR GENERAL MERIT
who in the opinion of the stewards of

ike three competitors

the meeting shall have
1

2

3

Latham

performed the most meritoriously.

monoplane), for his flight of nearly 6
miles in a high wind, when its velocity ranged from 23 to 40
miles an hour.
Paulhan (Farman biplane), for his flight of nearly 16 miles,
in a wind varying from 15 to 23 miles an hour.
Rougier (Voisin biplane), for his flight of nearly 18 miles at
a high altitude.
(Antoinette

"daily mail" prize
For

the greatest altitude,

no competitor

Fell void,

of -£600, £2/1,0, and j£i6o.

rising to the

minimum 200

ft.

to

be

attained.

"all British" prize
For British

aviators piloting British-made machines throughout.

Minimum

distance,

100 yards.

Mr. A. V. Roe (triplane) had two hops in the air.
Mr. E. H. Saunderson (monoplane) did not leave the ground.
Mr. E. H. Crux (monoplane) did not leave its shed.
Mr. J. E. Neale (monoplane) did not leave its enclosure.
Mr. J. Humphreys (monoplane) did not leave its shed.

No prizes

awarded.

"

For British

ASHLEY " COMPETITION

aviators, on

any machine. Minimum distance of
2^0 yards.

flight,

No award

made.

The Doncaster Meeting
Inaugurated two days before the Blackpool
the aeroplane contests at Doncaster
were not at all so successful or interesting. With

meeting,
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the exception of

of the

rank,

first

of the men were
and the various new machines

Sommer none

which were entered accomplished nothing. The
wind was more troublesome and more irregular
Mr. Cody met with an
than at Blackpool.
accident early in the meeting, which put his
machine out of the running. Delagrange on his
Bldriot achieved very little, whilst the English
machines made no flights at all. Sommer did
nothing remarkable save a picturesque flight by
moonlight, and Le Blon after many daring
attempts was the victim of
accident.

in the

is

total

that the

not yet stable enough to be

highly irregular winds which are to

be found over inland regions

The

serious

rather

The whole meeting showed

modern aeroplane
used

a

duration

of

in

the

broken weather.
flights

made

at

Doncaster in a week was under four hours
and the meeting resulted in a financial loss, which

showed the unwisdom of holding these events

at

unsuitable times.

The meeting at Doncaster was prolonged until
October 26th, and on the concluding day several
brilliant flights were made in calm weather.
The most notable was that achieved by Delagrange on a

Bl^riot,

when he

travelled

i

mile

minute 47 seconds, or at a speed
of 53 miles an hour.
This has been claimed as
a world's speed record, but as the meeting was
1543 yards in

i
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not sanctioned

by the federated clubs

it

can

hardly be allowed.

The awards were

as follows

:

—

Whitworth Cup (for the longest distance of the day) Sommer
(Farman biplane), 38 miles 15 80 yards, winner; Delagrange,
Molon, 2 miles 1435 yards.
S miles 1695 yards
Doncaster Cup (for the greatest aggregate distance of the meeting, complete laps only to count)
Sommer, 136 miles 280
yards, winner
Le Blon, 39 miles 1745 yards Delagrange,
29 miles 795 yards Molon, 17 miles 1525 yards.
Tradesmen's Cup (for the fastest circuit) Delagrange, i minute
;

—

;

;

;

—

47J seconds.
Chairman's Cup (for the best time over
7 miles 495 yards, for biplanes)
12 minutes 27f seconds.

five

circuits, distance

— Sommer

flew over in

CoMTE DE Lambert's Flight over Paris
Only a small measure of success attended the
aviation meeting at Port Aviation, near Paris,

There was not a sufficiency of
Comte
first-class aviators to keep up interest.
de Lambert on his Wright machine was by far
the best, and he saved the meeting by his recklessly daring flight from the aerodrome to Paris,
over the Eiffel Tower, and back.
This, one of the grandest feats in aviation,
was accomplished on the afternoon of October
The distance out and home in a bee-line
1 8th.
was 24 miles, but De Lambert took a winding
course which made up the distance to about
30 miles, and this he covered in 49 min. 30 sees.,
during October.
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or at an average speed of 36 miles an hour.

Over the Eiffel Tower it was computed that he
was at a height of about 1300 feet above the
ground, and thus he easily beat all previous
records in altitude.
This event marked the first
aeroplane flight over a great city, and conclusively reasserted the merit of the Wright
machine.
But in some respects it was a foolwhich might easily have brought disaster or death to other people had the aviator
Feats of this kind
fallen in any part of Paris.
to
be
are
deprecated in the present stage of

hardy

feat,

aviation.
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CHAPTER XIX

AEROPLANES OF THE YEAR
BL^RIOT

THE
would

evolution

of

its

own.

now

of

the

Bldriot

form material for a
After

little

monoplane
monograph

many changes M.
two

Bleriot

which have
proved themselves very successful. His smaller
model was employed on the famous crossChannel flight, and is thus the more interesting
of the two.
This machine has a bearing surface

has

arrived

at

types

From the main plane (which
can be warped for stabilising purposes) a long
of 14 square metres.

tail

runs out which bears two minor planes, the

extremities of which are capable of being

moved

up or down.
They serve for elevating and
balancing.
Beyond these are fins and a vertical
rudder.
A three -cylinder air-cooled Anzani
engine was used on his historic trip, and this
The chassis
little motor has many novel features.
is mounted on three wheels, and a powerful shockabsorber

The

is fitted.

larger

model has a bearing surface of 22
280
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square metres, and in this the main plane

The

capable of being warped.

the screw through chain-gearing.

is

engine drives

A wide variety

of motors have been tested, but on the whole
this

machine has not been so

strikingly successful

as the smaller model, though

it

of course has

At Rheims M. B16riot
was unable to do himself or his machines justice
owing to the injuries he was suffering from.
Since then he has accomplished several good
better carrying power.

flights.

ANTOINETTE

No

machine has leaped so quickly into prominence as the Antoinette monoplane designed by
M. Levavasseur. It had achieved very little
success until M. Hubert Latham took up its exploitation, and he very soon showed its merits.

The

Antoinette has a central

skiff-like

body,

from which springs on each side the main plane.
The screw is placed right in front, and behind
this

is

the

Antoinette

engine,

which

is

veniently placed in front of the aviator.
tail-piece

carries a

and horizontal
steering.
stabilising.

fins,

horizontal

and

Warping

The

vertical

vertical rudders for side

of the main plane assists in

Control

ated by wheels.

elevator,

con-

by means of cables actu-

is

The engine

the usual carburetter

is

is

notable in that

dispensed with, and that

a special form of cooling
281

is

employed.

A

very
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small

quantity of

water

and

used,

is

this

is

quickly turned into steam, which passes through

a radiator, the tubes of which are placed along
the side of the prow.
Here it condenses to
water,

and

again.

A

is

pumped back

to the cooling jackets

powerful skid or runner protects the

chassis from landing shocks.

SANTOS DUMONT

M. Santos Dumont has always favoured
flying machines,

and

for the

small

season of 1909 he
many novel

evolved a miniature machine with
points.
in the

This flyer did not prove successful until
autumn, when, fitting a horizontal Darracq

he was able to carry out a

engine,

astounding cross-country
attained

speeds

The monoplane

of

series of

which he
miles an hour.

nights,

over

in

55
has only a bearing surface of

9^ square metres, or almost half that of the
smallest Bldriot, and not one-fifth that of the
usual Wright aeroplane. The engine is mounted
above the single main plane, and drives a propeller

direct.

A

notable

feature

that

is

the

radiator tubes are lined along the inner surface of

A long tail-piece runs from the
the
rudder and elevating plane.
and
carries
body
Underneath the main plane the aviator is seated.
the main plane.

In

full

pounds.

running order the

total

weight

M, Dumont has shown
282
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that this

little
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start from the ground after running
a distance of 20 metres.

machine can

WRIGHT

The Wright
changes
are

still

biplane has undergone very few

in the past year.

The

runners or sledges

retained, although practically every other

machine is now mounted on wheels, and can start
from any level ground without the use of a rail

For the trials at Fort Myer in
Wright used a machine which was

or a "catapult."

1909 Orville

somewhat smaller
older machines.
fully

faster

in

bearing surface than the

Various details had been care-

improved, and the machine showed

itself

than the old types.

The Wrights have
relating

to

the

an automatic

patented improvements
wing-warping device, and also

stabiliser of ingenious construction,

but neither of these has yet been adapted to
their machines.

The main

idea of the latter in-

to provide a supplementary mechanical

vention

is

control

which

aviator

of

the

will,

when

necessity

relieve

the

of manipulating

the

required,

rudder, and

warping levers by hand.
The functions performed by the mechanical
apparatus are exactly those which the operator

elevator,

normally performs for himself.

The power

for

working the controlling gear is compressed air.
The apparatus is brought into action in one
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case by a pivoted plane acting under the in-

wind pressure, and in the other
case by a pendulum which is acted upon by
fluence of the

In both cases the controller

gravity.

used to operate a valve, which
into

other

action

mechanism

in

is

merely

turn brings

that

acts

on

the steering gear or the elevator, as the case

may

be.

In October,

one of the French-made

1909,

Wright machines was

fitted

with wheels.

VOISIN

The

Voisin

altered very

machine,

little

like

Wright, has

the

since the previous year in

its

There has been steady improvement, however, in the detail work, and with the
main

outlines.

long experience gained in the manufacture of
these machines the general quality of the ap-

The

paratus has been enhanced.
its

essential features the

box

tail,

Voisin has for
the side panels

between the main planes, the single elevator
plane in front, and the wheels upon which the
machine is mounted. Although the box tail and
the wheels have increased the weight, the former
has stood the test of time as a useful automatic
balancing device, and the latter fitment has now

become almost

universal.

A

single propeller

employed, and whilst there are
of this, it has been shown that
still

28s

is

many

critics

the

Voisin
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machines have been on the whole very successful during 1909.

A new type of machine was produced by Voisins
September, 1909. This has the engine mounted
screw is of the
tractor type mounted in front of the machine.
in

in front of the pilot, whilst the

The box tail can be
moved from side to
elevator and

rudder.

radical departure

tilted

side.

up and down, and
It

thus serves as

This machine marks a

from the usual biplane design.

FARMAN
In the
variation

was the

Farman machine we have an
from the
first

Voisin type.

interesting

Mr.

Farman

successful exponent of the Voisin

machine, and he took a very bold step when he
broke away and set up for himself. Whilst
retaining the biplane formation and a modification of the box tail, he added an important feature
in

the

shape of ailerons or extensions to the

main planes. These ailerons or flaps are movable
to any angle, and are intended to assist in the
balancing of the machine, for they accomplish in

something analogous to that attained by
the warping of the planes on the Wright machine.
Mr. Farman has also mounted his machine in
a curious way, the wheels being so designed that
they slide upwards in their frames when coming
in contact with the earth, and thus allow runners
effect
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or sledges to take up the major portion of the

landing shock.

The arrangement

and indeed many other

of the engine

stamp the Farman
as a very remarkable machine, and its phenomenal
success at

were

details

Rheims showed how

well considered

its lines.

CURTISS

Reference has already been made to the work
of the Aerial Experiment Association of America

and the connection Mr. Glen H. Curtiss had with
it.
The June Bug and the Silver Dart were
some of the most notable of their products.
Now Mr. Curtiss works in partnership with Mr.
A. M. Herring, a former assistant of Chanute.

The

partnership of these two

men was bound

have highly important results yet few people
America had any hope that when Mr. Curtiss
came to Europe in 1909, an unknown man with
a single aeroplane, he would be able to acto

;

in

complish so

He

much

against his powerful rivals.

was, however, the great success of the

Rheims

With his one machine he won the
meeting.
Gordon Bennett race, with three French machines
He also won the speed
pitted against him.
His
race, and was second in the lap contest.
winnings were 38,000 francs. Going then
to Brescia in Italy, he scored in splendid fashion,
total

winning several of the principal events.
His machine is worth careful study, for it

also
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the fashion in a

new type

of biplane, the one-

man

machine, in which Hghtness, efficiency, and
speed are developed to a remarkable degree.
The Curtiss is of the biplane type, but has
only a span of 28f feet, and its planes are only 4^
Unlike the Wrjght it is carried on a
feet deep.

mounted on wheels.
Some 12 feet in
front of the main planes the double elevator is
placed, and well at the rear are a horizontal tail
and a vertical rudder. Between the extremities
of the main planes are two other small horizontal
chassis

planes

for

feature

is

balancing purposes.

An

that these planes project

The

important

beyond the

is by a steering wheel
and the rudder, "shoulder
pieces" actuating the stabilisers, and pedals conThe combinatrolling the throttle and ignition.
ingenious.
By
swaying
his body
is
highly
tion
Mr. Curtiss can operate the "shoulder pieces"
and so preserve his stability. This method of
control is not so quick and responsive as by
warping the planes.
The engine is of Mr. Curtiss's own design,
and is notable for its lightness and simplicity.

main

planes.

control

for the front elevator

It

drives a single propeller placed at the rear.

The whole

aeroplane

when mounted only weighs

550 pounds.

When

raced in Europe the main features of

the machine were

its

speed and the rapidity with
288
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which

it

got clear into the air from a standing
it beat the majority of

In both respects

start.

the other machines, and

was only excelled

later

on by Santos Dumont's featherweight monoplane.

The Curtiss attained speeds up to 47 miles
an hour, and was able to start within a distance of 60 yards.
Mr. Curtiss proved himself

a splendid pilot and engineer, and

it

always noted that his machine was kept in
class trim

was
first-

without being constantly tinkered with.

THE CODY
In 1907 the British Balloon Department turned
their attention to the

manufacture of an aero-

plane from the designs of Mr.

S. F. Cody, at
an American resident in this country.
After many delays and vicissitudes, due in no
small degree to the unsuitable ground which the

that time

Government allotted to it for testing purposes,
the machine was tried in 1908, but without any
great success. Many accidents occurred, and the
aeroplane went through numerous modifications.
Eventually in 1909 Mr. Cody was presented with
the machine by the War Office, they seemingly
having

lost confidence in

it.

Working with great perseverance, Mr. Cody in
summer of 1909 made good progress, and
proved to be at that time the only man who could
the

the British
u

fly in

Isles.

His best achievement
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AEROPLANE RECORDS
A

very unsatisfactory state of

affairs prevails

in connection with aeroplane records, as

many

of

them are not officially certified, and not a few are
based only on the observation of unskilled people.
I append a list of the most reliable achievements,
and have marked the principal officially observed
records.

LONG-DISTANCE RECORD
*Henry Farman

(biplane Farman,
(145 miles), 3

Gnome

November,

motor), 234 kilometres
1909.

DISTANCE AND TIME RECORDS
Kil.

Hr.

Min.

Sec.

5

—

7

47f

Santos Dumont (September, 1909).
Louis BMriot, Bl^riot monoplane
(28 August, 1909).

IS

27t

Glenn H. Curtiss, Curtiss biplane

*30
*4o

23

29

34

55

50
60

43

SS

52

44i

(29 August, 1909).

70
80

I

oj
56f

100

19
28

no

36

46

120

45

32

130

54

29

)j

»

Hubert
Latham, Antoinette
monoplane (27 August, 1909).

51

II

90

»

17

* Official records.
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Kil.
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NATIONAL RECORDS
England
Hr. Min. Sec.

M. Faulhan
J.

.

2

49

20

(Farman

T. C. Moore- Brabazon

o

2

36

(Short all-British biplane).

.

.

biplane).

France
H. Farman

4

1

7

52

(Farman

biplane).

Germany
Rougier
H. Grade

2

41

43

(Voisin biplane).

.0

2

43

(Grade all-German mono-

.

.

plane).

United States
O. Wright
O. Wright

.

I

21

o

.

I

12

36

(Wright biplane).
(World's record with passenger).

The
the

Mr. Moore-Brabazon and Herr Grade represent
officially observed aerial journeys accomplished by

flights of

first

machines made entirely in England and Germany respectively,
and flown by subjects of these countries. Mr. Cody was not a
British subject when he made his flight of 66 minutes in England,
and this was not officially observed. In November Herr Grade
made a flight of 55 minutes.
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CHAPTER XX

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
FLYING MACHINES

THOUSANDS

of brains are

now

IN

at

work

on the problem of aerial navigation, and it
is reasonable to suppose that
very important
changes will soon come about.
It is also becoming apparent that the successful machines of
to-day have very little novel in their main
principles, and manifestly do not mark the last

They

stage of development.
ancient gliding machines

are,

more

in effect, the

carefully built,

and

and security is
with powerful engines
found in high speed, and in the skill of the
fitted

;

Accidents are numerous, and

cannot
be said that any existing commercial type can be
safely developed on its present lines to afford
those large, powerful, and reliable machines which
operator.

must be provided ere

made

aerial

it

navigation will be

really practicable.

Various schemes for producing automatic
ity

are being tested,, and

stabil-

some of them doubtless

can be applied successfully to the present types of
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These can then be somewhat enlarged
more powerful engines and carry a
greater number of passengers.
But it is more
machines.

so as to take

types will be evolved.
mind the ideal flying machine should have

likely that completely

To my

new

these basic principles
Perfect automatic stability, longitudinally and
laterally.

Power of proportioning bearing

surface to the

speed.
Reliability.

Ease and

safety of operation.

Practicability of expansion to larger sizes.

Wide range

of action.

Increased speed.

Duplex engines.
Variable pitch propellers.
Ability of rapid starting from any surface.
Ability to

make

safe

descents on any sur-

face.

Floating power on water.
Navigability on water.

Easy transport on land by the use of folding
planes which do not necessitate the detachment of any part.
Possibility of connecting up the engine to drive
the road wheels, the instrument then being

narrow enough to be transported over an
ordinary road.
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'jur:

TLe

i'.JuiiiL^

MOST SUCCESSFUL

AERO[*iA.\r: em;iM':

Titmy cnghiiiias vscd by

M

r.

<ik hj'K)
Fayi/ntn to ni'ilc his J ri luifal ncoir.

ii!oto7- lias scz-fJi cylinders, ivhich j-ctioItc />/ a solid mass ivith the pi-opcllo
here shoioii mcuritcd behhid them.
The engliif thus cools itself ly Its rapid motio.
through the ah'. Jt also dispenses ivith a Jly-ichecl

'/'/lis

IHAORAMMATIC SKETCH OF THE CRUCIFER AEROPLAN'E [crjl'YKK '.IIT]
{This patented machine has several novel /e'atto-cs, such as the eomplctely enclosed
I'ody borne on trunnions (not shoion for the sake if clearness).
Tlie planes oscillate
on hall bearing collars mounted on the body. 'it has t-o'o propellers, only one oj
'cohich is sho70}i\

Future Developments
Some form

of vertical

lift

device (of either the

lighter or heavier-than-air type)

emergency

when

air

which

in

maintain the vessel in the
the forward propelling device is
will

out of action.

Comparative cheapness and simplicity of manufacture.

Such a

would render aerial navigation a
It would have high speed,
the air, and the possibility of immense

vessel

practical problem.

security in

Furthermore,

development.

when

disabled

it

would come safely to the surface of land or
water, and there be capable of easy transport if
aerial travel could not be resumed.

Some

of these ideals

may be

unattainable in

our time, and the whole combination may not be
but we are now on the way to achieve
feasible
;

a few of the points, and they will have an imIt seems
machines
will
most probable that new forms of
be invented to comply with these essentials.
As bearing on the matter I may refer to two
remarkable patents of which I have knowledge.

portant

effect

One

the

is

on

future

progress.

Crucifer aeroplane patented

by a

Mr. L. B. Goldman. He
body a completely coveredin structure rounded in front, and tapering to
This body contains within
a point at the tail.
it duplex engines, accommodation for the pilot,
Sussex gentleman,

takes for the central
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on trunnions mounted on the chassis, whereby it can be
tilted to any desired angle, fore or aft, and locked
in this position.
An ingenious system of sliding
passengers, and fuel store.

carried

It is

weights gives control over the balance.

This body reduces the head resistance enormously as compared with most modern types,
and affords complete protection from the weather.
It also can be made buoyant so as to float on
water.

The

are mounted on a ball-bearing
on the shoulder of the central body,
so that the wings can oscillate from side to side

planes

collar fixed

within certain limits without disturbing the central

body.

normal

and serve

to

position, whilst central vertical planes will

also help towards the

design

will check the
keep the planes in their

Springs or other devices

oscillations,

same

a remarkable

is

Altogether the

end.

one,

which many

for

claims are advanced, and

it seems to suggest a
important
development.
most
Radically different is another type of machine
of which I am not at liberty to give details.
In

this

we have two

mounted

great but light lifting wheels

horizontally,

variable pitch.

and

fitted

Beyond them

with vanes of

project

bearing surfaces in the same planes.
also drives

two propellers

for

fixed

engine

forward travel, and

these screws have variable pitch.
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two

The

The

action of

^.pptf

levolififij iJieti

Mi.

r

—

KuMef

•rVC

i^tlfcy

I

I

Leimn rcimlvi'y

Fi*c4 plane

fi)Ctd

pane

SIDE, PLAN,

Opp€.r

revl'inj ukct?

u/tecl

Fixrt

fixtK j>lanc

AND FRONT VIEWS OF THE LORENZEN COMBINED
AEROPLANE AND HEUCOPTERE
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the revolving wheels

is

to give lifting effect at

and then to maintain balance by their
gyroscopic action.
In an involuntary descent
they would have a parachute effect, and would
have so much stored-up momentum that they
would keep running long after the engines
The whole apparatus is now being
stopped.
worked out in every detail with scrupulous care
by its inventor and patentee, Mr. Lorenzen,
and remarkable developments are expected from
it.
The revolving wheels form part of the main
planes, and thus give a bearing surface even
first,

when

not in motion.

THE KOSTOVICH COMBINED DIRIGIBLE
AND FLYING MACHINE

One

of the most remarkable of the dirigible

now under construction is the Kostovich,
which is being built in Russia, from the designs
He uses a specially
of a very clever inventor.
vessels

prepared laminated wood for the body, thus secur-

The

ing a light and strong rigid envelope.
feature

is

in other

make

chambers, and enough

full flight

admitted to

moment

as a dirigible the vessel can be

converted into a flying machine
fitted

air

the vessel heavier than air at any

thus in

great

that the gas can at will be compressed

;

and the body

is

with plane surfaces so as to be suitably

employed

in

this

When

way.
300

it

is

desired to

Future Developments
the atmosphere, the air

float in

and the gas allowed again

is

pumped

into the

out

buoyancy

chamber.

The main

propeller runs

body, and thus,

most

in the

it

special features are
vessel,

it

will

through the

claimed, drives the vessel

manner.

embodied

which represents a

experiment.
out

is

effective

right

Numerous other

in this extraordinary

lifetime of study

If the inventor's claims are

prove to be a very extraordinary

and

borne
craft,

and as may be seen, it gives suggestions of speed
and utility which are denied to the ordinary forms
of dirigible balloons.
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CHAPTER XXI

THE WRIGHT MILITARY TRIALS

THE

United States military authorities were

the
bilities

first

to officially recognise the possi-

of the aeroplane in warfare, and in 1908

they laid

down a programme

of tests which were

being complied with by Orville Wright when the

which cost poor Selfridge
his life and maimed Wright.
There was a necespostponement
for
a
year
but with his grand
sary
courage Orville Wright prepared again in 1909
tragic accident occurred

;

to

comply with the conditions.

stood
1.

As

revised they

:

An

endurance

flight

of not less than one

hour, with a passenger on board.
2.

A

cross-country speed test with a passenger

on board,

for

a distance of 10 miles, in which

a speed of not less than 38 miles an hour must
be shown, and fuel sufficient for a three hours'
flight

be

When
in

carried.

the Wrights had entered for the

trials

1908 they had given no public proofs of their

ability to carry

them

out,
302

and wiseacres asserted

The Wright
that the tests

The

Military Trials

were quite beyond

tragic interruption of the trials

their powers.

was adduced
But with-

as convincing proof of the assertion.

out delay Wilbur Wright in France set all doubts
at rest as regards the endurance in the air and his
ability to take

a passenger.
It remained to be
proved whether a cross-country flight could be
made in America under the conditions laid down.

The brothers
and soon got

returned to America in May, 1909,
to work preparing for the trial.
Un-

favourable weather, trouble with the engine, and
other causes delayed the

first trial until June 29th,
was made by Orville Wright.
On the following day the machine was slightly
damaged in another preliminary trip. Then on
July 2nd flights of 7 and 12 minutes were made,
to be followed by another irritating mishap which
put the aeroplane in dock until July 12th.

when a

Still

short flight

other vexatious delays occurred, but the

Wrights worked with their usual patience and
some measure of success was attained in a practice
trip on July 24th, when a flight of 20 minutes was
made. Another slight mishap occurred when landing.
On July 26th, Orville Wright successfully
started from the rail without the aid of the falling
weight.
President Taft watched the flight, and
many daring evolutions were accomplished,
despite the fact that a wind of nearly 15 miles
an hour was blowing. This was the first public
;
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demonstration in America of the machine being

and
machine skimmed

started without the aid of the catapult device,
it

was

successful, although the

over the grass for some distance after leaving
the

rail.

The
tenant

great

came on July

trial

Lahm was

27th,

and Lieu-

selected as the passenger.

The

at half-past six in the

wind had died down, and

evening the conditions were most favourable.
This time the falling weight was employed to start
the machine with its extra load, and the aeroplane
Round after round of
rose quickly into the air.
the course was

made

in splendid style

;

and eventWright

ually, amidst great enthusiasm, Orville

was proved

to

have made a

flight of

i

hour 12

minutes 36 seconds, thus beating the world's
record (with passenger) held by Wilbur Wright

hour 9 minutes 45 seconds). It was a most
remarkable performance in every way, and showed
the wonderful carrying power of the Wright
The aeroplane used on this occasion
machine.
was somewhat smaller than that of the previous
The skids were increased in length, the
year.
wire stays were improved, and the area of the
planes reduced by about 90 square feet.
The tide had now turned and next day
(i

;

Orville

Wright attempted

country flight from Fort
Va.,

and back, a

total
304

to make the crossMyer to Alexandria,

distance

of

10 miles,

The Wright MiHtary

Trials

and not

Various causes delayed

this,

the afternoon of July

30th was the great feat

until late in

accomplished.

Concerning
Orville

won

tails,

for

he

regard

this flight

Wright

person

many

interesting de-

out of him only by careful questioning,

though I
yet accomplished in

quite modest over the

is
it

in

have had from Mr.

I

as the greatest feat

aeroplane

flight,

and,

if

affair,

anything,

more

difficult

than Bleriot's crossing of the English Channel,
for the wind conditions were more trying, and
there

was the added

responsibility of carrying a

passenger.

Mr. Wright confessed to me that flight in
America is more difficult than in Europe, for
apparently the wind is usually stronger and of
a more complex character.
This is especially
the case over rolling and well-wooded country.
Now from Fort Myer to Alexandria is a rough
and undulating region with deep valleys, and so
well wooded that had the engine stopped a safe
landing-place could hardly have been found.
Indeed, Mr. Wright admitted to me that had an
involuntary descent been made they would probably have been impaled on the trees.
Faced with these dangers, Orville Wright set
out with Lieutenant Foulois as passenger.

He

soon encountered a strong breeze on his side which

swept the machine out of
X

its

30s

bee-line course.

Up-
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currents

of

air

and other

aerial

disturbances

threatened the stability of the vessel, but running

triumphed over all. The
most exciting experience came on the return
journey when crossing Shuter's Hill.
Here the
in

superb fashion

it

machine was seized in a mysterious down-draught
which would have quickly pulled it to the earth
had not Wright made good use of his lifting
planes.

Without further adventure the run was conHis time for the whole ten miles was
14 minutes 42 seconds, which shows an average
speed of 42|- miles an hour.
He maintained a
very good altitude, and at times was nearly 500
feet high.
One valley of nearly 200 feet in depth
had to be crossed. As the journey was made in
excess of the stipulated speed a bonus of 5000
dollars was won, and but for the wind affecting
his course even a better speed would have been
shown. His highest speed during the trials was
47 miles an hour.
cluded.

It

is

stated that further trials of aeroplanes

by the United States
military authorities, with a view to testing engine
powers more thoroughly, and provision may
have to be made for carrying a light gun on each
will

be instituted

in 19 10

machine.
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DIRIGIBLE BALLOONS IN

THE

1909

progress of the dirigible balloon during

1909 was not so rapid or extraordinary as
aeroplane, but nevertheless many-

that of the

effected, and there
was a more general desire expressed by the
The
principal nations to employ these vessels.
most remarkable indication perhaps came from

noteworthy improvements were

Early

England.

in

balloon styled the
military

the year a

little

non-rigid

Baby was launched from the

works, but this was of a size and a

type which had long been demonstrated to be
useless.

The

expectations founded by critics on

this lOO-feet non-rigid vessel carrying

an engine

of 24 h.p. were well borne out, for on trial the ship
proved very slow, and was quite unfitted for
military purposes.

Soon

after

this

cided to adopt a

vote
as

for

policy,

aeronautical

compared

with

Government deand increased their

the British

new

expenditure to

;^ 13,000

year.
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the

,^78,000
previous
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The

naval authorities were entrusted with the
building of a rigid ship, whilst to the military

department was delegated the work of building
non-rigid

and semi-rigid

A

ships.

national air-

by the Morning Post
with the object of purchasing a French Lebaudy
semi-rigid dirigible which would be presented to
the War Office whilst Mr. Arthur du Cros and

ship fund was organised

;

other

members

of

Committee arranged
ship of

and

new

Parliamentary

the
for a

design to

also qualify for

Aerial

Clement non-rigid

air-

from Paris to London,
purchase as a unit of the
sail

British aerial fleet.

new

In France several

were launched

vessels

during the year, including the Liberty, a

sister

ship to the R^publique, the Vilh de Nancy, and

the Colonel Renard.

The Clement I -^2^,

wrecked,

and another mishap befell the Rdpublique when
the autumn manoeuvres.
This was
most unfortunate, though It was really traceable
to bad handling by ignorant country people
during a squall. When it is part of the military

going to

training

that

every

man

should

struction in handling airships

in

receive

in-

case of need,

few vessels will be injured through the cause
which led the Rdpublique to be put out of
action.

Working with magnificent energy and aided
by a splendid organisation, the
308
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field, and at the
temporary harbour at Lapalisse, which was
the appointed head-quarters of the ship during
the manoeuvres.
Thus under war conditions the
vessel was ready ere operations commenced.
It
was a very fine example of French skill and

carried out the repairs in the

enterprise,

and

it

by the splendid

could only have been possible

facilities

which the French

air-

ship division possesses.

The French manoeuvres of 1909 were on a small
and new tactics were introduced in which

scale,

the troops were worked in extended order over

a large area, and practised taking full advantage
A fog helped this. The airship was
of cover.
thus employed under conditions which are ab-

normal for continental warfare, and which indeed

would hardly prevail when rival nations could put
enormous armies in the field.
Opinions of military experts were thus divided
as to the utility of the airship.
that

it

Some

declared

came so near the enemy on many

sions that

it

occa-

would have been easily destroyed,
it remained so far off

whilst others averred that
that

it

Goiran,

rendered very

who used

however, that

it

little

assistance.

General

the vessel on his side, declared,

had been very

useful to him,

when it was
most important that he should gain some clue to
especially in the concluding days,

the rather mysterious projects of his adversary.
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On

one occasion it gave him vital
information of a turning movement directed
against him which might have been disastrous.
He was able to save the situation by the timely
at

least

warning.

Not once during the manoeuvres did the
engine fail, and the ship showed very good
speed,

thus presenting

Thus under

target.

circumstances

extraordinary

French airship made a
in

very elusive

a

really

the

promising debut

manoeuvres.
In

Germany

the early part of the year was

rendered notable by several grand voyages carried
out by the Zeppelin ships.

Munich,
finally

by

Frankfurt,

Trips were

Bitterfeld,

Count Zeppelin achieved

sailing

his

ship over

made

to

and back, and
his

life's

ambition

meeting with
All these journeys were
Berlin,

a magnificent reception.
marred by mishaps of more or

less gravity,

mainly

brought about by inclement weather.
But the
Zeppelin was in every case able to carry out its

programme under its own power, and journeys
up to 800 miles have been accomplished, thus
placing this vessel

very

far

ahead of

all

its

rivals.

For some reason not clearly explained the
was not employed in the German

Zeppelin

manoeuvres of 1909, the only aerial vessel taking
part being the Gross II.
Here again military
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divided, as one might naturally expect.

The weather was

very unfavourable, and the

vessel not having the speed of a rigid dirigible

was handicapped. Wireless telegraphy was employed on this ship, and proved most useful,
though when I suggested the fitment in the first
edition of my book a learned American engineering paper ridiculed the idea as impossible

Zeppelin

is

!

One

also provided with a " wireless " in-

stallation.

No

official

report has been issued on the

work

of the ship during the manoeuvres, and the public

have

reports

mainly

been

attaches and correspondents

made by foreign
who would naturally

not seek to discover any particular merit in the
of a rival nation.

vessels

It

is

beyond doubt

that the vessel, however, rendered an appreciable

amount of special service which could not be
attained by other means, and from its first
practical experience in the field

much

useful data

It would be absurd to expect
employed for the first time in
military manoeuvres could fulfil the expectaby optimists.
One
tions based upon them
must remember that every other military and
naval arm has been developed by slow and

will

that

be gleaned.
airships

tedious stages, whilst the airship

is

as yet in

its

infancy.

The

progress of

Germany jp
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all

that appertains
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to airships

nautical

was

well illustrated

by the great aero-

held

Frankfurt-on-Main

exhibition

at

from July to September. Astounding progress
was manifested in every branch of dirigible
balloon construction and Krupps and Ehrhardts
;

showed

special types of high-angle, quick-firing

guns to be used by terrestrial forces against aerial
The most interesting type was a gun
vessels.
mounted on a motor-car, for it is now realised
that to fight an airship from below it must be
pursued by a high-speed agent. Special shells
are used which leave a smoke trail in the sky,
thus showing the gunner how near to the mark
each shot goes.

Another great exhibition opened at Paris on
September 25th, but here the aeroplanes were
more important than the dirigibles. On the very
morning of the inauguration the airship Ripublique was returning triumphantly
from the
manoeuvres when suddenly a steel propeller blade
fractured, and cut with terrific force through the
gas envelope.
It tore such a gaping wound that
the gas escaped at once and the vessel fell from a
height of several hundred feet with appalling
velocity.
The crew of four were killed and the
vessel was totally wrecked.
Thus France lost her finest ship, and the
second of the Lebaudy type.
Public and expert
opinion veered round in favour of the multi313
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system as employed by the Zeppelin,
where one or more of the seventeen gas bags
could be deflated without destroying the buoyancy
cellular

of the vessel.

Even

the much-despised Zeppelin

was better thought of in France.
propellers
Steel
were condemned, and many important modifications were settled upon in the
newer French ships. It was a terrible lesson,
and it showed how unwise the French had

rigid envelope

been

in

coddling their ships too

much

in the

past.

Quiet but very progressive work was done
Italy

in

during the autumn of 1909, when the
tried.
It differs in shape from

second ship was

and looks a very important type.
Several long journeys have been accomplished,
and speeds up to thirty miles an hour have
been attained. The shape of the envelope and
the arrangement of the car are worthy of close
the

first

vessel

study.

October 20th, 1909, the new Italian airship
made one of the most noteworthy dirigible
voyages yet accomplished, and the first on record
Setting out from its station at
over the sea.

On

Bracciano, near

Rome,

it

ran to Civita Vecchia,

and headed out to sea for six miles, then returning to land and making a circuit back to its
The journey of 190 miles was
starting place.
accomplished in seven hours, or at an average
313
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speed of twenty-seven miles an hour, a record for
long-distance speed work,

A

yet

October

more remarkable journey was made on
31st,

when

it

ran from

Bracciano to

Naples, cruised over warships in the Bay, and
returned to

Rome.

The journey was over 290

and the vessel was fourteen hours in the
return journey was delayed by strong
This is the finest record of any dirigible
wind.

miles,

The

air.

save the Zeppelin.

1

The new vessel has a gas capacity of only
2500 cubic metres, as compared with 3450 cubic
metres in the former ship. Its gas bag is divided
into seven compartments, so as to avoid the
disaster which wrecked the Ripublique.
The
vessel has a range of action of ten hours.
All things considered, the dirigible balloon

yet far from being superseded, and
the aerostatic principle

is

much

1

is

believe that

too valuable to

be dispensed with altogether.

BALLOON PROGRESS

American aeronauts showed most activity in
The Gordon Bennett race from Zurich
1909.
on October 3rd was won by an American, Mr.
E. W. Mix, in the America II, who landed north
of

Warsaw

after

In the same

Max

a journey of about 690 miles.

month Messrs. A. H. Forbes and

Fleischmann travelled from
314

St.

Louis to
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near Richmond, Va., a distance of 731 J miles, in
19 hours 15 minutes, or at an average speed of
38 miles an hour, which is a record for highspeed long-distance travel at times they travelled
;

at

over 60

miles an hour.
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Aerial Warfare
THE GERMAN AIRSHIP TRIALS

A

Striking demonstration of

power was given by the

official trials

vessels Zeppelin II, Gross II,

by the German

carried out

Germany's

of the three

and Parseval

many

semi-rigid,

other

and no other nation

representatives of

construction

No

military airships into

active service at the time,

possesses

I,

military authorities

during the early part of November.
country could put so

aerial

and the Parseval

three types of

all

—the Zeppelin being

rigid,

non-rigid.

the Gross

A fourth

Parseval III, joined the fleet soon after
the trials had commenced.
From Cologne as centre a series of speed,
endurance, and altitude trials were made, details
of which have been guarded with great secrecy.
Several night voyages were carried out, the most
interesting being when a night attack was directed
vessel,

against

Coblenz.

the

fortress

The

full

of

Ehrenbreitstein

lessons of the trials are

only to the authorities, but

it

is

near

known

believed that the

vessels succeeded in carrying out

many arduous

and that complete data have been obtained
as to their relative powers, range of action, and
The Zeppelin had engine
general reliability.
trouble at first, which handicapped it somewhat.
trips,
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Blackpool meeting, 271

256
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Alexander,
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British
tion,

airship, 211

Antoinette aeroplane, 281
Applications and limitations of
airships, 83
Archdeacon, 18

Arrows,
Artillery

Calais, 175
Capazza, 57
Capital, attack on, 136
Capper, 215
Captive balloon, 65

Chanute, 11

in
directing, 86

Cody, 25

Cody aeroplane, 289

Aviation feats, 234

B

Collisions, 203

Colonial defence, 181

Combined machines,

29,

Commercial uses of

Baldwin, 211
Balloon progress, 314
Balloons, 27, 92
z

avia-

Charles, 28
Coast defence, 181

11

fire,

Government and
258
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Armament,

III

Bradsky, 42
Brescia meeting, 269

Airship v. train and motor-car,

239
Airship

259

Bldriot aeroplane, 280

233
Cornu, 26
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airships,
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F

Cost of airships, 123
Cross-Channel flight, 258, 259
Crucifer aeroplane, 297
Cruisers, aerial, 98
Curtiss, 256
Curtiss aeroplane, 287

19,

21,

257,

263

Farman, aeroplane, 286
Feasibility of airships, 71

Ferber, 19
Fire, 199

D

Firing at airships, 227
Fleurus, battle

of, 59
Flying machines, 3, 102
Fog, 199
Franco-Prussian War, 37

Dayton, 14

De

Henry,

Farman,

Groof, 23

Delagrange, 19
De Lambert, 278

Free balloon, 65
French Minister of War, 45
French airship services, 252
Future development in flying
machines, 295

Despatch carriers, 236
Deutsch-Archdeacon prize, 19
Dimensions of aeroplanes,
291
Direction of wind, 193
Dirigibles in 1909, 307
Dirigible balloons, 35, 93

Doncaster meeting, 276
Dover, 172
Dreadnoughts, 108

Gastambid^, 19

German
German

Dumont, Santos,

Dumont

18, 41
aeroplane, 282
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aeroplane, 297
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Dunn, 25

Goldman

268
Gordon-Bennett balloon

Tower, 278
Ellehammer, 18
Eiffel

Emergency
England:

airship services, 249
military airship trials,

agents, 238

can

it

be raided?,

164

England v. Germany, 170
England v. France, 173
England v. France and Germany, 178
English airship, 47, 49

314
Grade, 263
Gross, 54
Gunners, aids

Guns,

to,

186

aerial, 11

H
Haenlein, 37
Harbours, aerial, 97

Height attainable, 191

Esnault-Pelterie, 19
Exploration, 236

Helicoptere, 25, 92
Herring, 11

Explosions, 202
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Montgolfier, 27
effect of airship attack,
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Moral
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dirigible,
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operations, 132
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Airship.
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Globe.

is

a very important

is

and

work and

treats

ex-

aerial warfare."

no exaggeration whatever about Mr.

Not

Hearne's language.

book

is

aerial navigation

the least intereresting feature of the

the collection of photographs of nearly every modern

These show what is being done in
and add to the value of a most fascinating work."

airship of importance.

actual flight,
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Westminster Gazette.
"Mr. Hearne's book is beautifully
His writing also is not unduly alarmist. He has

got up.

considered the problem of future development quite
and argued his points sanely and clearly."

Motor News.

— " The

attract the attention

book

is

tactically,

subject of aerial warfare is bound to
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thoughtful, well written consideration of the subject.

a striking introduction

Maxim."

by

that veteran scientist Sir

It is a
It has

Hiram
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Daily Telegraph.
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and convincing fashion ; he traces the development of
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clear
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to

be put
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which the

vessels are likely

in practical warfare."
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Great possibilities of social
and political reconstruction lie with the future of the airship
and the aeroplane, and no intelligent man should be without
knowledge of the fascinating subject matter which Mr. Hearne
treats so ably and so convincingly."
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dealing
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—"Mr. Heame's book

beautiftJly illustrated

a light

readable

is

deeply interesting."

volume of 237 pages,

way with mechanical

flying

machines and balloons."
Scotsman.
that

is

now

done so

—" Mr. Heame

has had to deal with a problem
He has
very practical in international politics.

book which challenges

in a

in
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interest the best
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most complete study of a fascinating problem that has yet
been published.
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ANATOLE FRANCE
T has long

been a reproach to

England that only one volume
FRANCE
by
has been adequately rendered

ANATOLE

into English

country
J

;

yet outside this

he shares

TOLSTOI

of
being the greatest and
student of humanity living.

the

with

distinction

most

daring

V There have been many difficulties to
encounter in completing arrangements for a
uniform edition, though perhaps the chief barrier to publication here has been the fact that
his writings are not for babes
but for men
and the mothers of men. Indeed, some of his
Eastern romances are written with biblical can" I have sought truth strenuously," he
dour,
tells us, " I have met her boldly.
I have never
turned from her even when she wore an

—

THE WORKS OF ANATOLE FRANCE
unexpected aspect." Still, it is believed that the day has
come for giving English versions of all his imaginative
works, as well as of his monumental study
ARC, which is undoubtedly the most discussed book in the
world of letters to-day.

JOAN OF

JOHN LANE

has pleasure in announcing that
f MR.
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II All the books will be published at 6/- each with the
ARC, which will be 25/- net
exception of
the two volumes, with eight Illustrations.
IT The format of the volumes leaves little to be desired.
The size is Demy 8vo (9 X Sf), and they are printed from
Caslon type upon a paper light in weight and strong of
texture, with a cover design in crimson and gold, a gilt top,
end-papers from designs by Aubrey Beardsley and initials by
Henry Ospovat. In short, these are volumes for the bibliophile as well as the lover of fiction, and form perhaps the
cheapest library edition of copyright novels ever published,
for the price is only that of an ordinary novel,
f The translation of these books has been entrusted to
such competent French scholars as MR. Alfred allinson,

JOAN OF

MR. FREDERIC CHAPMAN. MR. ROBERT

B.

DOUGLAS,

THE WORKS OF ANATOLE FRANCE
MR.

W. EVANS, MRS. FARLEY, MR. LAFCADIO HEARN,
S. JACKSON, MRS. JOHN LANE, MRS. NEWMARCH,
MR. C. E. ROCHE, MISS WINIFRED STEPHENS, and MISS
M. P. WILLCOCKS.
f As Anatole Thibault, dit Anatole France, is to most
English readers merely a name, it will be well to state that
he was born in 1844 in the picturesque and inspiring
surroundings of an old bookshop on the Quai Voltaire,
Paris, kept by his father, Monsieur Thibault, an authority on
eighteenth-century history, from whom the boy caught the
passion for the principles of the Revolution, while from his
mother he was learning to love the ascetic ideals chronicled
A.

MRS. W.

in the Lives of the Saints.
He was schooled with the lovers
of old books, missals and manuscripts ; he matriculated on the
Quais with the old Jewish dealers of curios and objets cCart
he graduated in the great university of life and experience.
It will be recognised that all his work is permeated by his
youthful impressions ; he is, in fact, a virtuoso at large.
% He has written about thirty volumes of fiction. His
first

JOCASTA y THE FAMISHED CAT
THE CRIME OF SYLVESTRE BONNARD

novel was

(1879).

appeared in 1881, and had the distinction of being crowned
by the French Academy, into which he was received in 1896.

^ His work is illuminated with style, scholarship, and
psychology ; but its outstanding features are the lambent wit,
the gay mockery, the genial irony with which he touches every
subject he treats. But the wit is never malicious, the mockery
never derisive, the irony never barbed. To quote from his own
EPICURUS : " Irony and Pity are both of
good counsel ; the first with her smiles makes life agreeable,
The Irony I
the other sanctifies it to us with her tears.
invoke is no cruel deity.
She mocks neither love nor
Her mirth
beauty.
She is gentle and kindly disposed.
disarms anger and it is she teaches us to laugh at rogues and
fools whom but for her we might be so weak as to hate."
IT Often he shows how divine humanity triumphs over
mere asceticism, and with entire reverence ; indeed, he
might be described as an ascetic overflowing with humanity,
just as he has been termed a " pagan, but a pagan
constantly haunted by the pre-occupation of Christ."
He is in turn like his own Choulette in
LILY saintly and Rabelaisian, yet without incongruity.
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—

—
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At

all times he is the unrelenting foe of superstition and
hypocrisy. Ofhimselfhe once modestly said : "You will find
in my writings perfect sincerity (lying demands a talent I do

much indulgence, and some natural affection for
the beautiful and good,"
IT The mere extent of an author's popularity is perhaps a
poor argument, yet it is significant that two books by this

not possess),
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author are in their

SAND.and numbersof them well
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intotheir

THOUSAND, whilst the one
described as

which a Frenchman recently
" Monsieur France's most arid book " is in its

FIFTY-EIGHTH THOUSAND.
f

InasmucJi as

ONLY contribution to
THE YELLOW

M. FRANCE'S

an English periodical appeared in
BOOK,
vol. v., April 1895, together with the first important English
appreciation of his work from the pen of the Hon. Maurice
Baring, it is peculiarly appropriate that the English edition
of his works should be issued from the Bodley Head.
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AFFAIRS OF NAPOLEON.

By

Joseph Turquan. Translated from the French by James L. May.
Demy 8vo (9 x 5^ inches).
With 32 Full-page Illustrations.
1 2J-.

6d. net.

A CATALOGUE OF
THE DUKE OF REICHSTADT(NAPOLEON 11.)
By Edward

de Wertheimer.

With numerous

Illustrations.

Translated from the

Demy

8vo.

2IJ.

German.
(Second

net.

Edition.)
Times,— " A most

careful and interesting work which presents the
authoritative account of the life of this unfortunate Prince."

Westminster Gazette. — "This hook,

first

complete and

admirahly produced, reinforced by many additional
and a monument of patient, well-applied

portraits, is a solid contrihution to history

research."

NAPOLEON'S CONQUEST OF PRUSSIA,
By

1806.

LoRAiNE Petre.
With an Introduction by FieldMarshal Earl Roberts, V.C, K.G., etc. With Maps, Battle
Plans, Portraits, and i6 Full-page Illustrations.
Demy 8to
i zs. 6d. net.
(9 ^ Sf inches),
F.

— " Neither too concise, nor too diffuse, the book eminently readable. It the
in English on a somewhat circumscribed subject."
Outlook, — " Mr. Petre has visited the battlefields and read everything, and his monograph
Scotsman,
best

is

is

work

is

a model of what military

history,

handled with enthusiasm and literary

ability,

can be."

NAPOLEON'S CAMPAIGN IN POLAND, 18061807.
A Military History of Napoleon's First War with Russia,
from unpublished official documents. By F. Loraine
With 1 6 Full-page Illustrations, Maps, and Plans. New
Edition.
Demy 8vo (9 x 5f inches). I2j. 6d. net.
Army and Navy Chronicle. — '* We welcome a second edition of this valuable work.
verified

Petre.

.

.

.

Mr. Loraine Petre is an authority on the wars of the great Napoleon, and has brought
the greatest care and energy into his studies of the subject."

NAPOLEON
CHARLES.

A

AND

THE ARCHDUKE

History of the Franco- Austrian Campaign in
the Valley of the Danube in 1809.
By F. Loraine Petre.
With 8 Illustrations and 6 sheets of Maps and Plans. Demy 8vo
(9

X 5f

inches).

1

2/. dd. net.

RALPH HEATHCOTE.

Letters of a Diplomatist

During the Time of Napoleon, Giving an Account of the Dispute
between the Emperor and the Elector of Hesse. By Countess
With Numerous Illustrations. Demy 8vo
GiJNTHER Groben.
izj. 6^'. net.
(9 ^ 5 f inches),

*^ Ralph Heatkcote, ike son ofan English father and an Alsatian mother was for
some time in the English diplomatic seraice as first secretary to Mr. Brook Taylor^ minister
at the Court of Hesse,, and on one occasion found himself very tiear to making; history.
Mapoleon became persuaded thai Taylor "was impUcatedinaplot to procure his assassinaAs Taylor refused to be
tion, and insisted on his dismissal from the Hessian Court.
dismissed, the incident at one time seemed likely to result to the Elector in the loss of his
throne.
Heathcote came into contact with a number of tto table People, including the Miss
Berrys, with whom he assures his mother he is not in love.
On the whole, there is tnuch
interesting' materialfor lovers of old letters andjournals.
^

MEMOIRS, BIOGRAPHIES,

Etc.

5

MEMOIRS OF THE COUNT DE CARTRIE.
i^^A

record of the extraordinary events in the life of a French
Royalist during the war in La Vendee, and of his flight to South[^[ampton, where he followed the humble occupation of gardener.
jWith an introduction by Fr^d^ric Masson, Appendices and Notes

by Pierre Am^dee Pichot, and other hands, and numerous
tions, including a

Photogravure Portrait of the Author.

Illustra-

Demy

8vo.

12s, 6d. net.

Daily News.
much."

— "We have seldom met

with a

human document which has

interested us so

THE JOURNAL OF JOHN MAYNE DURING
[A

TOUR ON THE CONTINENT UPON

ITS RE-

JOPENING AFTER THE FALL OF NAPOLEON,
by

^jjJEdited

Grandson, John Mayne
Demy 8vo (9 x 5f inches).

his

(Illustrations.

WOMEN

I

1814.
16

With

Colles.

zs. 6d. net.

OF THE SECOND EMPIRE.

Chronicles of the Court of Napoleon III. By Frederic Loli:ee.
With an introduction by Richard Whiteing and 53 full-page
Illustrations, 3 in Photogravure.
Demy 8vo. 21 s, net.
Standard. — "M. Fridiric Loli^e has written a remarkable book, vivid and pitiless in its
and dare-devil spirit which flourished unchecked at the French
Mr. Richard Whiteing's introduction is written with restraint and dignity."

description of the intrigue

Court.

.

.

.

LOUIS NAPOLEON AND THE GENESIS OF
THE SECOND EMPIRE. By F. H. Cheetham. With
Numerous

Illustrations.

Demy

8vo (9 x 5| inches).

16s. net.

MEMOIRS OF MADEMOISELLE DES
ECHEROLLES.

Translated from the French by Marie
Clothilde Balfour. With an Introduction by G. K. Fortescue,
Portraits, etc.
Liverpool Mercury.
historical value.

5;. net.

— ".
The

.

.

The work has a very decided
and quite notable in the preservation of

this absorbing book.

translation is .excellent,

.

,

.

idiom."

JANE AUSTEN'S SAILOR BROTHERS.

Being

and Adventures of Sir Francis Austen, g.c.b., Admiral of
the Fleet, and Rear- Admiral Charles Austen.
By J. H. and E. C.
HuBBACK. With numerous Illustrations. Demy 8vo. izj. 6d, net.
the

life

—

"'. . . May be welcomed as an important addition to Austeniana . . .;
Post.
besides valuable for its glimpses of life in the Navy, its illustrations of the feelings
officers during the period that preceded and that which
followed the great battle of just one century ago, the battle which won so much but
which cost us Nelson."

Morning
it is

and sentiments of naval

—

A CATALOGUE OF
SOME WOMEN LOVING AND LUCKLESS.
By Teodor

de

Jeffreson,

m.a.

(9x5!

Wyzewa. Translated from the French by C. H.
With Numerous Illustrations. Demy 8vo

inches),

"js.

6d. net.

POETRY AND PROGRESS IN
Rosa Newmarch.

With 6

full-page

By

RUSSIA.

Portraits.

Demy

8vo.

Js. 6d. net.

Standard,

—

" Distinctly a book that should be read
informed."

GIOVANNI BOCCACCIO
STUDY. By Edward
inches).

THE

.

.

pleasantly written

and well

A BIOGRAPHICAL

Hutton. With

and numerous other

piece

:

.

a Photogravure Frontis-

Illustrations.

Demy

8vo (9 x 5J

i6j. net.

LIFE OF PETER ILICH TCHAIKOVSKY

(1840-1893). By his Brother, MoDESTE Tchaikovsky. Edited
and abridged from the Russian and German Editions by Rosa
Newmarch. With Numerous Illustrations and Facsimiles and an
Introduction by the Editor.
Demy 8vo. js, 6d, net. Second
edition.

—

The Times. "A most illuminating commentary on Tchaikovsky's music"
World. *' One of the most fascinating self-revelations by an artist which has been given to
the world. The translation is excellent, and worth reading for its own sake."
Contemporary Review. " The book's appeal is, of course, primarily to the music-lover but
there is so much of human and literary interest in it, such intimate revelation of a
singularly interesting personality, that many who have never come under the spell of
the Pathetic Symphony will be strongly attracted by what is virtually the spiritual
autobiography of its composer. High praise is due to the translator and editor for the
literary skill with which she has prepared the English version of this fascinating work

—

—

;

.

.

.

There have been few collections of letters published within recent years that give so
vivid a portrait of the writer as that presented to us in these pages."

COKE OF NORFOLK AND HIS FRIENDS:
The

Life of Thomas William Coke, First Earl of Leicester of
second creation, containing an account of his Ancestry,
Surroundings, Public Services, and Private Friendships, and
including many Unpublished Letters from Noted Men of his day,
English and American.
By A. M. W. Stirling. With 20
Photogravure and upwards of 40 other Illustrations reproduced
from Contemporary Portraits, Prints, etc. Demy 8vo. 2 vols.
the

3 2 J. net.

The Times.
years."

— " We thank Mr. Stirling for one of the most interesting memoirs of recent
— " A very remarkable literary performance. Mrs. Stirling has achieved

Daily Tele^aph.

a resurrection. She has fashioned a picture of a dead and forgotten past and brought
before our eyes with the vividness of breathing existence the life of our English ancestors
of the eighteenth century."
Pall Mall Gazette.— " A yfOt\i of no common interest; in fact, a work which may almost be
called unique."
Evening: Standard. "One of the most interesting biographies we have read for years."

—
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K.C.M.G., Commander of Li Hung Chang's
the

in

Arsenal,

Taeping

Secretary

to

Rebellion,
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first

founder

Chinese

of the

first

Embassy

Secretary and Councillor to the Chinese Legation in
thirty
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LIFE OF SIR HALLIDAY MACART-

NEY,
force

Etc.

By Demetrius

years.

C. Boulger,

" History of China," the " Life of Gordon,"

Demy

trations.

to

trained

Chinese
Europe.

London

for

Author of the

etc.

With

Illus-

Price zis. net.

8vo.

—

" It is safe to say that few readers will be able to put down the book with.
out feeling the better for having read it . . . not only fall of personal interest, but
tells us much that we never knew before on some not unimportant details."

Daily Graphic.

DEVONSHIRE CHARACTERS AND STRANGE
EVENTS.

By S. Baring-Gould, m.a., Author of « Yorkshire
With 58 Illustrations. Demy 8vo. 21j.net.
etc.

Oddities,"
Daily News.— "

fascinating series

A.

.

.

.

the whole book

is

rich in

human

interest.

It is

by personal touches, drawn from traditions and memories, that the dead men surrounded
by the curious panoply of their time, are made to live again in Mr. Baring-Gould's pages.

CORNISH CHARACTERS AND STRANGE
EVENTS.

By

Baring-Gould.

S.

Demy

8vo.

THE HEART OF GAMBETTA.

21j.net.

Translated

from the French of Francis Laur by Violette Montagu.
With an Introduction by John Macdonald, Portraits and other

Demy 8vo.
6d. net.
— " It Gambetta pouring 'out his soul

Illustrations.

"js.

to Ldonie Leon, the strange,
the most persuasive oratory of modern
times, acknowledging his idol, his inspiration, his Egeria,"

Daily Telegraph.

is

passionate, masterful demagogue,

who wielded

THE MEMOIRS OF ANN, LADY FANSHAWE.
Written by Lady Fanshawe.

With

dence of Sir Richard Fanshawe.

With 38
and one

in

Extracts from the Correspon-

Edited by

H.

C. Fanshawe.

Full-page Illustrations, including four in Photogravure
Colour.

Demy

8vo.

i6s. net.

*^* This Edition has been printed direct from the orig inal manuscript in thepossession
of the Fanshawe Family and Mr. H. C. Fanshawe contributes numerous notes which
form a running commentary on the text. Many famous pictures are reproduced^ includ^

ing paintings by Velazguez and

Van Dyck,

A CATALOGUE OF

8

THE

LIFE OF JOAN OF ARC.

France.

A Translation by Winifred

trations.

Demy

8vo (9 x 5f inches).

By Anatole
With

Stephens.

THE DAUGHTER OF LOUIS

8 Illus-

Price z^s. net.

2 vols.

XVI.

MarieBy. G.

Therfee-Charlotte of France, Duchesse D'AngoulSme.

With

Lenotre.

1

Demy

Full-page Illustrations.

3

8vo.

Price

10s. dd. net.

AND BEAUTIES OF THE

WITS, BEAUX,
GEORGIAN ERA.
Women

of

Era," etc.

Illustrations.

By John Fyvie, author of" Some Famous

Beauty," "

Wit and
With a

Demy

8vo (9 x 5f inches).

AND

LADIES FAIR

Comedy Queens

of the Georgian

Photogravure Portrait and numerous other

Demi-monde during

the

\zs. 6d. net.

FRAIL.
Eighteenth

Sketches of the
By Horace

Century.

Bleackley, author of "The Story of a Beautiful Duchess."
With I Photogravure and 15 other Portraits reproduced from

Demy

contemporary sources.

8vo (9 x

5 J inches),

MADAME DE MAINTENON
Times, 163 5-1 7 19.
Plate and 16 other

By

Illustrations.

Her

:

With

C. C. Dyson.

Demy

i

izj. 6d. net.

Life and
Photogravure

Svo (9 x 5| inches).

I2J. 6d. net.

DR.
A.

JOHNSON AND MRS. THRALE.
With an

M. Broadley.
With 24

Seccombe.

Introductory Chapter by

Illustrations

from rare

By

Thomas

originals, including

Miniature of Mrs.
Piozzi by Roche, and a Photogravure of Harding's sepia drawing
izj. 6a?. net.
of Dr. Johnson. Demy 8vo (9 x 5f inches),

a reproduction

in colours of the

THE DAYS OF THE
Alfred

Allinson,

including
(9

x 5f

many

inches),

M.A.

Fellowres

DIRECTOIRE.

With 48

illustrating the dress
l6x. net.

Full-page

of the time.

By

Illustrations,

Demy

Svo
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HUBERT AND JOHN VAN EYCK
and Work,
By W. H. James Weale.
and 95 Black and White Reproductions.

:

Etc.

9

Their Life

With

41 Photogravure

Royal

4to.

£^

^s. net.

Martin Conway's Note.
Nearly half a century has passed since Mr. W. H. James
Sir

B7-uges^ hegan that long series

Weale, then resident at
of patient investigations into the history of Netherlandish

was destined to earn so rich a harvest. When he began work Menilinc was
still called Hetnling^ and was fabled to have arrived at Bruges as a wounded soldier.
The van Eycks were little more than legendary heroes. Roger Van der Weyden was little
art which

more than a name.
forgotten or

the other great Netherlandish artists were either wholly
in connection with paintings with ivhich they had nothing to do.
his principal works from Memthey were then confused.

Most of

named only

Mr. Weale discovered Gerard David^ and disentangled
with which

line's^

VINCENZO FOPPA OF BRESCIA,

Founder of

THE Lombard School, His Life and Work.
By Constance
JocELYN Ffoulkes and Monsignor Rodolfo Majocchi, D.D.,
Rector of the Collegio Borromeo, Pavia. Based on research in the
Archives of Milan, Pavia, Brescia, and Genoa, and on the study
With over 100 Illustrations, many in
of all his known works.
Photogravure, and 100 Documents, Royal 4to. ;^3. lu. 6d, net,
*^* No complete Life of Vincenzo Foppa has ever been written
an omission which
:

seems almost inexplicable in these days of over-production in the matter of biographies of painters, and of subjects relating to the art of Italy,
The object of the
authors of this book has been to present a true picture of the masters life based
upon the testim.ony of records in Italian archives. The authors have unearthed a large
amount of new jnaterial relating to Foppa, one of the most interesting facts brought to
light being that he lived for twenty-three years longer than was fortuerly supposed.
The
illustrations ivill include several pictures by Foppa hitherto unknown in the history of art.

MEMOIRS OF THE DUKES OF URBINO.
Illustrating the

Arms, Art and

Literature of Italy from

edited

By James Dennistoun of Dennistoun.
by Edward Hutton, with upwards of

Demy

8vo,

1630.

3 vols.

A New
100

1440

to

Edition

Illustrations.

42^, net.

*#* For many years this great book has been out of print, although it still remains the
chief authority upon the Duchy of Urbino from the beginning of the fifteenth century.
Mr. Hutton has carefully edited the vjhole work, leaving the text substantially the same,
Wherever possible
but adding a large number of n&w notes, comments and references.
the reader is directed to original sources.
Every sort of -work has been laid under
contribution to illustrate the text, and bibliographies have been supplied on many subjects.
Besides these notes the book acquires a new value on account of the mass of illustrations
•which it now contains, thus adding a pictorial comment to an historical and critical one.

THE PHILOSOPHY OF LONG
Jean Finot.
(9

^ Sf

inches).

A

Translation by

By

LIFE.

Harry Roberts.

Demy

8vo.

7^, 6^. net.

*^^* This is a translation of a book which has attained to the position of a classic.
It
has already been translated into almost every language, and has, in France, gone intofourteen editions in the course of a few years. The book is an exhaustive one, and although
based on science and philosophy it is in no sense abstruse or remote frojii general interest.
It deals with life as embodied not only irt man and in the animal and vegetable 'worlds, but
in all that great world of {as the author holds) misnamed ^* inani->nate'^ nature as •well.
For M. Finot argues that all things have life and consciousness, and that a solidarity
exists ivhich brings together all beings and so-called things.
He sets himself to work to
''

show that
herself.

life,

in its philosophic conception, is ajt elementalforce,

and durable as

nat^ire

.

A CATALOGUE OF

lo

THE DIARY OF A

LADY-IN-WAITING.

By

Lady Charlotte Bury.

Being the Diary Illustrative of the
Times of George the Fourth. Interspersed with original Letters
from the late Queen Caroline and from various other distinguished
persons.
New edition. Edited, with an Introduction, by A.
Francis Steuart.
With numerous portraits.
Two Vols.

Demy

8vo.

zis. net.

THE LAST JOURNALS OF HORACE WALPOLE. During the Reign of George III from 1771 to 1783.
With Notes by Dr. Doran. Edited with an Introduction by
A. Francis Steuart, and containing numerous Portraits (2 in
Photogravure) reproduced from contemporary Pictures, Engravings,
etc.
Uniform with "The Diary of a Lady-iri-Waiting."
2 vols.
Demy 8vo (9 x 5f inches). 25/. net.

JUNIPER HALL

Rendezvous of

certain illusFrench Revolution, including Alexander D'Arblay and Fanny Burney.
Compiled by Constance
Hill.
With numerous Illustrations by Ellen G. Hill, and reproductions from various Contemporary Portraits. Crown 8vo. 5/. net.
:

trious Personages during the

JANE AUSTEN

:

Her Homes and Her

Friends.

By Constance

Hill.
Numerous Illustrations by Ellen G. Hill,
together with Reproductions from Old Portraits, etc. Cr. 8vo. 5j.net.

THE HOUSE

IN ST. MARTIN'S STREET.

Being Chronicles of the Burney Family.
By Constance Hill,
Author of " Jane Austen, Her Home, and Her Friends," " Juniper
Hall," etc.
With numerous Illustrations by Ellen G. Hill, and
reproductions of Contemporary Portraits, etc. Demy 8vo. 21s.net.

STORY OF THE PRINCESS DES URSINS IN
SPAIN

(Camarera-Mayor).
By Constance Hill. With 12
and a Photogravure Frontispiece.
New Edition.

Illustrations

Crown

8vo.

5/. net.

MARIA EDGEWORTH AND HER CIRCLE
IN THE DAYS OF BONAPARTE AND BOURBON.
By Constance Hill. Author of " Jane Austen Her Homes
:

and Her Friends," "Juniper Hall," "The House in St. Martin's
Street," etc.
With numerous Illustrations by Ellen G. Hill
and Reproductions of Contemporary Portraits, etc. Demy 8vo
(9 X 5I inches),

zis. net.
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LETTERS OF THOMAS CARLYLE.

Edited and Annotated by Alexander Carlyle, with Notes and
an Introduction and numerous Illustrations.
In Two Volumes.

Demy

8vo.

25J. net.

Pall Mall Gazette.—^'' To the portrait of the man, Thomas, these letters do really add
value we can learn to respect and to like him the more for the genuine goodness of his
;

personality.

Literary World.— '^ It is then Carlyle, the nobly filial son, we see in these
the generous and affectionate brother, the loyal and warm-hearted
above all, Carlyle as the tender and faithful lover of his wife."

letters ; Carlyle,
friend, . . . and

—

Daily^ Telegraph.
"The letters are characteristic enough of the Carlyle we knowl very
picturesque and entertaining, full of extravagant emphasis, written, as a rule, at fever
heat, eloquently rabid and emotional."

NEW LETTERS AND MEMORIALS OF

JANE
WELSH CARLYLE. A Collection of hitherto Unpublished

Letters.
Annotated by Thomas Carlyle, and Edited by
Alexander Carlyle, with an Introduction by Sir James Crichton
Browne, m.d., ll.d., f.r.s., numerous Illustrations drawn in Lithography by T. R, Way, and Photogravure Portraits from hitherto

unreproduced Originals.

In

Two

Volumes.

Demy

8vo.

z^s, net.

—

Westminster Gazette, " Few letters in the language have in such perfection the qualities
which good letters should possess. Frank, gay, brilliant, indiscreet, immensely clever,
whimsical, and audacious, they reveal a character which, with whatever alloy of human
infirmity, must endear itself to any reader of understanding."
World. " Throws a deal of new light on the domestic relations of the Sage of Chelsea.
They also contain the full text of Mrs. Carlyle's fascinating journal, and her own
humorous and quaintly candid narrative of her first love-affair."

—

'

'

THE LOVE LETTERS OF THOMAS

CAR-

LYLE AND JANE WELSH.

Edited by Alexander Carlyle,
Nephew of Thomas Carlyle, editor of " New Letters and
Memorials of Jane Welsh Carlyle," " New Letters of Thomas

With

Carlyle," etc.
Illustrations.

Demy

2 Portraits in colour

8vo (9 x

<^\ inches).

CARLYLE'S FIRST LOVE.
Lady

An

Bannerman.

and numerous other
2 vols.

Margaret

251. net.

Gordon—

Ancestry and
Homes ; her Family and Friends. By R. C. Archibald. With
20 Portraits and Illustrations, including a Frontispiece in Colour.
Demy 8vo (9 x 5-| inches). 10/. dd. net.
account

of her

Life,

*

EMILE ZOLA
Account of his

With numerous

—

Morning

Novelist and Reformer.
An
Influence.
By E. A, Vizetelly.
Illustrations, Portraits, etc.
Demy 8vo. 2ij. net.
:

Life,

Work, and

Post.
"Mr. Ernest Vizetelly has given
character, and life of the novelist."

— ".

Athenaum.
M.A.P.—".

.

.

.

,

.

a very true insight into the aims,

Exhaustive and interesting.
will stand as the classic biography of Zola.'
.

.

A CATALOGUE OF
MEMOIRS OF THE MARTYR KING
12

being a
two years of the Reign of His Most
ComSacred Majesty King Charles the First, 1 646-1 648-9.
piled by Allan Fea.
With upwards of 100 Photogravure
Royal 4to.
Portraits and other Illustrations, including relics.
1 05 J. net.
:

detailed record of the last

—

Mr. M. H. Spielmann in The Academy. "The. volume is a triumph for the priuter and
publisher, and a solid contribution to Carolinian literature,"
The present sumptuous volume, a storehouse of eloquent associations
Pall Mall Gazette.
comes as near to outward perfection as anything we could desire."
.

—

'

'

.

MEMOIRS OF A VANISHED GENERATION
1813-1855.

Edited by Mrs.

Illustrations.

Demy

8vo.

Warrenne

Blake.

With numerous

i6j. net.

%* This work is compiledfrom diaries and letters dating fi'otn the time of the Regency
The value of the -work lies in its natural unto the middle of the nineteenth century.
emhellished picture of the life of a cultured and ivelUbom family in a foreign enmronjnent
at a period so close to our own that it is far less familiar than periods mtich Tttore remote.
There is an atmosphere of Jane A ustens novels about the lives of Admiral Knox and his
family and a large number of well-known contemporaries are introduced into Mrs. Blake^s
pages.
^

CESAR FRANCK A
:

Study.

Translated from the

French of Vincent d'Indy, with an Introduction by Rosa Newmarch. Demy 8vo. yj. ^d, net.
*#* There is no purer influence in modem jnusic than that of Cisar Franck, for m.any
years ignored in every capacity save that of organist ofSainte- Clotilde, in Paris, but now
recognised as the legitimate successor of Bach and Beethoven, //is inspiration rooted in
love andfaith " has contributed in a rejnarkable degree to tfie regeneration of the musical
art in France and elsewhere. The nowfatnous ^^Sckola Cantorum" founded in Paris in
1896, by A. Guilmant, Charles Bordes and Vincent dindy, is the direct outcotne of his
Among the artists who -were in some sort his disciples ivere Paul Dukas^
influence.
Chabrier, Gabriel Fauri and the great violinist Ysdye. His pupils include such gifted
composers as Benott, Augusta Holtnis, Chatcsson, Ropartz, and d' Indy, This book^
written with tlie devotion of a disciple and the authority of a master., leaves us with
a vivid and touching impression of ike saint-like composer of " The Beatitudes."
*

'

FRENCH NOVELISTS OF TO-DAY
Barres,

Rene Bazin, Paul Bourget,

:

Maurice

Pierre de Coulevain, Anatole

BioFrance, Pierre Loti, Marcel Prevost, and Edouard Rod,
and Critical.
By Winifred Stephens.

graphical, Descriptive,

With

Portraits

Crown

and Bibliographies.

8vo.

5^. net.

*^* The viritery wJio has lived much in France, is thoroughly acquainted with French
The book is intended to be a
life and with the principal currents of French thought.
guide to English readers desirous to keep in touch with the best present-day French
Special attention is given to the ecclesiastical, social, and intellectual problems
fiction.
of contemporary France and their influence upon the works of French novelists of to-day.

THE

KING'S

GENERAL

IN

THE WEST,

being the Life of Sir Richard Granville, Baronet (1600-1659).
By Roger Granville, M.A., Sub-Dean of Exeter Cathedral.

With

Illustrations.

Westminster Gazette.— " Pi

Demy

8vo.

historical students as well as

10/. 6d. net.

work;
by ordinary readers."

distinctly interesting

it

will

be highly appreciated by

MEMOIRS, BIOGRAPHIES,

THE SOUL OF A TURK.
With

8 Full-page Illustrations.

%* We hear of MosUtn

Etc.
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By Mrs. de Bunsen.

Demy

8vo.

loj. ^d. net.

fanaticism" and Christian " superstition," but it is not easy
" The Soul of a Turk " is the
to find a book ivhich goes to the heart of the viaiter.
outcome of several journeys in Asiatic and European Turkey, notably one through the
Armenian provinces, down the Tigris on a raft to Baghdad and across the Syrian Desert
to Damascus.
Mrs. de Bunsen made a special study of the various forms of religion
existing in those countries. Here, side by side with the formal ceremonial of the village
mosque and the Christian Churchy is the resort to Magic and Mystery.

THE

^^

AND LETTERS OF ROBERT

LIFE

Stephen Hawker, sometime Vicar of Morwenstow in Cornwall.
By C, E. Byles. With numerous Illustrations by J. Ley
Pethybridge and others. Demy 8vo. 7/. 6d. net.

—

" .
As soon as the volume is opened one finds oneself in the presence
of a real original, a man of ability, genius and eccentricity, of whom one cannot know
too much
.
No one will read this fascinating and charmingly produced book without
thanks to Mr. Byles and a desire to visit or revisit Morwenstow."

Daily Telegraph.
.

.

.

.

—

—

THE LIFE OF WILLIAM BLAKE.
Gilchrist. Edited with an Introduction by

By Alexander

W.Graham Robertson.

Numerous Reproductions from Blake's most

Demy

remarkable designs.

Birmingham /"«<.—" Nothing seems

8vo.

characteristic

lo/. 6^. net.

New

and

Edition.

at all likely ever to supplant the Gilchrist biographyi

Mr. Swinburne praised it magnificently in his own eloquent essay on Blake, and there
should be no need now to point out its entire sanity, understanding keenness of critical
Dealing with one of the most difficult of subjects,
insight, and masterly literary style.
it

ranks

among

the finest things of

its

kind that

GEORGE MEREDITH
By Richard Le
larged)

Gallienne.

by John Lane.

Edition.

we

:

Some

With

Portrait, etc.

possess."

Characteristics.
(much en-

a Bibliography

Crown

8vo.

5^. net.

Fifth

Revised.

Punch.— "Ml Meredithians must possess "George Meredith; Some Characteristics,' by
Richard Le Gallienne. This book is a complete and excellent guide to the novelist and
the novels, a sort of Meredithian Bradshaw, with pictures of the traffic superintendent
and the head office at Boxhill. Even Philistines may be won over by the blandishments
of Mr. Le Gallienne."

LIFE OF

LORD CHESTERFIELD. An

account

of the Ancestry, Personal Character, and Public Services of the
H. Craig, M.A. Numerous
Fourth Earl of Chesterfield. By

W.

Illustrations.

Demy

8vo.

I zs.

dd. net.

It is the chief point of Mr. Craig's book to show the sterling qualities which
Chesterfield was at too much pains in concealing, to reject the perishable trivialities of
statesman, not inferior to any of his
his character, and to exhibit him as a philosophic
contemporaries, except Walpole at one end of his life, and Chatham at the other."

Times.—"

A CATALOGUE OF
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A QUEEN OF INDISCRETIONS.

The Tragedy

of Caroline of Brunswick, Queen of England.
From the Italian
of G. P. Clerici.
With
Translated by Frederic Chapman.
numerous Illustrations reproduced from contemporary Portraits and

Demy

Prints.

The Daily Telegraph.

8vo.

21s. net.

— "It

could scarcely be done more thoroughly or, on the whole, in
better taste than is here displayed by Professor Clerici. Mr. Frederic Chapman himself
contributes an uncommonly interesting and well-informed introduction,"

LETTERS AND JOURNALS OF SAMUEL
GRIDLEY HOWE.

Edited by his Daughter Laura E.
a Preface by F. B. Sanborn, an
Introduction by Mrs. John Lane, and a Portrait.
Demy 8vo
16/. net.
(9 X 5f inches).
Richards.

With Notes and

—

"This deeply interesting record of experience.
and contains a striking portrait of Howe,"

Outlook.

The volume

GRIEG AND HIS MUSIC.
Author of " Wagner and

Crown

8vo.

EDWARD

"js.

A.

his

Works,"

is

worthily produced

By H. T. Finck,
etc.

With

Illustrations.

6d. net.

MACDOWELL

:

a Biography.

By

Lawrence Oilman, Author of " Phases of Modern Music,"
"Straus's 'Salome,'" "The Music of To-morrow and Other
Studies," " Edward Macdowell," etc.
Profusely illustrated.
Crown 8vo. ^s. net.

THE LIFE OF

ST.

MARY MAGDALEN.

Unknown Fourteenth-Century
Writer by Valentina Hawtrey. With an Introductory Note by
Vernon Lee, and 14 Full-page Reproductions from the Old Masters.
Translated from the Italian of an

Crown
Daily News.

8vo.

5;. net.

— " Miss Valentina Hawtrey has given a most excellent English version of this

pleasant work."

MEN AND

LETTERS.

Fourth Edition,

Crown

By Herbert Paul,

8vo,

m.p.

^s, net.

Daily News.— "yii. Herbert Paul has done scholars and the reading world

in genera a high

service in publishing this collection of his essays."

ROBERT BROWNING:
By

J.

T. Nettleship.

(Third Edition.)

With

Essays

Portrait.

and Thoughts.

Crown

8vo.

5/.

6d. net.
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WILLIAM MAKEPEACE THACKERAY.
Biography by Lewis

numerous

other

With

Melville.

A

Photogravures and
8vo (9 x 5f inches).
2

Demy

Illustrations.

15

2 5 J. net,
*#* In compiling' this biography of Thackeray Mr. Lewis Melville, who is adfnittedly
the authority on the subject, has been assisted by nuTnerous Thackeray experts. Mr.
Melville's natne has long been associated with Thackeray, not only as founder of the
Tiimarsh Club, but Ulso as the author of^* The Thackeray County " and the editor of the
standard edition of Thackeray's works and " Thackeray's Stray Papers." For -many
vears Mr. Melville has elevated himself to the collection of material 7-elating to the life and
work of his subject. He has had access to many new letters, and much information has
come to hand since the publication of " The Life of Thackeray." Noiv that everything
about the novelist is known, it seems that an appropriate tnoment has arrived for a new
biography. Mr. Melville has also compiled a bibliography of Thackeray that runs to
upwards 1,300 items, by many hundreds more than contained in any hitherto issued.
This section luill be invaluable to the collector. Thackeray's speeches, including several
never before republished, have also been collected. There is a list of portraits of the
novelist, and a sepa7'ate index to the Bibliography,

A LATER PEPYS.

The Correspondence of Sir
William Weller Pepys, Bart., Master in Chancery, 1758-1825,
with Mrs. Chapone, Mrs. Hartley, Mrs. Montague, Hannah More,
WUliam Franks, Sir James Macdonald, Major Rennell, Sir
Edited, with an Introduction and
Nathaniel Wraxall, and others.
With numerous Illustrations.
Notes, by Alice C. C. Gaussen.
Demy 8vo. In Two Volumes. 32^. net.
—

Douglas Sladen

" This is indisputably a most valuable contribution to the
in the Queen.
It is a veritable storehouse of society gossip, the
literature of the eighteenth century.
art criticism, and the rtiots of famous people."

ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON, AN ELEGY;
AND OTHER

POEMS, MAINLY PERSONAL.

Richard Le Gallienne.

Crown

8vo.

—

Globe.
"The opening Elegy on R. L. Stevenson includes some tender
passages, and has throughout the merits of sincerity and clearness."

RUDYARD KIPLING
Le

With

Gallienne.

8vo.

:

By

\s. 6d. net.

and touching

By Richard
a Criticism.
by John Lane, Crown

a Bibliography

3J. 6^. net.

—

Scotsman " It shows a keen insight into the essential qualities of literature, and analyses
the positive and outstanding
Mr. Kipling's product with the skill of a craftsman
merits of Mr. Kipling's contribution to the literature of his time are marshalled by his
.

critic

with quite

uncommon

apologia DIFFIDENTIS.
Leith,
*:f*

The

book,

Demy
which

is

.

.

skill."

8vo.

']s.

By W. Compton

6d. net.

largely autobiographical, describes the effect of diffidence upon

an individual life, and contains, with a consideration of the nature of shyness, a plea for
a kindlier judgment of the inveterate case.
Daily Mail. "Mr. Leith has written a very beautiful book, and perhaps the publisher's
claim that this will be a new classic is not too bold."

—
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THE TRUE STORY OF MY
biography by Alice

Demy

THE

8to.

M.

LIFE

Etc.
:

an Auto-

Diehl, Novelist, Writer, and Musician.

los. 6d. net.

LIFE OF W.

FOX,

Public Teacher and
By the late Richard Garnett,
Demy 8vo.
LL.D., concluded by Edward Garnett.

Social Reformer,

C.B.,

J.

1 786-1 864.

i6j'. net.
(9 ^ 5f inches.)
%* W. J. Fox was a prominent figure in public life Jrotn 1820 to
weaver's boy he became M.P. for Oldham. {T84y'-jS62), and he will always

i860.

he

From a

remembered

for his association with South Place Chapel^ -where his Radical opinions and fame as a
Preacher and popular orator brought hi-m. in contact •with an advanced circle of thoughtful
people. He was the discoverer of the youthful Robert Broivning and Harriet Martineau^
and the friend of J. S. Mill, Horne, John Forster, Macready, etc. As an Anti-Corn
Law orator, he swayed^ by the power of his eloquence, enthusiastic audiences. As a
politician, he was the -unswerving champion of social reform, and the cause of oppressed
nationalities his ?nost celebrated speech being in support of his Bill for National Education, 183G, a Bill which anticipated many of the features of the Education Bill of our
own tijne. He died in 1863, The presen t Life has been compiled from. m.anuscript
material entrusted to Dr. Garnett by Mrs. Bridell Fox.
.,

OTIA

:

Essays.

8vo.
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By Armine Thomas Kent.

terrors of the law
of Three Lawyers
Jeffreys,"

Crown

net.

—the

original

being the Portraits
Weir of Hermiston, "Bloody
:

and " Bluidy Advocate Mackenzie."
By Francis
Fcap. 8vo, 4^. 6d. net.
3 Photogravure Portraits.

Watt. With

—

The Literary World. "The book is altogether entertaining; it is brisk, lively, and
effective.
Mr. Watt has already, in his two series of The Law's Lumber Room,'
established his place as an essayist in legal lore, and the present book will increase his
'

reputation."
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Men-of-War

Edward

in the

Eraser.

that

With

i6 Full-page Illustrations.
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By

the Empire.

Crown

8vo.

6s.
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in black
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Crown 8vo.
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Illustrations in colours,
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